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EDITORIAL NOTE
The Association of Retired Flag Rank officers (AMRO) in Sri Lanka

hthd rulume ofthe Association's joumal is being published to be released in time for the meeting ofthe
ive Association of Retired Generals and Admirals (WCARGA) scheduled to be held in Colombolhrfim

li'ii *rt iodeed privileged and for,tunate to be able to host the meeting of this august body and look forward
H[ilipm bv meny distinguished retired military offrcers worldwide. A panel of eminent persons from Sriil*deuaa are also expected to address this conference.

fr mclear issues, we are encouraging dialogue between the United States and European participants andfutlmLhai*, Pakistan and the Middle East. Similarly those who have effected reconciliation programmes withili:lilnuimities may broaden the debate on terrorism. Further, we are keen to tackle how to promote lessonslhltm LI'}'I' authorised initiatives and interventions. This has been a continuing weakness in the intemationalryt!' ro everybody's loss.

1[o eddress this weakness, we will launch in Colombo a new international award, the ,,New Initiatives inq,.rsffilqE for Peace Award". This award differs from other peace prizes in that it targets military institutions. ItmrrsE$ from them broader information - sharing on non-classified initiatives and reports - a discipline still in5i;irh,!: in the international arena. Poverty alleviation and its impact on National Security is another issue. over-dhts all these issues is the principle of disarmament itself.

Ihr recommendations of this conference will comprise a "Colombo Declaration,, to be agreed at the meeting.

(Ilcr ARFRO Activity

As done in the past few years, ARFRo arranged a series of lectures by eminent persons. Serving offrcers ofrh tfrme armed forces also attend these lectures. Their content is reprodued in the joumal.

A presentation was made.29 April '99 by apanel of ARFRO members to the organisation of professional
truciations (OPA). The topic was "National Security - The Role and Responsibilities of the Armed Forces,'. The
silmt'|B ofthis presentation are included in this journat. ARFRO is grateful to the Commanders of the Army, Navy
md 'tir Force for the assistance given by them in the way of personnel and equipment to help in the presentation.

ARFRO also took the initiative and spearheaded a movement for counselling widows of those servicemen
rfrcr srrificed their lives in the Defence of Sri Lanka.

tnitially the Sri Lanka Ex Services Association participated in this programme but later withdrew. The
furchiatric Association has given its support to ARFRo and the functioning of this service is reported fully in this*oilum by the chairman of the sub-committee, Air vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke.

ARFRO held two successful social events one in the Air Force officers Mess on 26th March 99 and the
ilther in the Army HQ Station Mess on 29 Jantary 2000. ARFRO is grateful to the Service Commanders for the
sryport they provide. The facilities at Kirullapone Camp continue to be available to A11pRO and an office has alsohm established there to coordinate the work of the Counselling Service. The unstinted support given by the
Corrmanding officer, officers and their staff from 4 sLE Regiment with the concurrence or tr," Regimental
Cmmander of the Corps of Engineers is greatly appreciated.
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!{ATIONAL SECURITY
AITIT RESFOI{SIBILITIES OF THE ARMED FORCES

Presentation By
ThE Assosiation of Retired Flag Rank Oflicers (ARFRO)

Ibft(}tpisai<ln of Professional Associations (OPA) on 29ft April 1999

Q Lkreoant General J.E.D. Perera. VSV D.Litt (Honoris Causa) FBIM
President of ARFRO

S€curity common to All ethnic and other conflicts including
insurgencies such as our own contribute to instability in
countries and in various regions of the world. All
conflicts endanger peace.

Security can no longer be defined in purely
political and military terms. The aspirations of the people
both individually and collectively, for a good quality of
life become increasingly manifest. Security today covers
all aspects of life, social, economic, cultural,
humanitarian and environmental.

From the beginning of man's recorded history
physical forces, or the threat ofit, has been freely and
incessantly applied to the resolution of social problems.
It persists as an essential element in the social pattern.
History suggests that, as a society of men grows more
orderly, the application of force tends to become better
ordered. The requirement for it has shown no sign of
disappearing. A society of men in which no, resort to
force is possible - either for the common good or against
it, either for individual advantage or against it - is in-
conceivable, so long as man remains what he is.

The function of the profession of arms is the
ordered application of force empowered by statutes in
the resolution of a social problem. It is sometimes
described as the management of violence. The bearing
of arms among men for the purpose of fighting other
men is timeless. It has become, at sometimes and in some
places, a calling resembling the priesthood in its
dedication. It has never ceased to display a strong
element of the vocational.

The bearing of arms also has become a profession,
not only in the wider sense of what is professed, but in
the narrower sense of an occupation with a

distinguishable body ofspecific technical knowledge and
doctrine. It has, more or less, an exclusive group
coherence, a complex of institutions peculiar to itself,
an educational pattem adapted to its own needs, and a
career structure of its own. It occupies a distinct place
in the society which has brought it forth.

As the 19th century drew to a close,
professionalism in the armed services was apparent
eve4rwhere to a greater or lesser degree. Germany led
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the hield. In the United States a coherent military system

had evoh'ed with remarkable speed. England pursued a

path of her own with a professional naly and a smaller
regular army whose offrcers contained a high proportion

of amateurs drawn almost exclusively from a ruling
caste. In one important respect however, it was Britain
that led. Nowhere else had civilian (i.e. political and not

bureaucratic) control over the armed forces been so

effectively and easily established.

Class barriers on officer entry had been removed.

What was wanted next was a liberally educated body of
officers graduating in liberal studies, then a

professionally educated body ofoffrcers graduating in
professional studies, and, finally, a structure ofpromotion
in which criteria of competence should predominate.

It is not surprising to find that the rate of the

professionalizing ofarmed forces has depended on the

degree to which national security is, or is thought to be

threatened.

It is the business of the armed services to furnish

the constituted authority the greatest possible number

of options. A government can have as many options. A
government can have as many options as it will pay for.

The greater the strength and variety, and the better the

equipment and training of its armed forces, the higher

will be the number of options which will be open to it.

One ofthe emerging trends in the new world order, after

the end of the cold war, is for armed forces to be

employed in the maintenance of "Peace" and develop-

ing a sense of patriotism amongst the youth of a nation.

There are, of course, always limits to the amount

any govemment will spend on defence. So long as the

sovereign state exists, they will be unwilling and unwise

to abandon the power to use force in any situation where

violent conflict has resulted, or is likely to result. They

must decide forthemselves how many options they will
pay for.

It is a distinguishing function of man to live in a

society. The better able he is to do this - other things

being equal - the better he is as a man. The military
contract demands total and almostunconditional subor-

dination of the interests of the individual if the interest

or the group should require it. This can lead to the

surrender of life itself, and frequently does as

demonstrated in the last decade and half in our country.

Thus. in an important respect, the military would appear

to be one of the more advanced forms of social
instirution. The essential reasons which induce rational

men to devote their adult lives to the militpry institution
- u'ith its rr ell-understood demands and accepted risks -

are unlikelv to be discreditable.

Men have joined armed'forces at different times
for different reasons. The desire for an active life almost
always has been prominent, but there have usually been

conffibutory motives.

The military profession is changing in pattern as

the parent society changes. Officer qualities are now
sought in a deeper section ofsociety than they once were.

Educational standards at entry and at various stages

thereafter are rising. Command by domination has, in
significant degree, given way to command by
management. Professionalism is more respected.

In the army - the least technical, in a nonmilitary
sense, of the three services in Sri Lanka - the
requirements for technical awareness in ambitious
officers have risen steeply in the last few years and are

still rising. Material rewards are satisfactory during an

officer's services, and he can look forward to a pension

when he retires. which compares very favourably with
what he could come by in other professions. Career
prospects in terms of promotions are rational, and the

criteria for advancement are sensible, although there

have been flagrant aberrations at times.

It is not uncommon to find men, both in and out

of the military profession, who will - under certain con-

ditions - undergo arduous tasks for considerations other
than material reward. Learning how to create and

maintain such conditions over extended periods and in
the face of situations which vary fiom indifference to
hostility is the challenge.

Motivation does not occur in a void; it is linked
with attitudes, which are comparatively stable feelings,
or tendencies, which predispose individuals to act in
certain ways. The service-man approaches his military
career, either voluntarily or involuntarily, with certain
attitudes that have evolved through his educational
development, home influence and spiritual guidance. It
is upon these positive attitudes that the leader builds.
He develops the soldier, sailor or airman both as an

individual and as a member of a team oriented towards

unit goals.

What a society gets in its armed services is

exactly what it asks for no more no less. What it asks

tends to be a reflection of what it is. When a country
looks at its fighting forces, it is looking in a mirror; if
the mirror is a true one, the face that it sees there will be

its own.
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. : .. ' : , j:r. 1802, a "Cinghalese" unit was

r , : ):.-'rd Ceyion Regiment. This unit
l,i rir..,i i .. .::::Itr'r\"CorPS. In1803aThirdCeylon

- ,.::i it ith recruits from Molucca and

r i,i, ,, r -.::. Jnits \\Iere commanded by British
.. :: t.>h ernployed all three units to fight

-. - ::.. Kandyan War of 1803. A Fourth
I : :.d entirely of Africans was raised in

, -. -:::tnded in 1815.

-::.. r:eri that the First Regiment served well
. ,- -.-r \\'ar of 1815; and Lt. Mylius, in

.:. .: ' . ::.3 \Ia1ay troops, is credited with having
' ,.r in the capture of Sri Wickrama

' .-" :: ..:'.:' ..ist krng ofKandy. The Second and Third
I : - , , ire disbanded, the name of the Regiment

.'--.:: tLr the Ceylon Rifle Regiment. The

- . i:t : 'Cinghalese" was reduced after the
' : .:lS. The Ceylon Rifle Regiment was

- - i-1

' : si.ond phase of the employment of non-
' :ir:rrrrfle 1 commenced in 1861 with the

,. :-r ;: Ordinance No. 3 of 1861 designed, inter

tr -:i.,rlse a Volunteer Corps in the colony. The
- - :l:t Infantry volunteers was raised in 1881

: r :i-,r !-L)rnmencement of the Volunteer movement

; . : Thrs compensated for the void created by the

. ' - 
' , i:- 3nt of the Ceylon Rifle Regiment in I 874. Of

. - - ,',htr petitioned for its formation, 156 werd
. - rr :c The tbltowing units were also created at the

r' :' i. Ceylon ArtilleryVolunteers, CeylonMounted

3i F,'[ E F H ITTOR\ {\D ORGANISATION
Presented by

" ui i. BLt(-tRE I\DEPE\DE\CE

'' ,.. :: .:,ra l|as then known,
'' : .. .' - , - --:S. there \\'ere elements

' . .* - : . - ]l'.rn sen 1ce both within
, " , , -..:' l.'1u-quese and the Dutch

r : .::::ies locally even though

- ::- :-:':hting for them side bY

: :-: ..:..\\'n as "Lascorins" as you

. r . :r-.liie no contribution to the
' : - - 

- e;. ,..n. It u,as left to the British
i - - - i.: :lrst unit, named the First

,.' -:: i Bntish Colonel was raised in
' i l: regiment were mainly MalaYs

:llc ien ice ol the Dutch and

. " r' il..'-tishEastlndiaCompanywhen

.:: t:: .l--3 Dutch.

OF THE ARMY

Rifles and a medical unit. So then the Ceylon Volunteer
Force was the mother of many other units whichbecame
the Ceylon Defence Force later on.

The Ceylon Artillery Volunteers laterbecame the

Ceylon Garrison Artillery and in due course, Ceylon
Artillery renamed Sri Lanka Afiillery. The medical unit
grew to become the Ceylon Medical Corps and in due

course, the Sri Lanka Army Medical Corps. In 1892,

the Mounted Company of CLIV became the Ceylon
Mounted Infantry later renamed the Ceylon Mounted
Rifles.

ln 1897, a contingent from Ceylon was sent to
England to participate in the diamond jubilee
celebrations of Queen Victoria.

Early in the twentieth century, the mounted

company of CLIV was selected to serve in the Boer War.

The Unit acquitted itself with such distinction that it
was accorded the honour of carrying a Royal banner.

World War I commenced in 1914 and all CDF

units were mobiiised in the defence of Ceylon. Many
members of the CDF offered their seruices to many units

abroad. In the event. li 8 all ranks of the CDF were

enrolled for service abroad of whom l2 were killed in
action. Many of them perfomed well. The bravery of
three of them deserve special mention namely that of
Cpl. D.B. Seneviratne who received a Military Medal
for conspicuous gallantry, devotion to duty and

Ieadership during an enemy counter attack. Later on he

rose to the rank of Major in the CLI. Secondiy Pte

Jacotine of whom Sir Arthur Canon Doyle wrote as

follows : "It is typical of the truly desperate spirit of the

men that, when every man on an outpost save one had

been killed or wounded, the survivor, Pte Jacontine of
the Coldstreams, car:ried on the fighting alone for 20

minutes before he was blown to pieces by a grenade."

There was also 2nd Lieut A. B. Horsefall, a planter, who
joined the Corps of Engineers and was decorated with
the Victoria Cross posthumously.

The CDF was mobilised once more when World
War ll broke out in 1939. Just before the war
commenced, a regular artillery unit of Ceylonese had

been raised to supplement regulars of the British sen ice.

The CDF was reorganised and anti-aircraft units rl ere

added to coast afiillery units. The Engineer unit uas

reorganised to underlake fie1d engineering and plant

operating functions. The CLI ."vas expanded to five



battalions and a regimental depot. The Signals were
raised to meet the needs of the reorganised CDF. So also
the medical and logistic units. These military units gave
a good account ofthemselves when the Japanese attacked
Colombo and Trincomalee. The number of Japanese

aircraft brought down by them was over 70. They were
demobilised at the end of the war.

These units of armed forces were also used on
peacekeeping duties. This happenedin 1941 when the
CDF was recalled from leave in order to aid the civil
power in dealing with a major crisis in the trade union
field.

It will be seen from the foregoing that Sri Lanka
has had a commendable military tradition built up over
a period of about I 00 years prior to independence.

To sum up this period, the military units which existed
prior to independence are as follows :-

a. First Ceylon Regirnent

b. Second Ceylon Regiment
c. Third Ceylon Re-eiment

d. Fourth Ceylon Regiment
e. (Later renamed Ceylon Rifle Regiment)
f. Ceylon Light Infantrv \blunteers

-q. Ceylon Artillery Volunteers

h. Ceyion Garrison Artillery
i. Ceylon Medical Corps
j. Ceylon Mounted Infantry

(Later renamed Ceylon Mounted Rifles.)

These units were collectively called the Ceylon
Volunteer Force (CVF) later renamed the Ceylon
Defence Force (CDF). The CVF paved the way for the
Volunteer movement in Sri Lanka.

2. THE POST INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

I now come to the post independence period.
Ceylon was granted independence on the fourth of
February nineteen forty eight, as we all know. Mr. D. S.

Senanayake was elected the first Prime Minister. He was
also the first Minister of Defence, constitutionally
decreed. In his briefing of the House of Representatives
as Parliament was called at that time, Mr. Senanayake

said categorically that he could not accept the
responsibility of Minister of Defence unless he was
provided rvith the means of defence.

The military legacy inherited by independent
Ce1'lon from the departing British consisted of military
units tbrming part of the military organisation designed
to meet the regional needs of the British Empire. Ceylon
nou'required a defence establishment designed to meet
the national goals and objectives of an independent

country. This of course meant the creation of a Regular
Army, a Regular Naly and a Regular Air Force suitably
trained and equipped to achieve these goals of an
independent nation.

Mr. Senanayake sought and obtained from the
British, under the Defence Agreement Ceylon had
entered into with Britain at independence, assistance to
raise the army of independent Ceylon. A British officer
was selected for the purpose initially as Military Adviser.
Later, he was to become the first Commander of the
Ceylon Army. This officer was Brigadier the Earl of
Caithness DSO. He had helped in the reorganisation of
the Bumese Army for post-war duties before he was
posted to Ceylon.

The concept for the Army of the newly formed
government of independent Ceylon envisaged the
retention of the Volunteer Force Units then in existence
and the creation of the following regular units :-

a. An artillery regiment to undertake coast
artillery and anti aircraft defence;

b. An infantry battalion to undertake intemal
security, static guard and ceremonial
duties;

c. Operational support from a modest signals
unit;

d. Logistic support from modest elements for
supply, ordnance, electrical and
mechanical and medical requirements;

e. Works services section to provide
maintenance of Army buildings;

f. A small police section;
g. A Recruit Training Depot;
h. Army Headquarters.

The cncept of the Ministry was based on two
factors: The first was the need to start on a modest scale
so that the foundations of the army could be soundly
laid; and the second was the need to conserve expenditure
in a setting in which the government would not consider
defence a high priority, given more urgent calls on its
resources.

On 1 Oth October 1949, the Army Act was passed in the
House of Representatives. Section 2 of this enactment
authorised the raising of an army consisting of a Regular
Force, a Regular Resele and a Volunteer Force and
Volunteer Reserve whose strength shall be determined
by Parliament from time to time. The nucleus for the
Units that were being created came from the Ceylon
Defence Force or the CDF which was inherited from
the British. Eventually after much preparation and hard
work, the following units were created and the Regular
Force of the Ceylon Army was bom :-
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, . --: j- -- .l: the \ olunteer counterpafi
,rilfrllllllta ,i t::, :1-;e passing of the Army Act,
rllnlrlt r"r: , ' ,- -, : -:J. Ordnance was repealed and

l1trJm ,it , r' r ': ,. .< ::sbanded. But units ofthe CDF
lllrlLilltlliL|lflil.r,rxr'. - - : - :: :he \olunteer force which was

il!t11Ll{riJ$r, lr :i:t !\ Se.-tions 5 and 6 0f the Army
,{rri i,lrr ;rr ": -;'--r i the Ceylon Volunteer Force or

r ." . .::::nsing the CVF at inception are

il]tLl,r,tl .. ''':

, :.'r:r- {ircraft/Coast Afiillery Regiment

- - .., -.,i.r .\rmy Signal Corps

. - ;'1. .r.rn -A.rmy Engineer Corps

. - r'1" ion Army Light Infantry
-. r- et, ltrti Arrny Service Colps
: r,--e) lon Army Medical Corps

:.:'. :: I leave this early part of our military
j - .":t :rention the names of three Sri Lankan

- , . *ndered invaluable assistance to Brigadier
' r ," -; l-.ls endeavours to raise the Ceylon Army.
..' : - . i r:lenant Colonel Anton Muttukumaru, later

:- r':-rl and the first Ceylonese Commander of
' -- L:eulenant Colonel H. W G. Wijekoon, later
' :r,eial and Commander of the Army and

--::: C'olonel F. C. de Saram, later Colonel and

: * : being the leader of the abortive coup d'etat
' - - :rr'se three officers were originally handpicked

, I =-.: \{inister not only because of their rnilitary
' . - j:..- dLinng World War II but also because they

- 
*-:i-.ent persons. They had graduated from Oxford

: - . .:'. and were barristers at Law from Inns of Court.

, ris then was how the Ceylon Army looked like
. :..rmation. Even before the first decade of

" . :.:.ience could elapse dark clouds began to gather
' -: :,irtional horizon. Syn-lptoms began to appear on

. -, :', politicwhichpointeduneningl1, in the direction
' '; steady decline of the law and ordel situatiorl irt

. - ,intry-. Even though it was not the irltention of the ,
- -l:ng fathers of the nation to give the arn.red fbi'ues c

- - pnority, the order had to be changed ver)' sooll.
' r'\elJ political ttpheaval and social convulsion.

a

successive govemments on both sides of the political
dir ide came to depend with increasing frequency on the

armed forces to govern the country. At first the armed

forces were called upon by the government to maintain
services essential to the life of the community invoking
section 23 of the Army Act which was later amended
and its scope expanded. My colleague will give specific
examples of those numerous occasions when the citizens

of our country were able to carry on their normal life
thanks to the assistance given by the armed forces to
successive govemmens. This deterioration of the law
and order siruation began to accelerate afterjust twenty
years of independence. From the need to maintain
services essential to the life of the cornmunity. the armed

forces have now been called upon to quell outright
insurrections and rebellions starling from 197i.

The state of Sri Lanka (as Ceylon is now known)
today can best be summed up quoting from a report
appearing in the Nervs."veek of 5 April 1 999 at page 24.

I quote: "Plenty of other conflicts get more space on the

world's front pages, but nowhere has war embedded itself
more malignantly into the normal workings of a nation.

Sri Lanka'hasn't been torn by rvar,' says women's rights
advocate Radhika Coomaraswamy, "its been shredded."

Again, "If war is hell, a r.r,ar stalemated for so long
deserves its own special ring of fire. In a country of 18

million people, 50,000 have died so far, an additional
30,000 have 'disappeared' and more than one million
have lost their homes. The social stresses are not easy to

quantify, but violent crime, especially rape, is rising
rapidly. Sri Lanka also has the world's highest suicide

rate; more Sri Lankans kill themselves each year - about

7000 - than are killed in the war. The depression and

alcoholism that lead to most suicides must go largely
untreated, as the nation's psychiatrists have joined the

tens ofthousands ofother professionals who have fled
abroad. More Sri Lankan psychiatrists now practice in
London than in the whole of Sri Lanka, where only 18

remain."

Also, "The war's billion - dollar-a-year cost has

stunted the economy and kept foreign investors away.

Sri Lanka should have the greatest promise of any South

Asian nation. It has the highest literacy rate in the region.

no deep-rooted poverty, spectacular natural and
archaeological attractions for tourists, great deep - \\'ater

ports lying along rnajor shipping routes and lucrative
natural resources oftea, gems and minerals. But the war
has relentlessly ground down tl.re nation's aspirations.

People now accept 5%o annuai grou,th rather than
reaching for twice that rate." In tirc sunre repofi Sauat.t

Kelegama oftl'rc lnstitutc olPolic; SiLrrlies is quoted as

tbliolvs " "\\'e arc iilie sorneone u ith lr ganurenoLis loot
rvho leaves it to rot because it u on'1 i,iii him tomoffo\\'.
l-he n'ar is orir gangrene and ii e lir r u ith it. rather than
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embarking on the radical surgery of ending it.'

The report also quotes an alrny veteran, Upali

Ekanayake, 29, who,paralysed waist downwards, lives

with other disabled veterans in Ranavirugama. "We have

to end this war and we have to go to any lengths to stop

the fighting. Otherwise this country will be frlled with
people in wheel-chairs like me." The writer's comment

is also noteworthy: "That would make the wheel-chair

one more tool of everyday life in a war society."

I have quoted extensively from this report so as

to draw your attention to the alarming situation our

country is in. As the apex body of professionals in Sri

Lanka, it is a duty we owe our country and our progeny

to allocate some time to discuss this issue and find out

what we could do to alleviate it. This presentation will
acquire added meaning if, before we leave this evening,

we agree on a date and time to discuss this serious

national problem as a first steP.

With this ever increasing pressure, the armed

forces had to be expanded, quite naturally. From such

modest beginnings - the arrny was only a brigade strong

when it was raised - it has raised numerous units and

created many new regiments both in the Regular and

Volunteer Forces and become over one hundred thousand

strong.

The organisation ofthe Sri LankaArmy like any

other is based on the functional requirements of the

Army. Thus there are the arms and the services. The

arms are further divided into teeth arms and the

supporting arms. The teeth arms are those that actually

do the fighting. They are armour and infantry. The

supporling arms provide close support to the teeth arms.

They are artillery signals and engineers. The services

provide the logistic support to the arms. For example

weapons, ammunition, food, clothing, transport, medical,

electrical and mechanical engineering services, pay,

welfare and so on.

Brigadier Ranjan de Silva making his presentation
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.1ry as set out in the Army Act
l9{9 is to Defend Ceylon from

eunl Greats to its Security. The
m$ pres€nt iri the earlier periods

bm nas spreading rapidly in South
mty independent countries were

liir&v &e Defence Pact with Britain
of indigenous Defence Forces

htr.lhfte growth ofthe non alignment
tk threat diminished and Ceylon 6.
- - flefence Pact in 1957 and British

ridh&eq'from the country. The major
nrmal thereafter and this threat mani-
m rveral occasions when the Armed

ad particularly the Army had to be

5 tssist the Police in maintaining law
There was always a paucity of troops to

ffifutsmrmitrnents and also to combat illicit
hugr.m- *,hich again could be regarded as a

hmEuity.

hlrdgned and carried out

ilth the roles spelt out in the Act, the Army
mr*o taskedto maintain essential services when
fur uts a breakdown in these services due to
iti&Es etc. There have been nlrmerous occasions
mxftict the Army to a large extent and the other
m suices have had to deploy their meagre forces

bnnet these commitments, which occurred quite
ibqntly. One occasion on which the very life
blmd of the nation was in peril was during the

Fcral strike of 196 I . Ceylon was running out of
twmial items, specially food as the Port was on
mike for a prolonged period. The Army had to
qp€rale the Port and ensure that all essential items
n'ere made available for public consumption.

I Another task quite regulady and frequently carried

urt by the Army together with the other services
*'as disaster relief in times of natural disasters such

rs floods and cyclones. Even when there were
forest fues, the Army was often called up to put
tttm out. There were two serious aircrashes of Haj

pilgrims from Indonesia. The Army had to carry
out rescue operations.

A regular task is guarding Vulnerable Points such
as Telecommunications, Radio and TV installa-
tions and sensitive security establishments.

Often when law and order breaks down, the
government appoints Military Coordinating
officers under the provisions of the Public Security
Ordinance to supercede Government Agents in the

administration and security arrangements in a
district. This practice commenced in 1958 in the
Jaffna and Batticaloa Districts and thereafter
whenever the Public Security Ordinance was
invoked. Coordinating Officers from the three
Armed Forces have been appointed.

The first time, there was an armed insurrection was
in l97l and this had to be quelled mainly by the
Army with the assistance of the Naly and the Air
Force. The paucity of equipment was the major
impediment to rapid deployment and widespread
operations. Mobility and lack of communications
and shortage of ammunition were the major
constraints initially. Friendly nations such as

Britain, India and Pakistan assisted Ceylonese
Forces in this respect and many other nations came

out with material assistance. There was such a
conglomeration of equipment at the end of it, that
it became a logistician's nightmare!

The present conflict which commenced in 1983

was preceeded by the promulgation of the Preven-
tion of Terrorism Act (PTA) of 1979. This Act
empowered the Army to fight terrorism directly
without the preliminary stages of being called up
to aid the civil power. Terrorism which had erupted
in the North was curbed by 1980 but it took on an

international dimension when many prospective
terrorists found refuge abroad and were given sys-
tematic training, equipment and funds to launch
their armed conflict in 1983 in response to the
attacks onpersons of the Tamil community in July
1983 in Colombo and elsewhere. Since then the
conflict has gone on for 16 years and is
contemporary knowledge, so it is not intended! to
be covered in this presentation.

Strength of the Army

My colleague Ranjan de Silva has already covered
this aspect, but it is signifrcant to emphasise the

8.
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fact that the Army which was roughly meant to be

a Brigade strength when raised in 1949, fifty years

later in 1999 is almost fifty times as large. The

major expansion took place after the conflict with
the Northem terrorists escalated.

Training

The training of officers and Other Ranks to carry

out their multifarious duties is an essential feature

of an Army. Discipline is the comerstone and

espirit de corps or team spirit is the driving force

which enables the Army to operate. Training is
hard, making the individual robust and ready to
carry out his duty under difficult conditions. Sport

is another feature which is encouraged because

robustness and team spirit are cultivated. In its fifty
year history the Army produced many who
participated in the Olympics, Commonwealth
Games, Asian Games, SAARC games and
National Sport and acquitted themselves
creditably. Whilst the Arrny is proud of these

achievements and lauds these great achievers, it
gives them all support. However the emphasis is

on parlicipation by all in sporting activities to

develop themselves physically and also in
character.

Basic Training ofrecruits rn'as initially carried out

at the Army Recruit Training Centre at Diyatalari'a

established in 1949,later at the Anny Trainins
Centre (at the same location) rvhich u'as established

in 1958 with the gradual increase in strength. They

are now trained in regimental centres established

throughout the country. After their initial training
the soldiers are posted to various units, where unit
training is done. Some are sent on specialist courses

to the various military schools.

Officer Training Officer cadets were initially
trained at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst

in the U.K. and they then went to specialised
training in other establishments after graduating

lrom Sandhurst. In the sixties and seventies, some

cadets trained at the Indian Military Academy
Dehra Dun and at the Pakistan Military Academy
at Kakul. These were similar courses and after
graduating young officers followed specialised

courses in specialist colleges in the U.K., India
and Pakistan. Due to the severe shortage offoreign
exchange in the early seventies an Officer Cadet

School was established in Diyatalawa and cadets

followed the same curriculum as in the military
academies. Once the iniiastructure was in place

the Sri Lanka lr{rlitan .\cademy was established

in Diyatalawa in 1980 and today they are affiliated
to the Sabaragamu\\ a Unir ersity. In 1980 the Sir

John Kotelawala Delence Academy was

established ut furrau*utu through the generosity

of the late Sir John Kotelawala. This Academy was
granted degree awarding status a few years later
and today it is a flourishing military university.
All offlrcers have to undergo specialised training
in their unit's speciality'e.g. Artillery Engineers

etc., etc. This is done mostly in overseas
establishments but there are various specialist
schools in Sri Lanka too. Officer training is now
conducted in Bangladesh too.

Command and Staff Training is carried out at

middle grade i.e. Major/Lt.. Colonel. At the start a

few officers were sent annually to graduate from
the Staff College in the U.K., but later Staff
Colleges in Australia, India, Pakistan, the United
States of America and Bangladesh have admitted
Sri Lankan officers. In India the Jawaharlal Nehru
University awards a Masters Degree to those

successfully qualifying at the Staff College. In
1998 a Command and Staff College was
established in Batalanda where 30 officers at a time
undergo training. This institute is affiliated to the

Kelaniya University and their graduates are

awarded a Master's Degree.

Higher Command courses have been attended by
senior officers of the rank of ColoneliBrigadier,
l!{ajor General at the Royal College of Defence

Studies in the United Kingdom; the National
Defence Colleges of India and Pakistan and the

Armv War College in the United States of
America. It is usual for Service Chiefs to be

selected liom amongst those who have qualifred
on these courses.

Liaison. Apart from acquiring professional
knowiedge, attendance at these courses enables our

officers to acquaint themselves with higher
commanders in other armies which is always an

advantage. There are also other regional
organisations such as the Pacific Armies
Management Seminar (PAMS) and the Pacific
Armies Study on Logistic Systems (PASOLS)

sponsored by the United States Army which holds

its Seminars in several regional countries since the

1970's and there is an exchange of ideas and

experiences which are beneficial to all participants.

Sri Lanka too has hosted one of these seminars.

The Army has always been a professional body.

never a ceremonial entity as some people mistak-
enly refer to it. In peace time ceremonials are an

essential feature which are evident to the public

but in peace time the Army has a multiplicity oi
tasks to carry out which are not evident to the

public. A1l armies in the world have spells of peace

time and spells of operations in conflicts.
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on indefinite loan from the Royal Navy in 1949

and commissioned HMCyS "Vijaya". On 9th
December i 950 the Naly Act was passed and the

"Royal Ceylon Navy" was formally inaugurated.

ln the early 1950s, the twin problems of illegal
immigration and smuggling in the Northem waters

between India and Ceylon, caused serious concem

to the Govemment, and provided the Navy with a

useful seagoing role. Consequently, a Naval Base

was established in the North equipped with craft

suitable to operate in the shallow waters. Halfway
through the 1950s, a change in defence policy led

to the withdrawal of the Royal Navy from
Trincomalee. The Navy had now to take over the

former British Naval Base at Trincomalee and also

was responsible for the protection of the nation's
territorial waters. In addition to the "Vijaya"
another Fleet Minesweepeq HMCyS "Parakrama",

two Frigates, HMCyS "Mahasena" and
"Gajabahu", a Seaward Defence Boat HMCyS
"Kotiya" and an ocean-going tug, HMCyS "Aliya"
were purchased to give the Naly added strength.

At the end of the 1950s, a shift in the country's
hitherlo westem oriented foreign policy follow-
ing Sri Lanka's admission to the Non-Aligned
Movement, affected the Navy. The perception that
Non-Alignment conferred immunity from extemal

interference, led to a down sizing of the Navy.
Recruitment was suspended to allow it to shrink
to the desired size and ships were disposed of. The

late 1960s saw the Navy being assigned an

essentially coastal surveillance role, with a large

number of patrol craft without any offensive
capability.

The insurgency of i 97 1 , an attempted revolution
against the elected govemment, exposed the weak-

ness of this policy, as the country was obliged to

call upon its neighbours to patrol its territorial
waters. This led to far-reaching changes in the

Naly. ln 1972 when the country became a Republic

within the Commonwealth, the Navy undetwent a

change of nomenclature and was designated the

'Sri Lanka Navy' (SLN).

In 1983, with the emergence of the LTTE and the

"Sea Tigers" the Navy faced yet another baptism

of fire. To combat this threat the Navy acquired

several new types of crafl, such as Surveillance
Command Ships, Ocean Patrol Vessels, Landing

Craft, Fast Attack Craft. Fast Gun Boats and Patrol

Craft. The enemy repeatedly targeted the Navy as
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it was seen as a very serious threat to its lifeline
across the sea. The Naly had its share of losses

during the period that followed but successfully
maintained its supremacy in maritime operations.
During, the period of the current Northeast conflict
the Nary has lost several vessels and 682 gallant
Offlrcers and Sailors killed in action. The Naly also
geared itself for Special Operations and
Land-fighting . In 1997,a North Central Command
was established in Valuniya with a cadre of over
3000 men to assist Sri Lanka Army in "Operation
Jayasikuru". Similarly in 1998 Northern Island of
Kayts and Pungudutivu were also brought under
SLN control with over 2000 men deployed. But
the predominant role of the Naly has always been,

and continues to be, the control ofthe sea.

With the escalation of the Northeast conflict and
Sea Tiger activity, the span of the Navy's respon-
sibility to the Nation has gradually increased, and
this responsibility, it now discharges with
confidence and efficiency. The Nar,y which at birth
in 1937 comprised approximately 75 officers and

sailors is today several thousands strong with a

fleet comprising several types of ships and craft,
five (05) Area Cornmands and several Naval shore

establishments spread along the 600 mile coastline
of the country.

ORGANIZATION

Naval Headquarters

The Head of the service is the Commander of the
Sri Lanka Naly who is responsible to the Defence
Minister for the administration, discipline, good
government and operational efliciency of the Ndy.
He is assisted by a Deputy who is designated the
Chief of Staff (COS). The COS is responsible for
co-ordinating the functions of the several
directorates at NHQ. In addition, he will be
responsible for any special functions assigned to
him by the Commander. Traditionally the COS is
responsible for supervising the functions of
Operations and Training Directorates. Below the
Commander and Deputy there are nine (09)
Directorates and a Legal Department headed by
the Judge Advocate of the Navy.

The Director Naval Operations (DNO) is
responsible for Operations, Intelligence and Ar-
mament. The DirectorNaval Planning and Projects
(DNPP) is responsible for long term planning and
for special projects ofa long term nature such as

acquisition of vessels and development of bases.

He will also prepare the budgetary requirements
for long term projects. The DirectorNaval Personel

and Training (DNPT) is responsible for
recruitment, training, appointments, transfers,
retirements and discipline. Director Naval Admin-
istration and welfare (DNAW) is responsible for
general administration and welfare. Welfare, in
particular, assumes special importance during
wartime.

The Director Naval Engineering (DNE) is
responsible for Marine, Mechanical and Civil En-
gineering matters. The Director Naval Electrical
& Electronic Engineering (DNL) is responsible for
electrical and electronic engineering as well as

Information Techlology.

The DirectorNaval Supply & Secretariat (DNSS)
is responsible for procurement, stocking and sup-
ply of Naval stores and equipment, for pay and
records as well as provision ofsecretarial services.
The Director Naval Health Services (DNHS) is
responsible for health and dental services as well
as administration of Naval hospitals.

The Director of Finance and Civil Administration
(DFCA) is the only civilian director. He is respon-
sible for finance and budgetary matters and for the
administration and discipline of the Naval civilian
personnel whose numbers are large and whose
contribution is very important for the efficient
functioning of the Navy. The Chief Accountant of
the Naly functions under him. Apart from the nine
(09) directors, there is the Judge Advocate of the
Navy who heads the Legal Department and
functions as the legal advisor to the Navy
Commander.

The nine directors and the COS are known as

Principal Staff Officers (PSOs) and are the Senior
Advisors to the Commander. The PSOs and the
Commander collectively function as the Naval
Board of Management.

Naval Area Organization

There are four (04) Naval Area Commands and
one Land Command calledthe North Cenhal Com-
mand. The Land Command is a temporary
arrangement because of the manpower shortage
the Army is presently experiencing in the Northeast
conflict. It is likely to be disbanded as soon as the
Army builds up its numbers.

Geographical Areas

The Western Naval Area covers the Western
Seaboard of the Island from Galle to the Southern
coast of Mannar. The Northem Naval Area covers
the area from Mannar Northabout to a place called

3.
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tlhfirmmg impartedto aNaval Officer duringhrs
rffi, An officer Exective joins the service as a
,(llh rmh tre GCE (,VL) qualification laid down
nil fu UGC for University Entry. Thereafter he
|-ll]gocs a three year course of training leading
D r EilcLrlor's Degree in Defence Studies. On

UermetU he is promoted to the rank of Acting
il& Lmrtenant (A/S/LT). This course covers both
mlemic and military subjects and some practical
urriming at sea. On promotion to A/S/LT he

mdcrgoes a series of technical courses in
pnoessirmal zubjects such as Navigation, Gunnery
Gbmumunication, Antisubmarine, Warfare etc.,

a

courses he is promoted to the rank of Sub
Lieutenant (S/LD. As a S/LI he proceeds to sea

for a period of six months training during which
period he has to obtain certificates of competency
in Bridge Watch Keeping and Ocean navigation.
This completes his basic training and he is
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant. The total
duration of the basic training period is 4 l/2years.
Officers of other specializations undergo similar
training relevant to their respective professions.

Postgraduate Ttaining - Middle Level

At the middle level, which is in the rank of
Lieutenant Commander or Commander, officers
undergo postgraduate courses intended to enhance

their professional knowledge as well as to prepare
them for command and staffappointments. These
courses include specialist courses in one
professional subject such as Navigation,
Communications, Gunnery. Anti-Submarine War-
fare etc., Naval Staff Course in the UK or USA,
and Defence Services StaffCourse in India. These
courses are of approximately nine (09) months to
one (01) year duration. The Defence Services Staff
Course in India leads to a Master's Degree in
Defence Studies.

Postgraduate Training - Senior Leyel

At the senior level, which is in the rank of
Commodore or Rear Admiral, Officers earmarked
for higher command undergo corrses at the Royal
College of Defence Studies, UK or at the National
Defence College in Pakistan or India. These
courses are of approximately one (01) year
duration and cover the whole spectrum ofNational
Security. The course at the National Defence
College in India leads to a Master's Degree in
Defence Studies from the Allahabad University.

In addition to these standard courses, all Officers
participate in seminars, workshops andmilitary ex-

ercises both locally and abroad from time to time.
Several decades ago the attributes required of a
service offi cer were intelligence, leadership ability
and physical fitness. These attributes are no less

important today. But with the advent of
sophisticated military technology, the officers of
today, additionally, have to possess sound profes-
sional and managerial skills as well. Much
emphasis is therefore placed on education and
training. As they advance in career, officers are

putthrough courses of training atregular intervals
to update their professional knowledge and
awareness of matters that impinge on national
security.
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1.

ROLE OF THE NAVI

From time immemorial sea power has been an

essential element in'the security of coastal states'

The necessity for a navy lies in the protection of
the sovereignty and territorial integrity ofthe State

and its strategic interests, while the role, shape and

size of a Naly are dictated by such factors as the

maritime interests of the State, the intemational

and regional posture it aspires to, and existing and 1 '

potential threats to its security'

While the threats to Sri Lanka's security are

primarily internal, the fact that she is an

island-State located in close proximity to the

Indian Subcontinent and that she is strategically

situated on the vital East/West sea route of the

Indian Ocean, confers on the navy a special

importance. She also has a vast EEZ which covers

approximately 7.5 times her land area, over which

ifhas sovereign rights to explore and exploit the

natural resources including the seabed and subsoil'

The need for a strong and effective Navy during

times of conflict has been amply demonstrated

during the current Northeast conflict' The

requirement to maintain surveillance over a vast

EEZ coverin g 437,000 sq. kms rich in nafural

resources, also confers on the nar'y an important

peacetime role. 8'

The functions of the Narry can be conveniently

categorized into primary and secondary roles'

Primary roles are those undertaken during periods

ofconflict while secondary roles are those carried

out in peacetime.

The Primary Roles of the Naly Include:

(a) Defence against seabome threats including

denial ofthe use ofthe sea by hostile forces

(b) Control of the sealines of communications

including approaches to ports and harbours

(c) Surveillance ofterritorial and coastal waters

including the prevention of illicit entry and

exit of persons and material to and from

the coast
(d) Joint operations with the Army and Air

Forceincludingthetransportationoftroops 
9'

and suPPlies bY se.a

The secondarY roles include:
(a) Surveillance of the EEZ against illegal

exPloration and exPloitation
(b) Support for humanitarian concems such as

search and rescue operatiorls, reliefduring

natural disasters such as floods, earth slips

etc., and, Protection of the marine

enr ironment

Fisheries prot."tio,
Off-shore law enforcement through
prevention of smuggling and the traffrcking

2.

in drugs and arms

(e) Aid to the civil authority to maintain law

and order

Primary roles

Defence against sea-borne threats and control of

sea-lines of communications are classical roles of

the Naly during wartime. Sri Lanka, being a small

country, cannot by itself, directly confront a sig-

nificant naval power' However it needs to possess

a credible naval capability, to deter any infringe-

ment of her sovereignty and interference in her

intemal affairs, and also the ability to protect her

vital coastal installations. Sri Lanka's past

experience has clearly established the need ofthis

capabilrty. Coastal surveillance, and the ability to

dominate sea areas likely to be utilized by hostile

forces, is a vital task in any conflict situation'

Participation injoint operations withthe Army and

the Air Force, and providing sea transportation to

the other two forces, is also a traditional function

of the Navy.

Secondary roles

The United Nations Law of the Sea Conference

(LNCLOS), which came into force in 1994 confers

on coastal states jurisdiction over art' EEZ

extending 200 nautical miles (370'4 kilometres)

liom their shorelines. tn Sri Lanka's case,theBBZ

covers an area of437,000 square kilometres, which

is approximately 7.5 times her land area' Within

this area, Sri Lanka has the sovereign right to the

natural resources in the sea, seabed, and sub soil'

Sri Lanka's EEZ is known to be rich in various

species of fish of high commercial value, also

certain areas in the seabed, within the EEZ, ate

known to be rich in minerals. There could also be

petroleum and gas resources yet to be discovered'

The fishing industry while providing employment

to large numbers is also vital to the economy of

the country.

A lesser known fact is that Sri Lanka can claim

jurisdiction over a very large sea area beyond the
-BEZ, 

ktto*., as the 'ExtendedEEZ', over which

she will exercise sovereign rights over minerals

and certain biological resources ofthe seabed and

subsoil. The extent of the Extended EE'Z ts

determined by sediment thickness and Sri Lanka

will have to clearly define and delineate this area-

(which requires expertise and sophisticatei

iechnology that is presently not avaiiable in this

country) and have her claim accepted by the

I

J.

4.

6.
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Assistance to the Police in times of serious break
down of law and order is a function that all three
armed forces routinely perform both in peace and

war.

Conclusion

From its small beginnings as a colonial extension

of the Royal Navy, the SLN has grown to what it
is today, a professional fighting force, making a
vital contribution to the security of the country.

As has already been explained, Sri Lanka occupies

a very strategic location, and has very considerable

maritime interests. The EEZ and the 'Extended

EEZ' arepotential sources of enormous wealth yet

to be explored and exploited. Therefore, as

acknowledged by experts, Sri Lanka's future
clearly lies in the sea. As the country gradually
develops the technology and expertise to exploit
these resources, the Navy will need to be further
expanded and developed to protect these interests.

The notable features of a Nar,y are its mobility
and flexibility, enabling power to be projected
speedily at afiy desired location on the coast,

overtly or less visibly as the situation demands,

making it a useful instrument in the hands of a
government.

Out in the vast expanses of the sea, the Navy
operates unseen and unobtrusively, performing a

crucialrole, that is why it is referred to as the 'Silent
Service'.
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SRT LANKA AIR FORCE

Presentation by Air Vice Marshal P H Mendis

Assisted by Air Vice Marshal Duncan Dissanayake VSV

INTRODUCTION

Man had always wanted toJty like the birds, and many designs and many accidents resulted

from this search to /ly. It was only on the I7 December t 903 that the Wright Brothers accomplished
'the 

first powered i|,d controllei /light. The Wright brothers had foreseen a role for the aircraft in

military applications and 5 yeari laier in 1908 were given the sum of $25,000 to develop an aircraft

with seatsfor two persons. In 1910 a Lt of the US Armyfired a live roundfrom the passenger seat at

a surface" target. By 1911 aircraft had been fitted with machine guns and a live bomb had been

dropped. Thefirst uses of the airciaftwere reconnaissance,followed by lowJtying over enemy cavahy

to jriglrtrn thL horses. By 1914 Germany had developed an Air Force of 258 aircraft whilst in Britain

th"e Royat Flying Corps had 63 aircraft, the Royal l'{aval Air Service had 52 seaplanes and 39

hndpllnes. 
"ny 

tn" nid oytt 
" 

First World War the aircraft industry had developed and almost a

million persons were employed in aviation'

The end oJ the Second World War 1939-1g45 also saw the British Commonwealth of

Nations and an Independent Sri Lanka in 1948'

THE AIR FORCE ACT 1949

On 09 August 1949 Mr. R' G' Senanayake

presented a Bill to " provide for the raising and mainte-

nance of an Air Force and for matters connected

therewith." Mr. Senanayake explained that we could not

afford to be able to defend ourselves by ourselves, but

would be able to do so if we could hold on until assistance

came from friendly nations. He stressed " It is absolutely

necessary that we should have an Air Force if we are

going to have an Army to put up an effective resistance"'

On 03 October 1949 the Governor-General

ratified the Bill and then the Air Force was conceived'

CREATION OF THE AIR FORCE

At independence Ceylon had the CEYLON

DEFENCE FORCE and the CEYLON ROYAL NAVAL

VOLUNTEER RESERVE, which were to become the

nucleus of the Army and the Navy. There was no nucleus

of an Air Force though some Ceylonese had in fact joined

the RAF and had fought in the last war. One such person

was Flight Lieutenant Rohan Amarasekera' He had

retumed to Ceylon and was employed as an Air Traffic

Controller with Civil Aviation.

The lack of a nucleus was overcome by the use

of the Defence Agreement of 1947 under which the

United Kingdom had agreed to provide assistance to

Ce1 lon to$'ards the training and d0velopment of the

Cey'lonese -{rmed Forces. Under this agreement Group

Captain G.C. Bladon RAF was seconded to Ceylon and

*'ai made Commander of the Air Force on 02 March

195 1 . Bladon was assisted by a large contingent of RAF

officers and men. Rohan Amarasekera was

commissioned as a Squadron Leader and some other

Ceylonese with Army experience were also

commissioned.

Bladon's first task was the training of Ceylonese'

He ordered 12 Chipmunk basic trainer aircraft and es-

tablished a flying school. He also recruited two cadets

to be trained at the prestigious RAF College, at Cranwell'

UK. I was fortunate to be one of them. The requirements

to join Cranwell was a mix of youth and educational

ability. Cadets had to be-young, below 20, with good

reactions. Education had to be limited as Cadets were to

be young. So, a SSC with Mathematics and Physics was

required. At Cranwell the training was in three separate

departments i.e. Flying Training, Officer Training and

Academic Training. Academic training was sub divided

into Humanities and Science. A total of 18 subjects were

taught and the hnal exam consisted of 18 papers' The

Academic training was conducted by a former Vice

Chancellor given the title Director of Studies and with

Air Commodore status. The training period was 3 years'

Similarly all technicians were sent to RAF

Apprentice Training Institutes dealing with their

specialties i.e. Engines, Air Frames, Radio etc' The

tiaining period was 2-3 years depending on their disci-

pline. ;

In Sri Lanka, a training camp was established

Diyatalawa where all recruit and offi cer haining was d

The first batch of Ceylonese cadets was also recruited

basic flying training commenced at Katunayake
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5n 1ia.i'lron rere still in their

lnlenmg & rsrurnjoumey to

fln lfle ..\:l For.-.e tvas exactly
rl$ grrnmn:r-"ake in Parliament on

odXue \rr Force rr.as to assist

{br \r.,,r. The Air Force was

rr;il+ --f t i r ALr Defence t.e.

nr:u:: eneml- air attacks (2)
rra. di*tfo\rns the resources and

rmnel|lar:on of the Vampires the
dur nrrchase of two Oxford air-

loFsra.r. $'ith the arrival of the

th eha took place working
dhc {-r:n1 and Navy in Anti Illegal

Of B{SES

+f Government in I956 and Mr.

ilrc [Ecr"rrning the Prime Minister, the

'* a-i requested to hand over all
thr(l:"'rr ernment of Ceylon. To the very
dms r:eent taking over the large airfield

llimuu,u,"ale. including a fully equipped

{rilr}rgc depot. and many workshops. On

tl,,e .{rr Force had to take over a

mield at China Bay with hundreds of
banea$ etc. As there was lack of

m lrmil,me Chura Bay fully, the Army was

1 fre airheld but an Air Force officer
rdhcre rs a Detachment Commander.

CO]\NIITMENTS

frinm ,oacasion that the Air Force was called
cnrrll 6ron'er u.as in 1953 when there was a

xnrrar-ie in the price of rice. It was mainly
rgcrlfi,rrn but the Air Force was asked to

maops and to take over some small areas.

lerJ m a paftern by which the Air Force

muncoredlf'to contribute troops in aid ofthe '
rfucb led to a dilution of the technical eflort

The 1958 Racial riots also resulted i, tn" ei.
Force being called out. However, this was the first
occasion when aircraft were used to transport Army
personnel into combat areas, and also when aircraft were
used to repatriate civilians.

1962 saw the attempted Coup by a group of
Army, Navy, and Police officers. It was only the Air
Force that had absolutely no involvement with the
planned coup. As a result, when the govemment knew
of the dastardly plan, it was the Air Force that was called
upon to crush it by carrying out the arrests of the plan-
ners.

Perhaps the first major operation in which the
Air Force was involved, and the first time that aircraft
were used in Sri Lanka to fire guns or drop bombs in
anger took place on the night of 4th April 1971 when
the insurgency broke out. The Air Force had the
unenviable task of supplying almost every Police station
in the Island with ammunition so that they could defend
themselves. To do this the Air Force had only three
helicopters and four young helicopter pilots. Because
of the limited capacity we had, we could not supply each

Police Station with a few days supply, for if we did that
some police stations would receive nothing and they
would fall. This meant that every day every police station
had to be supplied with a 100 or 200 rounds for them to
survive till help came.

1989 saw the Air Force engaged in fighting the

second fVP uprising which differed from the first in that
this was fought on the basis of fear. A period when a

small piece of paper could bring the country to a

standstill. It was at this time that a large number of troops
was flown down to the south to bring it under control.
But it was 1983 that saw the Air Force engaged in a

civil war the magnitude of which was never dreamt of.
It has cost the lives of many gallant airmen in several

battles and aircraft losses. It has also seen some of the

most heroic deeds performed using aircraft to rescue

army personnel and support them in battle. These several

acts ofbravery and courage have been recognised but in
several cases posthumously.

THE MODERN AIRFORCE

Within the short space of my working life, I have

seen the Air Force grow from just a handful of men in
1951 to the modern Air Force of today. We have
developed an Air Force to meet our requirements. We

have our own organisation which greatly differs from
that of the RAF or the Indian Air Force, but which is

most suitable for our needs. From being tenants on the

RAF Station, Negombo in 195 1, today the Air Force

operates from 13 operational airfields and in addition to
its Flying Training Wing operates 10 operational
Squadrons.

w'ho had to answer the call for troops.
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No: 2 Squadron was the first squadron to be

formed. It was formed in 1957 and was equipped with
Oxford and Dove aircraft. Today it operates AN-32, Y-8

and HS 748 transport aircraft. These are used for the

transport of all Army and Navy personnel and cargo

including food, arms and ammunition to the north.

No: 3 Maritime squadron was equipped with
Cessna 337 aircraft and was to be re-equipped with
Beachcraft aircraft. However due to the cancellation of
this order the squadron is now nonoperational'

No: 4 Helicopter Squadron, which did yeoman

service during the 1971 insurgency, now carries all VIPs

using the BeL!206,212 and412 helicopters.

No: 5 Jet Squadron also dates back to the

insurgency and was equipped with MiG 7'7 aitctaft.
Today it has been re-equipped with the Chinese FT-5,

FT-7 and F-7 supersonic aircraft. It is used for
interdiction and intercePtion.

No: 6 Helicopter Squadron is equipped with
Mi-17 heavy lift helicopters and is used for air supply,

troop movements and casualty evacuation.

No: 7 Helicopter Squadron also uses Bell 212,

arld 412 helicopters which are armed and is used to

provide close air support in the operational areas.

No: 8 Light Transport Squadron is equipped with

Chinese Y-12 aircraft and is used for carriage of VIPs,

communications and for reconnaissance, including

Maritime.

No: 9 Helicopter Squadron is based at Minneriya

and uses the fearsome Mi-24 attack helicopter. It is used

for attack missions and to provide close cover for the

army in operations. It is heavily armour plated and can

get into the thickest battle areas.

No: 10 Jet Squadron is equipped with the Israeli

Kfir supersonic interceptor / ground attack aircraft. It
carries a very heavy weapons load, and was used

successfully to destroy the LTTE arms ship off the coast

of Mullaitivu.

In order to provide maintenance and support for
these Squadrons, the Air Force maintains several highly
technical and very well equipped workshops' The

Engineers and Technicians are highly trained and moti-
vated and it is they that keep the aircraft serviceable for

the operations. Other support forces include Air Traffic

Controllers, Telecom Engineers, Medical Personnel.

Suppliers, Administrators, Civil Engineers, Ground

Defence Personnel and several others.

CONCLUSION

The Air Force is today a highly technical
professional unit. It operates the most sophisticated su-

personic aircraft, high tech equipment and requires a

very high standard of professionalism and discipline

from those that operate maintain and control these

machines. Gone are the days when adventurous Pilots

had more money than brains, and gone are the days of
bamstorming, pretty ladies, and late night parties as

depicted in the film "Those Magnificent Men in their

Flying Machines". Today's Air Force Officers and Men.

whether Pilots, Controllers, Engineers, Doctors.
Lawyers, Suppliers, Administrators or Accountants are

all highly trained and integrate into a fully committed

team to perform our function of supporting the Arml'
and Nar,y in the defence of our Motherland.

Air Vice Marshal Paddy Mendis making his presentation
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CONCLUSION
by

Lieutenant General J.E.D. Perera

h'l
h
dl,

@ 1r*rs the Armed Forces of
ri$m tr "mnka ) haye rendered invalu-

m. a mr.rltiplicity of tasks. The

! ,o$ere.trlons to maintain the sover-

F ,od &,e oation: the protection of
dlm,rrlrytre f,r-rrces: the prevention of

rnmrgglins; the restoration of law

;rr:1 p.ru er: maintaining services
"i' rurrrl al in times ofunrest; rescue

,od mu,n:ral disaster; national devel-

1&:rrrd production drives; training of
,hrdr-rp'aent and several others.

F,mqs have also providedthe nation

,&unp'la1-s at Tattoos; Ceremonial
{illnDtfls and Cultural pageants which

mfrrrned locally as well as overseas.

rfot ur an intemal conflict nearly one

$urr) adults have voluntarily j oined

m defend the country's sovereignty
r4ltfil;/'ilrtrtrt on a rebel force resorting to

uastics to achieve its objective of
sime"

rn the post World War 2 era has

d.angerous threat to peace, stability,

mal national and international order.

F Es oot confined to any one country or

m,cumerg:ing as a global scourge, although

flrrns has been a phenomenon from

* nrsponsibility of a govemment to be

threats and make national security
rtinum. nrae to time, and take steps to thwart

Thc ,mli' time such pre-emptive action was

n i&4- and since then no government has

1 to combat a threat. Usually the forces

m srruadons rather than being pro active.

1 can be attributed to lack of proper

irr,irclB.nt to National Security, because

Stiuufl Es prolitical surveillance.

,nm[ l,"rrces u'hich are generally neglected in

be expected to revive ovemight. Over

fru {.rmed Forces have rendered yeoman'

rndrn drfficult conditions with dedication and

to the officer corps which has provided the leadership

under these diffrcult circumstances. The generational

change has however brought about certain characteris-

tics which must be recognised, studied and provided for
in training schedules. The traditional systems may not

be all suitable in the social changes taking place in the

country and the technological advances in military
equipment and communication. The officer corps no

longer comprises persons with inherent qualities of
leadership acquired in the family and school background.

More lucrative employment in the private sector attracts

the best youth in the country and those jorning the offrcer

corps have therefore to be nutured in an atmosphere

which would make them acquire those qualities needed

to lead their fellowmen. Television and Videos have

replaced reading as a habit, thus depriving the potential

leader of an opporhrnity to study characters of great

people and their judgements and actions in particular

situations.

The accepted charter for modern Armed Forces

is the "promotion and maintenance of peace" and pre-

vention of conflict. Dialogue and mutual respect should

be the "modus operandi?' rather than conflict to resolve

differences. The cost ofconflict is too great physically,

morally, economically and socially and is ultimately self
defeating for all. Our Armed Forces are educated, trained

and motivated in that direction. Howeveq readiness to

meet any challenges from external or internal sources

must be of priority to the Armed Forces and they must

be provided with facilities to train to these ends.

In Sri Lanka, defence is not given the priority it
deserves except in times of disaster. Governments must

continually assess the National Security threats that arise

from the unstable and volatile geo-military environment

that prevails and which is likely to continue into the

coming millemium and until social justice is achieved

within and without the country.

Before we conclude, I would like to explain the

reason for our entry into the OPA only recently. Upto
about 1990 there were only a handful of officers of Flag

Rank retiring from service, so there was no inclination
to form an association. Serving officers as you should

know are precluded by statute from forming associa-

tions. Numbers of retirees of Flag Rank increased with
the expansion of the armed forces.
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The real catalyst for our forming an Association

of Retired Flag Rank Oflicers was an invitation from

the Worldwide Association of Retired Generals,

Admirals and Air Marshals to join them' There are about

40 country members of these retired high ranking officers

who interest themselves in professional matters and meet

triennially. We have met in London and in Arusha so far

and Sri Lanka may be the next venue' Subjects such as

"Peace Keeping, Peace Building - Today's Dilemma"

and "Proper Soldiering - the Ethical Approach" have

been discussed and papers submitted to the Secretary

General of the United Nations, who has called upon this

worldwide body to advise him on various topics in which

they have exPertise.

We in Sri Lanka number 70 members and we

organise lecfures by eminent persons on topical matters

of interest to both serving and retired officers' We have

submitted papers to government on defence related

subjects such as "Defence Policy Options",

"Procurement of Military Equipment", etc' We publish

our own journal. We also interest ourselves in

counselling widows and orphans of those servicemen

who have made the supreme sacrifice' This is being done

very systematically in liaison with various organisations'

I hope you have gained some insight into the work

of the Armed Forces in the sphere of National Securiry

and also some idea of what ARFRO stands for' We thank

you for your presence and patient hearing'

l

The President of the OPA and ARFRO at the High Table



TIO\ O\ THE LATE ADMIRAL H. A. SILVA VSV
Vice President of ARFRO
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The late Admiral Silva VSV addressing the OPA

r Oarf :cse of sadness that the Presi-
:f ne Executive Committee of

Flag Rank Ofiicers (ARFRO),
rlrro\\' on the passing away of

r0,or.mmm,rrc.ar of the Navy, Admiral
lllunmr:le Srlra- VSV on 24 November

ruo@x1i Srha was a founder Member
rf \RFRO. He participated ac-

:neaningfully to the activities of
m u.i' ice and services will be missed

rlcr'-::r:rtee in particular and ARFRO

lh,ftilcl:a Silr.a was born on 4 January

:r.ul his early education at Alethea
'flt{lrtil,X u l.tl:. In 1943 he joined St. Tho-
.mruffi La'"iria and excelled in both stud-
rrhriH nirg a Scout. He represented the

nu:. i:aiirninton and was awarded col-
fr@ilrm8;

duc Reg"rlar Force of the then Royal
,rnL tlffi-cer Cadet on 12 October 1953 aI

i, 
- tlh ctrmpletion of 2 months of ini-
$su[ Irr lhe renowned Britannia Royal

Drr:m"rurh" United Kingdom where he

iu-; basic Naval Trainirlg.

nrmmr;mC to the rank of Midshipman on

mi zuhsequently to the rank of acting
,um " \lar I956. before being commis-

mt r,t S:h Lieutenant on 17 May 1958.

u dre rank of Lieutenant on I No-
nlus elel ated to the rank oflieutenanl
\r"ttr-,ber 1966.

Admiral Silva was'promoted to the rank of Com-
mander on I March 1973 andheld the appointments of
Commanding Officer of the Naval Frigate Gajabahu,
Flag Ship SamudraDevi andNaval establishments SLNS
Gemunu, SLNS Rangalla and SLNS Tissa, as a Com-
mander.

On 1 March 1978, he was promoted to the rank
of Captain and as a Captain he held the key Naval ap-

pointrnents such as Master of Ceylon Shipping Corpo-
ration Merchant Vessel Lanka Kanthi, Commanding
Officer of the Volunteer Naval Force, Naval Officer-in-
charge (Trincomalee) and Commandant, Naval & Mari-
time Academy and proved himself to be a competent

and effi cient administrator.

In recognition ofhis valuable contributions and

unblemished record of service, he was promoted to the

rank of Commodore on I January 1983 and made the

Chief of Staff of the Sri Lanka Navy on 2 July 1983.

Later, on 1 August 1986 with his promotion to the rank
of Rear Admiral, he became the first Chief of Staff of
the Navy to be elevated to the rank of Rear Admiral.
During 1983 he also functioned as the Co-ordinating
Officer of the Administrative District of Hambantota.

The then President of Sri Lanka appointed Ad-
miral Ananda Silva as the 10ft Commander of the Navy
on I November 1986. Nine months later, on I August
1987, he was promoted to the rank of Vice Admiral in
which rank he held the high offrce of the Commander of
the Navy for 5 years until his retirement on 31 October
1991. Upon retirement, he was made the first Sri Lankan
Admiral.

During his loyal and dedicated service, he suc-

cessfully completed the following courses of training
abroad.

t



Midshipman training at INS Delhi in India in 1956

Technical Courses at Britannia Royal Naval college,

Greenwhich in the United Kingdom from September

1956 to June 1958

Defence Services Staff Course in Wellington, India in
1972

Training on Operating, Maintenance and Repair of Na-
val Ships in the then Union of the Soviet Socialist Re-

public in 1975

National Defence College Course in New Delhi, India
in 1981.

In recognition ofhis courage and efliciency as well as

honesty and loyalty to the country the following med-

als and decorations were awarded.

Vishista Seva Vibhushanaya

Republic of Sri Lanka Armed Services Medal

Sri Lanka Navy 25th Anniversary Medal

Ceylon Armed Services Long Serv'ice Medal & Clasp

Sri Lanka Armed Services Long Sen'ice Medal & Clasp

Executive President's Inauguration Medal

Vadamarachchi Operation Medal

Admiral Sit,ru 
"orroiUrted 

towards promotion .': 
J

sports by serving as the Chairman Boxing and Musketr. !
of the Sri Lanka Navy Sports Board and Chairman bor - |
ing in the Defence Services Sports Board. He also sen ec I
as the President of the National Rifle Association anc I
as a member of the National Olympic Committee fror:. I
tt't 

,. -;dered invaluable services to the country I
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R.TT.OR\IS {\D THE STRENGTHENING OF THE
DE}IOCRATIC PROCESS

Je*manr a H. L. de Silva PC)

!.lrlu.qr;rlr -.t -.t. -. -i E D Perera VSV D. Litt. President AfuFRO. Ladies and gentle-

rgu ,ruu. .*,-: . r* : .: rr/rg ro v'elecom Mr H L de Silva PC as our guest speaker. Hewill

"ir ,.rrrlrl,r.r rr;i. ',i:"tl concenttoallofusinSriLankatoday.Letmeoutlineforyou
.: ' r,-- r;,',; 1i4r!. He w'as born on 28th January 1928, had his early education

;;"; -i: i. :., s College, Colombo and graduated in law from the flniversitl's College, Colombo and graduated in law from the flniversity

ir I 1r{;r*"

,,,i1!," {dl. ,'

,il[ery m.,,

:.::.,1i to the bar as an Advocate of the Supreme Court in 1953 and

ir'llinm,,,r,,.vr,,,,'r ' '': 1:: trnev- General in 1955 as a Crown Counsel. After servingfor
?-., -;..j , 1;-. ;:tls.f_ficial bar in 1970. During his tenure in the Department of the

i.ir inr'".rrrr:.--:'.ti;et'eral casesofconstitutionalimportance,specialisinginthearea
|','r.ir,r, -,;r' '::r' "-; L'nitersity in California. He was associated with E.F.N. Gratiaen

r. i-q-. i-t f riaterLordAckner) inlitigationfortheGovernmentof Ceylonwhen
icNrd . .,-r: - . -i, Cr:ntntittee of the Prity Council in London

n.,. ".r ':l-i.z,i Bar he practicedfor a brief period in the trial courts and later
: t :,:: -:', il side of the Appellate Courts while appearing in Election Petitions

1, ; Iuquin' as well. Some of the well-lorcwn personalities for whom he

;;- -i;-;a;i71p Bcotdaranaike, Felix Dias Bandaranaike, Lalith Athulathmudali,

r "i.,rr.c -) ',.r.r€-sdn Q.C.andSarathMuttetuwegama(tmongothers.Hewasappointed
;r, -. ,ru,r,.; ,c 1 . ! t i . He v'as a member of the Drafting Committee headed by Dr. Colvin R.de

r.)-,: ;::.,t.i:Constitutionpromulgatedinl9T2.HewasamemberoftheGovernmenl
i * .-: ii.. Jtn ett ardene Q.C. in talks held on the ethnic problem with the Govern-

It r. rri.i Tintpu, and in Bhutan with the Tamil groups in 1985-86.

'r( ';, j ; "i,;,ierrr of the Bar Association of Sri Lanka in 1986-87 and wqs a Member of the

-,.. , - q,rri.ssion. Hewas also elected Vice-President of the Methodist Conference of Sri
ril { -t ;1- \x heen a Director of several commercial companies

' ; ,; i..; -\- Perntanent Representative and Ambassador to the United Nations in New
-.-: ',iFebruantl995toFebruatyl99S.Duringthistimehewasaccreditedambas-
,; .;,ril itlso functioned as Chairman of the U. N. Special Committee to inqttire into

trirrir T,":, , :-:., ri,r-q the Human RighX of the Palestinian and other Arab peoples in the occu-
rnql.r,rn,:, .-:. l;s contributedwidelythroughpublishedarticlesonquestionsofconstittttional

ri, ,r,.ii -: : ; i-{e .lros awarded the title of l4shva Prasadini for distinguished ser-vice in the

r.irr, r .:: ' ":i .\linister Sirimavo Bandaranaike in 1997. In April 1998 he was conferred
Jlltrrrl'r I*,". , .:,; iite title of Desamanya by the President of the Republic. Mr. de Silva is manibd

.: i-;tighters and two grand children living in Australia. Now ladies and gentlements,

.!" Dt Silna to address us without any further ado.

;r i,'-,::, i have been invited to speak

tfi itut: l

liT r;l

m w(-r..-::; '.,,hether a government is
rf "tr r' ri,l :etemtines its legitimacy.
'Inl'l-rr, i .: ::-l electoral svstem and

::.. ::s LrbVious enough because

{hElr$.;]r); . : ris \\ orking depends on the

iimmr filr" :,-T"-.e. But the adoption of even

,: ;le,-ring representatives is

success or failure of democracy is conditioned by many
other factors which assume greater or lesser significance
having regard to various other contextual factors -

political, social, economic, and cultural, which constitute

the total environment within which it functions and of
course the constitutional and legal framework and the

institutional structure under which the whole system of
govemment operates. It is not possible to discuss in the

short compass of this talk the impact which these several

factors have in strengthening democracy because our

main focus of attention this evening is the question of
electoral reform and the need to eliminate the anomalies

and malpractices in the system of elections which
enfeeble, if not negate, democratic government andrlm t]I'ld'll ,1 : .:.:', the beginning, for the
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Suggestmeansbywhichthatprocessmaybesffengthened.tobeviewedfromabroaderpetspective..

The electoral system may be considered and

evaluated with reference to some of its more important

characteristics or features' Firstly' the method ofvoting

involved in the choice ofthe elected representative' For

example, the first-past-the-post method of determining

il;t*., (the plurality formula) as againstthe system

of proportional representation in its variant forms and

," L.'t"*.Ut , the unit of representation whether it be

on a territorial basis or through the representation of a

,-.-o* irrr"r"rt and its relative strength and importance

in decision making, reflected in the number of their

"r""J 
r.rr"rentatives in the Assembly' Thirdly' having

;*" to the need for organisation and co-ordination

foieffectiue political activity' the adequacy or sufficiency

irr."fr.r"r,u,ion in the deliberating body' the minimum

.rrrnb". of votes that a group or political parry must

obtain in order to qualify for a representative in the

Assembly. (The threshoid formula for recognition)

Fourthly, the degree of freedom and faimess that is

ensured in the conditions under which the electoral

process operates'

As far as the electoral method is concerned' the

adoption ofthe system ofproportional representation in

the Constitution of 1978 has sought to cure certain

anomalies and imbalances which arose under the system

of plurality of rates or first-past-the-post method of

election viz. the disparity or imbalance. between the

numberofvotes"u"fo'apartycandidateandthe
numberofseatstowhichthatpartybecameentitledin
Parliament' This was amply demonstrated inihe several

t"r"t"t elections held in the peirod 1948- 78'

The single-member constituency with a plurality

ofvotesdeterminingthewinneristhesimplestformof
;;";" It is favoured by states in which two political

;;;i;;;;.'a11v are thodominant groups' under this

Irr"* io" -ttoe,,c" of the smaller parties is negligible

*nt* ,0" *o major parties tend to get stronger' resulting

irrit . "r"ntoal 
elimination of the smaller parties' The

party whose candidate win a majority of single-member

constifuencies is assured of a working majority in the

;;itil.., even when its plurality of votes Island-wide

;;:;;," a minoriry of the total popular vote' The like-

lihood of stable governmerits being formed however is

muchbetterunderthesystemofpluralityofvotes.The
other advantage claimed for it is the close identification

of the voter with his representative who is thus able to

,ni..o, the sensitivities of the area or region that he

;;;J;' on the other hand' the iccent on parochial

interests where the national interest ought to determine

in" i**r" could be a disadvantage where questions need

States in which the multi-party system pre\ 3:-s

are inclined to favoui multi-member constituencies an:

proportional representation as there is greale:

oppo*rriry for the representation of such diverse intsr-

"r,r. 
Ura". proportional representation the accert is er

,"r*t*",i"n of a multiplicity of interests in the con-

stituency rather than stability in govemment' It is ofter

favoured by advocates of constitutional democracl

Underconditionsofinstability'thedisproportionatet*'
fluence which marginal interests acquire over national

policy may prejudice vital majority interests especialll

itrere ttre-survival of a coalition goveflrment becomc

the dominant concern and what is politically expediem

rather than principled decisions becomes paramounl

There is however a wide variety of formulae for

proportional representation found in the numerou-<

democratic parliamentary systems which have adopted

this method of representation' Sometimes voters are

required to choose between party lists ofcandidates' and

the number of party representatives elected is determlned

U, itt" r-n"nion of the party's vote to the total vote' lo

tr.u"t io. 
"*u-pl", 

which has recently held its election'

the entire courrtry constitutes a single constituency fr

the election of members to the Knesset' The number of

*"ut. urrign"d to each parfy in the legislature depends

on tfr" p".I"rtage ofthe total votes secured in the general

elections.

The German electoral system combines single

memberdistrictstogetherwithnation-wideproportionatr
representation. The Bundestag or Parliament compnse$

" 
tr""rf* number of district seats and "":t*l:Y

"ip"n*t*, 
seats. Individual voters cast their ballot

both a district representative as well as for a list of pi

l"r.rti", The voter has the option of voting tbr

district candidate ofone party and for the list candid

oianother purty, though rules of party discipline

oi"" pt""r"ae ihe achievement of any practical p

proportion ofvotes cast, except that a "5 (five)per ct

ituor"" compels smaller parties to obtain a minimum

through such a choice'

Seat distribution from the party lists reflects

the nationwide vote or three seats by direct voT 
1n

to have representation in federal and state

The five per cent cut offpoint acts as a curb on

*"*t "f 
,n" larger parties forming separ"':111":

in" 
"'*".u"n"" 

of rlng" groups of the extremist

itt" Sri iu.,tun Constitution too reduced the ongt

cut offpoint o f 12 \l\o/oto 5% by the Fourteenth

ment to the Constitution on representations made by

smaller Parties.
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,dtmrlffilg,'r:les a.nd prOpOrtiOnal

n 6 :iectrtr{'ralise the party

tt","mnu.nqarses and "deals" of
&i E m,erle rn Lrrder to secure a

!nl&! f,e held to ransom by
lB;,rli Ljme&sonable demands,

f;,qtrr:fi on some key issue.

trspa[i ur: :his sl,stem it must

hqutlrumre *a-.ed on proportional

ryr u rcia-t the total range of
m r{€te+' and to be more

ciruu-ss n :ls pt-rlicy-decisions. Yet

h ,urmscl,o,..r-s of their capacity to

turr*{mns:r'c:-i in office, there is little
llst,Jemands and strife may

ul tnms &n\ prospect ofdeep-seated

quid p;utrons u'eakening over the

r+re\entation there is also

ut anmmrr:n of policies than would
r fnm- ;u-rr-the - post system where

pf1]Ils$ 6 ilen returned to power are

nrilin"r ;henges and innovations. For

hff ni't rtrgr ed the massive majority
,ahwmar ".t free market policies may

fti.iras the case in 1965 when it
&lj r..nc down its free enterprise

lframnrc ;,1 ihe s1'stem of proportional
rilrulsrr& rn Sri Lanka is the right given
'm rr:bir::rrn to the vote cast for the

!ir&?. srr independent group of his

mq:l,rrences for amaximum ofthree

:1 such parry or group in a list
pu.mr*e. -{lthough this has been criti-

li:.r: ir has led to intemal rivalries
u'ithin each parly or group,

umu pu:nciples of democratic choice

filirntnrt zuthoritarianism and autocratic
rmun '.he parry organisation and is a

,umi lne e lector which should not be

siau-ie a political party cannot
Lrmrilrirriinf,€s n hich is really an internal

rfu .:un:'r urlrepresentation is concerned,

mrr,* :br 64ny decades, been demar-

has:-< and not on ethnic or commu-

cfifElrTaIlon that such a system would

iile -rnlt]' and be a counter to the

Ls ,rfren evident in non-homogeneous

the overt rejection of com-

1et recognising that ethnic iden-

have a powerful influence on voting pattems, conces-

sions to communalism were in fact made by Delimitation
Commissions not only in carving out constituencies, but
also in providing for multi-member constituencies to

enable such identity-interests to be represented. The fact

that such concessions were made in delimiting constitu-
encies, suggests, by implication at least, the acceptance

of the legitimacy of ethnic consciousness and separate

representation of such interests. Likewise political parties

have in selecting candidates for election been influenced

by considerations of ethnic identity and caste affiliations

despite the formal non-recognition of such decisions.

Taken to its logical conclusion however it would
justify the creation of separate voting registers for the

different ethnic groups and the apportionment of votes

cast by each group on a strictly proportional basis.

Similarly the objection to settlement of persons of a

different ethnic group in areas where there is a concen-

tration ofa specific ethnic group on the ground that such

demographic changes operate adversely to the
preservation of their ethnic identity contradicts the

application ofthe territorial principle as being the sole

legitimate criterion for electing representatives. So long

as there is a constitutional guarantee of freedom of
movement to any part of the country by citizens of this

country and the freedom ofchoosing their residence in
any place within Sri Lanka recognised by (Article 14

(i)(h)) ofthe Constitution one cannot take cognizance

of this objection by certain minority groups to the

settlement of persons of the majorily ethnic group in

areas where any other ethnic group is the dominant
group. Objections to new settlers in areas which are

currently dominated by a minority on the ground that

demographic changes would result, whether it be in the

plantation areas of the Hill country or in the Eastem

parts of the Island or anywhere else should not be

entertained. In fact, minority ethnic groups have taken

full advantage of this constitutional freedom and

remarkable demographic changes are occuring in cer-

tain areas in the rest of the Island, particularly in the

Westem Province. While such changes may not be re-

flected in the ethnic identity ofthe representatives them-

selves, the influence such groups wield both in the choice

of competing candidates and in the policies adopted

cannot be underestimated.

Likewise, in regard to devolution of power, the

demand for the amalgamation of the Northern and

Eastem Provinces as one unit, made by one ethnic group

and the demand for a separate Provincial Council in the

East by another ethnic group are unjustified because from

an electoral point of view they are in reality thinly
disguised forms of electoral gerrymandering. The
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l

demarcation of boundaries of Provincial Councils or

Regional Council criteria and considerations which are

in effect underlying ethnic divisions and the devolution

of power on territorial units so demarcated accentuate

these divisions and militate against national unity. It
would be an illusory solution to the problem of national

disunity and on the other hand are likely to exacerbate

secessionary tendencies that are evident to the discern-

ing observer. Such cleavages promote the advancement

of sectional interests. The fact is that ethnic minorities

in the country are on the one hand, sufficiently strongly

concentrated in particular areas as to be for practical

purposes mono-ethnic in those areas while, on the other

hand, they are widely dispersed in other parts of the

country in such significant numbers as to influence the

electoral result in areas where the majority ethnic group

is dominant. In areas where a minority group is the

dominant majonty and the territorial unit is mono-ethnic,

in the sense of being relatively unmixed, proportional

representation has little or no significance. On the other

hand, where minorities have a significant presence in

an area where another group is the dominant majority.

proportional representation in terms of the number of
elected representatives from that group influence the

result in ways which are unfavourable to the majority

interest. In the result the system of proportional
representation is advantageous to the minorities and less

advantageous and in some instances even disadvanta-

geous to the interest of the majority in a multi-parfy

democracy.

Ironically enough, "majoritarianism" is often

criticised as being undemocratic where representation

on an Island-wide basis is concerned, but is sought to be

upheld in other areas where the minority ethnic group

constitutes the majority. No one seems to have

challenged the legitimacy of applying such

double-standards in evaluating it as a basis of
representation. Proportional representation was intro-

duced into this country by the Constitution of 1978 not

because of any high-souled motive of giving minorities

greater influence in politics, but as an artful device to

ensure that a major political party which invariably had

a hard-core of support among the electors, that amounted

to nearly 30% ofthe electorate, was never reduced to a

miniscule number in Parliament under a first- past-the

post system of election. This may be justified as

reflecting the views of electors, but with the existence

of fwo major parties within the majority ethnic group,

competing for minority support, proportional
representation renders majority interests rnore lulnerable

while minorities are at election time, at any rate, the

darlings ofpolitical parties rying for office, even though

the honeymoon may tum out to be brief I

As far as the threshold of recognition of electc:.
support in a multiparty system is concemed, the just::-
cation for fixing it at a mere five per cent of the tc'-'

vote is questionable. Most political parties in Sri Larr:.
revolve round personalities and dynastic affiliatio:.
rather than on differences in their political principles. c*

political philosophies. It seems to me that nothing u'ou.:
be lost by the elimination of such fringe-groups ar::

fixing the minimum at a figure of ten per cent of tLe

vote. It would contribute to a greater degree of politic''
stability and reduce the influence ofsectional interests

Perhaps the most important of the areas in tvhici-

electoral reform is necessary is constituted by the totalir.

of factors which are fundamental and crucial to the whol:
notion oFa democratic election. They may be subsurnr:

under the rubric of the multiplicity of factors th::
contribute to a fair and free election. The exercise oftht
franchise is an unalienable part ofthe sovereignty ofthr
People under our Constitution (Articles 3 & 4). It is

further provided by Article 93 of the Constitution tha:

the voting for the election ofthe President of the Republi:

and ofthe members ofParliament and at any Referendu;:,

"shall be free, equal and by secret ballot". This is the

very essence of a democratic election and that whic!
distinguishes it from all other systems of govemmen:

If either the freedom of the voter or the faimess of the

electoral process is infringed, then the essence of th:
system of democratic govemment and its great virtue :.

destroyed.

The first requirement of a free election is the

guarantee ofpeace and freedom ofaction and decisio:-
for the people who participate in this exercise. It mus
assure protection against all forms of violence whici
are directed at the voter and, violent acts that eiths:'

disturb peace and disrupt the orderly and peacefiI
conduct of the election. Since the great merit cf
democracy is said to be that it is a mode of non- violes
decision, or as often said, an opting for change throu$
the ballot instead of the bullet, as the preferred means

determination. The intrusion of violence into thc

electoral process negates the essential value ofdemoc
racy. The law relating to elections accordingly prohibi

such acts as the use of force, coercion, intimidation
making them election offences liable to prosecution a

the deprivation of civic rights. But declaring them to

offences under the law is one thing and ensuring

compliance with the law and their prevention is qu

another. Not infrequently, it happens that when s

violations take place on an extensive scale, the

enforcement authorities are unequal to the task of
suring their prevention, or are unwilling to carry

their official duties on account ofpolitical interfe
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lmlr 'r'[ffi€rs \l-ere prevented frOm

&e rffedre,"i Yoters " would have
:rmr11ilLir':" and u'hether had they

f,E{'l:{cq'. w uruld have been differ-
ur:tur zuch election to be void, on

l Jlmr: lisl.rn $ ould be reasonable

\ c iupn-;ingly enough the Su-

LE[d lthrc Jr'c.Ean'. The Court held in
tflnc. ugems{ the election of President

,tur@fii &*r SLrcceed. the unsuccessful

B.ndaranaike) had failed to

".f the general intimidation

hr1ufl,ii doubt) "the majoritY of
ior,r fen prevented from electing

frrry prretirred and that the burden

L The Court rvent on to hold that

'arth the provisions of law
; i tc :lection - in order to prove

rtffiutcc':i such non-compliance, the

irlr, 'l; prrr\ e that she would have

uises fran she polled at the election

: te sum total of the majoritY

Itrm,afu:a itiz. 2'79,339 votes) over

as;rielent to the votes received by
rrL C\sie Abeygunasekere) plus

ftq Lr*r Lan'Reports 1 at pg 54).

-,rurr:eid that the Petitionerhad failed

nurntcr ,:iproving that " the result of
bdc resr: afrected" (section 9l(b) of
i.lctll'.ns Act). The Court did not
sr,t: :e done in the face of the con-

*tlcir guarantees the secrecy ofthe
'ffir T::.s conclusion was reached by a

'h:4ls€ L-omposition varied over a

r ,o*'f :te a lacuna in the Presidential
nirthun -lr.ltes. that the election shall be

d 1r,, :gl-\ln of general intimidation the

*rre 0,r ma1'have been prevented

The Provincial Councils Election.q'ct -ut", a

departure from the earlier law which makes the burden

of a Petitioner challenging an election of members to a

district in the Province on the ground of general intimi-
dation even more difficult, if not impossible to discharge.

The relevant parts of Section 92(1Xb) states: that the

election would be declared void on the ground that "by

reason of general intimidation a section of electors were

prevented from voting for the recognised political party

which itpreferred andthereby "materially affected the

result of the election". In other words, a Petitioner

complaining that general intimidation prevented a sec-

tion of the electors from voting for the recognised

political parfy or independent group which it preferred,

has further to establish affirmatively that but for the

general intimidation the result would have been different.

The effect of this is that for all practical purposes, it
would be virtually impossible to challenge successfully

a Provincial Council Election in respect of any admin-

istrative district on the ground of general intimidation
in an election petition. A change in the law is urgently

required if one is to deal effectively with the problem of
violence at elections, which appears to be on the rise.

A similar problem arises in cases where the

election is challenged on the ground ofnon-compliance

with the provisions of the election law relating to the

holding of the election. Complaints of the fraudulent

introduction of ballot papers into ballot boxes ( stuffing
votes into ballot boxes) would obviously constitute

non-compliance with the election law. Assuming that

ballot papers so fraudulently introduced into the ballot

boxes are identified and excluded from the votes to be

counted, as they are not in fact valid votes, is one required

to establish that, had such ballot papers been validly cast,

they would have materially affected the result? Assuming

the illegal operation also includes fraudulent marking

ofthe register of electors in order to suggest that they

have in fact cast their votes, considering that the secrecy

of the ballot precludes any identification, a judicial

inquiry may not be possible unless electors whose votes

were fraudulently cast are willing to come forward as

witnesses and openly declare their allegiance to a par-

ticular party, or candidate. In the result the requirement

that a Petitioner must prove that " the result was thereby

affected" makes this provision of law virtually
inoperative.

These are serious anomalies in the Elections Law

which need urgent attention, if elections are to be fair

" 
and free. Unless the law is amended it will not be possible

to prevent outbreaks ofviolence and fraudulent practices

which cast doubt on, if not destroy the legitimacy of the

process and on those who are elected to hold office. If
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that process is manipulated or rigged which prevents

the genuine expression of the People's will then the

democratic process is vitiated and public confidence in

the system is lost andincalculable damage results which

could be irreversible as People will be demoralised and

lose faith in the electoral process. It is a national issue

on which the whole country is concemed and it is a

matter for regret that there has not been sufficient public

agitation on the question. Ifthe regularity ofthe process

or its legal validity is debased and devalued, or even

seriously called in question, the whole exercise of

electing representatives becomes afarce and the People

will lose faith in democracY.

This would be all the more tragic considering

that the People of Sri Lanka have a long tradition of

democratically elected governments and have for

decades pinned their faith, as seen in the high percentage

of voters at every election, in the efficacy of democracy

and its capacity to ensure good govemment and improve

the conditions of the govemed. For all its weaknesses

and inefficiencies, democracy is sti11 considered the least

harmful to the interest of the People, at least to the extent

that those who govern remain in office only with the

consent of the People and with the possibility in the event

of dissatisfaction with their performance they could be

tumed out of offtce. As has been said every election is

"the grand remonstrance of the Nation". The efficacy of

that option and the prospect of withdrawal of the People's

support is the guarantee against autocratic and dictatorial

rule. The reliability and effectiveness of that safety

mechanism has therefore to be protected and preserved

at all costs.

It is also important to bear in mind that while t:
elective principle is a valued basis of selection- tL:

proliferation ofelected representatives at the various ler -

els of government is not desirable. The unstintei

generosity with which they have determined for therr-

selves, the terms of their remuneration, superannuatio:

and perquisites of office, seems disproportionate to the

value and utility of the service which they perform as

legislators and in performing their functions as trustees

of the People's welfare.

Considering that Sri Lanka has now three tien

of government at the central, provincial and local gol -

emment levels, and that more than fifty per cent of what

used to be central government functions have been

devolved under the Thirteenth Amendment, there are

adequate grounds to consider the necessity and useful-

ness of having as many as 196 M.Ps and yet larger

number of Provincial Councilors and members of local

government bodies having regard to the expenditure

incurred on this account. Since parfy organisation in Sri

Lanka does not provide for a great deal of intra parry'

democracy, there is not much evidence of the expression

of view-points that diverge from the party line. In such

a context, the development of a vibrant public opinion

and an independent press and freedom in the other media

as well, are vital for a strong and vigorous democracy in

this country.

After a discussion the Vote of thanks was

proposed by Major General C. J. Abeyaratne VSV'



[.\D I.{'S SECURITY CONCERNS

-{n address by
: i :- :'. Srr:., Shanker Menon, India High Commissioner) -

- : -:i:,lr:I General J E D Perera VSV D.Litt., President ARFRO

-..',,.!rlt us His Excellency, the High Commissionerfor India Shiv
p: .' i, r .tt yen' short notice and I am grateful to himfor having accepted
:: "j:.r,r_g Io us on India s Security Concerns and will also touch on the

' - ',i:tol in Kashmir. His Excellency joined the Indian Foreign Service
. -'9-: the y'as born in 1949) and he served in various posts' amongst
- :- . . .-,,,- /^ C-; I ^,.1.- L--,,^. f,.S;.,'- ,l-.L-^^^J^..:-^ T^t--.:-.:-^ t---^^tante to Sri Lanka hewas India's Ambassador in klaviv in lsrael.

edrs trith the Department of External Affiirs in New Delhi and
r.ir ,r": -.* - ra : .'l;t, courttries oJ'South Asia and East Asia. So may I now request His

ililr ilur.r.1 ;* ::):i suhiect

lltr'fiiul ]1- . i!. :,- >p3ak to you today,

: r::-:l :te to speak on such

i ;ut i; :'- -:. 
- J it * hat I r.vant to on

: r-il i, :-, rhat as a definition
ur,:'i-^.i-r: -rh the 20th Cenfury
r,-: r,3i --ne increasingly the

r"[:Ll : -: :.::-i., qualified groups of

1i:fl:rn. : >:- - nta's Security Eiite.
lle :L .- -: j . :'r r:hat u il1 follow after

r, *. ::r,3.1 irr speak on India's
..*iur " , rt.lt I rhink you will find
i,r- -.rr.r.:-- :r:ends. I thought that I
b llrj ',,r: ::t;l India has travelled
r' *-- : :erns oldefence policy,

tr I r,:11 1..-: ::Jsent situation and the
iir$,.ir J:,: , . ic lu.i.e u-ith a few remarks
'lirr!t' i .1: :. ::-e tUfufe.

r r i:- t:e ieaders of the indian
; 

r* i ; :'c -i:r :hrnking of these sub-
,iu':::',1 ::.3 country'S security in

:*l*r." rr,t : rtiust in purely military
Jul l; -- '.:i:: defined the country's

-i ::- .n\ ironment in which
r,: IO\rrt!. can be solved.

i:: i.rsl6l have an ends and
ltffi iu:r" .i.:: tr ,i lrdable grand strategy.

l:lulil 'iL.:1: i.rrcr challenges. The first
r.i- i ri,. elop the country. Apart
*: . ii.,. .- dorninions in August

": -::rr rrincely states free to

' :r :.cision was ieft entirely
rr: Ihe first task therefore

-.- i.l- -^^l- ^frl--.-._r r:rate g ith each of these

: :r:111 u'hen you think of

it, quite a remarkable achievement that by 1956 not only
had these States been integrated into the Indian Union,
and into Pakistan but that in fact new State boundaries
had been drawn up on linguistic basis. Of course one of
those 564 States was Kashmir and we'll come to that I
think slightly later. The other overwhelming reality
which we faced in 1947 was that with 16% of the world
population living on something llke 2.4oh of the world
area, after two centuries of being a colony, one of the
richest countries of the world had become the poorest.
Life expectancy for the average Indian at Independence
was 26 years. 79o/o of the population was below the
poverty line and only l4oh of the population u,as literate.
Food securily was a daily preoccupation. And it was
therefore hardly surprising that economic and develop-
mental needs would have primacy in India's policies.
Also that the function of India's foreign and securiry
policies would be to permit the elimination ol poverty
and domestic integration. Peace was and is an imperative
of national policy in India and will remain so in the fore-
seeable future. Simultaneously it was necessary to
restructure the organisation and stmcture of the defence
establishment. From Imperial Defence to National
Defence, to meet National rather than Imperial needs.

This was a major transition in thinking and practice. Even
though 2.26 million Indians had seen active service
during World War II under the British, lndia has been
essentially a theatre command. Britain assumed that there
would be no territorial threat to lndia leaving higher
defence management and organisation in London where
Indians had no experience of them. For the British the
defence of India as a historian put it, was to be achieved
by keeping other major powers away from India,
surrounding her with a ring of minor states or tribal
organisations. To use his word, the British have treated
India as a Continental State and a land power, leaving
the sea to the Imperial Royal Navy, with consequences

for Independent India which were fairly long lasting,

* .,]
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well. Such policies *.r" .ro longer either possible or and repeated Indian proposals to Pakir

preferred by newly independenilndia. The objective use of force, which bore fruit in Simla

situation of a country ,ritt i, an area of 3.2g million no first use of nuclear weapons' Ind

square kilo-metres, 1l neighbours and a coast line of chinaandPakistanregarding^9u*-tl

7,6g3 kilo_ metres, lan] borders of 15,000 odd agreements of 1993 and 1996 with (

kilo-metres and an extensive E.Z.of 2.01 million square agreement on not attacking nuclear fa

kilo metres, made new policies essential. So did other 1988 with Pakistan' Several proposal

changes in our environment at that time: The parlition Pakistanhoweverremainonthetablet

of the country and its armed forces, the Kashmir War of strategic doctrine is constructed on t

lg47l4|thrust on India by Pakistan' and the presence offensive defence a policy announ

after 1950 of Chinese ,olji"r, on the Indian border for General Aslam Begg in 1989' 
I

the first time ever in history. The emergence and use of 
inrn rhiq oenesis of India,s .urir I

nuclear weapons and the cold war added their burdens I have gone into this genesir

and made it imperative that India evolved her own policy policies and apiroaches in some detail h"cause much t-f 
I

different from that of the British Indian Government. what was initiated at that time ."*uirr* valid todav. " ie 
t

The grand strategy adopted was that of non-alignment' adjustments for the changes that we '"t 
uto.,'d .,'','tt 

I
A strategy to insulate local disputes and conflicts from as an instance India's Defence *,:1115]11.5 l
the larger cold war and its confrontational policies. In needto concentrate on domestic development pnonhe* 

t
essence non-alignment was not just the negative choice India spent an average of l '6oh of GDP on Defencc 

I
of staying away from the two blocks to concentrate on during the first 15 years of her independ.l:.. u,": .n*1 

!
domesticdevelopment,butwasalsoapositivechoice, 

a af\et defence has accounted for a declining share of 
I

decisiontodealwitheachissueonitsownmeritsincentralGovernmentexpenditurefrom25'.4ohtlt::jl
accordance with National interest rather than alliance 64 to l3'8o/o in 1995197 ' Even in ""t"p',lt::l^l::j:: t
requirements. It also required a policy towards India's countries in the neighbourhood India was :"i"t"li,T I
immediateneighbourswhicheliminatedpotentialspendinglessofherbudgetandGDPondefencelll;
sources of conflict such as unsettled boundaries, and the other powers' Did this polic' *otU' I:l l:]^'Y:l^} I
consequences of cross-border ethnicities. Nonalignment this a successful way of dealing with the. vi::": t"tTj 

I
also preserved an environment free of great power needs that India had? I personally feel it did' At j:lt I I
entanglements in which we could concentrate on o" terms of the goals that it set itself' tl: ::*olt:tl:1:1 1

owndevelopment.AndsincewedefinedoursecurityinNationalpoliciesthatcontributetoNational,t-":"::-l
the broadest terms, it meant seeking self reliance or served the primary goal of maintarntit, 

:l^t I
strategic autonomy in areas such as technology, food, independence, unity and territoriall:::1t'^:jl::j: 

I
energy and industry. India today has settled boundaries detined geograpm- 

|
cally with all eleven ofher neighbours except China€nd 

I

WhatofthenewDefencePolicyafterinpartsofJammuandKashmir*,j,,1*i]11,Y::l
Independence?Itisperhapsbestdescribedasdefensive 

china cBMs are in place to marntaln peace alru 
I

defence in doctrine, structure and practice. In structure tranquillity along the line of actual control since 1993' 
I

its primary characteristics were civilian supremacy over And we have agreements on respecting the line of actual 
I

defence policies and forces. The Army, the Airforce and control, we are now in the process "l ttall'Y',:-t 
,tj I

theNarywereseparatedandthecommanderinchief's mutually between us and this exercise is going on m 
I

role redefined under the Civilian Defence Minister. joint working groups. These policies have also made it 
I

Civiliansupremacyreinforcedtheprimacyofpolitical possible foit'aiu to be transformed in social and 
I

approaches to disputes and conflicts over u p'rety economic terms in the 50 years since indenendence' 
I

military approach. lt also reinforced the high profession- Laying the foundations of self-reliant f "::l"t :inry^ 
I

alism and the apolitical character of the Indian Military. ity in several sectors important for India's strateglc 
I

A combination of the reliance on political rather than autonomy like space technology' atomic energy' modetn 
I

military approaches and civilian supremacy was also science and technology. 
I

rooted in tradition. In practice defensive defence meant . , r, , ,:1-^ .^ ,-.^. -"^.,, ,,^.. i

that each of the wars lndia fought were forced on her. To illustrate my point I',d like to just show youl

The $.ars India fought were among the most restrained what 50 years of development have meant' we tend tor

during this. the most violent, of all centuries. with little forget how far we have come in the last 50 years' we're

collateral damage and no attacks on civilian targets. sobusyg*mblingaboutourpresentstatethatweforget

Conflictcontainmentwasasignificantfeatureoflndianwhatwe,vedone.Ifyoulookatwhatwe'vejustputup.



loqqurnxnq. 'n a.-i :-l in 1947, 26 in
F{ur$ rI: -r:i;r-:. -{ll rhe other indica-

- r[e1:i'. has gone froml4o/o
Ir'',, \l*,:,L i:le oithis would have

: ;r:n5*t,lu-ilv made a dectsron
efrn Llr( :-c,i chosen a COnfliCt

I :dai India feeds herself,
furyxsl mr.I :i:,c:I diverse economies
r[1!: Jlr:rh ls :i, eiiminate poverly by
rr mu:ir, t Jo so if tve continue to
u,rlu u!,i,e J:,r_a Jbr much of the ,90,s.

ri f; .n:im-rs of these policies or
u :l{ h ri ere t'rustrated either bv

finn jrrer rie-.1.lns. One example in
truu :rrr ::s.-lnnament and nuclear

.l;ja'i aftempt to achieve a
r ::-o :Srough restraint after

;urr.i.,: -:r tn 1974 and through
r:i.i, i-.:a had little or no success

, inr :,: inrr\ to call for a ban on
a,iJ .r : or--discriminatory treaty or

m *t:. 1 TeafY on the non- use of
r,'-!t . : r'.:ciear ffeeze in 1982 anda
rlr :ie complete elimination of
q,l.l B:: India's advocacy of global
, J r:r:nament by all and her

,nll , ::il u'ith the progressive
lhrr :nr:;hen and the world and the

1:c rrt.nuclear weapons in the

rt! li-.r FaSent strategic environment
t'*:f "r are agreed that the last 15

:f':i:-I-, have been a periOd Of
:ar' iirtri change. But not all of us

'lr.; ;:i:-r,-rerise this change. To us it
lff |lld ; L-rlC u'ar has resulted in what
li:n-:.rEnment. The collapse of
; :,c sllpearance of uni-polarity,

b* :::ii :f additional power centres
r i1}fCt the 21st century to be

lie i.rlcrum ofthe Intemational
Jtr;i: ; i: is shifting from Europe to

i,x.m::iJ.Iion of changes saw a
LJllrull. ] recuritv environment both
n.',r Jt.rbelll the indefinite and

m : I fre \PT left India with no
ht( l'u eri ,,i eaponisation and it is now

:5 irr:,illxendable. It is obvious that
Ifi rr:u.slr \r eapons is implicit in the

;,r.i .rii indefinite extension is
{urd ltjS ..r'as happening when the

and of missiles was taking place througfr putisturr,s
clandestine nuclear programmd. In lggg pakistan
announced that she had nuclear weapons and India was
the only non-nuclear weapon state in the world situated
between two nuclear weapon states. Today India is a
nuclear weapon state which adds to its sense of
responsibility. India has made it clear that she only seeks
minimum deterrence against threats of or the use of
nuclear weapons, and that she will never be the first to
use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapon states.
Since 1 990 she has sought a global agreement on no-first
use. And we've also offered to enter into such an
arrangement with Pakistan. pakistan has so far refused
to enter into such an arangement wishing to keep open
a nuclear - war fighting capability an option. We have
also faced the proliferation of missiles in our territory
and the extension of missile reach into India. Since there
is no defence against missiles except deterrents, we,re
in an element of strategic instability. We have therefore
proposed an agreement to Pakistan in 1995 for mutual
non-attack on population and economic centres. Once
again Pakistan has chosen not to agree. But in other
respects the end ofthe cold war while changing the arena
upon which issues are played up has not changed India's
major security concerns. As l've tried to show earlier
these concerns were indigenous to India and not the
product of the cold war since we had de-linked our
securiry policies anyway from alliance politics. And it
is these abiding concems which really represent our se-
curity agenda For today.

What are these abiding concerns? The first I
would say is the maintenance of a peaceful environment
particularly in lndia's periphery which allows India to
concentrate on her own economic and social develop-
ment. We're acutely conscious of how farwe have to go
and how much we need to do in terms of our own social
and economic development and we need a peaceful
environment. Domestic change and rapid economic
growth is the best answer to the rising expectations of
our population and the rapid social change which af-
fects our intemal cohesion. But sometimes these are
perceived as internal law and order problems. As the
Indian economy and that of our neighbours grows
increasingly complex, as we acquire the self-confidence
that economic success brings, it has become possible
for South Asia as a whole to make real progress towards
removing the tariffand other barriers which prevent our
realising our potential and giving our peoples the
standard of living that they deserve. For us today the
economics is the main dynamic and it,s clearthat itwill
affect our security in fundamental ways in the years to
come. India and Sri Lanka together have taken the
courageous step ofsigning the free trade agreement lastrb.:ilt.n-i in our neighbourhood,
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December which I expect will soon be operational' And

our relationship I think is a good example of a relation-

ship which has dealt creatively with citizenship and

boundary issues in the past and which builds on a solid

bed-rock ofmutual respect for sovereignty and territorial

integrity to address the new issues that we face' I don't

suppose I have to say this here since Indian soldiers have

shed their blood for Sri Lanka's unity and territorial

integnty. And I think that speaks in itself of our common

interest in this. From India's point of view as the

successive enunciation ofpancha sila doctrine and other

policy statements show and as India's practice shows

the spectrum oflndian political opinion is united on a

policy ofgood neighbourliness and non-interference in

the internal affairs ofour neighbours' The exception to

India's improving relations with her neighbours has been

Pakistan: with the latter's India-fixation and particularly

a Kashmir-fixation and her growing nuclear capability'

Perhaps you would be interested in a little

background on Kashmir itself. The initial problem in

Kashmir was caused in 1947, because when India and

Pakistan became independent, the Maharajah of Kash-

mir had not yet acceded to either of the dominions' As I

said, when the British left, all 564 princely states were

free to choose where they went' Pakistan, which was

founded on the two-nation theory on the idea that

different religions conduced towards different nations,

a theory that we reject in India, was impatient, and

infiltrated originally by what they called tribals later

Pakistan Army Regulars It is a pattem that we are all

familiarwith, unfortunately overtime, into Kashmir, and

the Maharajah appealed to India to help' We told them

we couldn't do anything unless Kashmir was a part of

India. He acceded to India and I don't think there has

ever been any question about the legality of Kashmir's

status as a part oflndia. That has never been the issue'

Pakistan however, in'471'48 took the problem to the

UN confident both of the legal case and of the fact that

otherwise Pakistan would be branded the aggressor' And

for several years after that in 1965 as well when Pakistan

tried again to send infiltrators in Operation Gibraltar

early in May 1965 there were consistent International

efforts to mediate, to try and bring about a cease-fire'

and there, was a UN Military Observer group' The

cease-fire line was negotiated without any success quite

frank1y because the UN had in its initial resolutions and

the only resolutions that we in India accepted, had called

for the vacation of all Pakistani forces from Jammu and

Kashmir. This never happened' And it was only after

Pakistani forces were withdrawn and India was to keep

her forces in Kashmir since nobody questioned the

legality of the exersise that the opinion of the people

was to be ascertained. What happened instead was that

there was a de-facto division of Kashmir, you can

the line of control. The line of control is the line

resulted from 1971. It's not the old cease-fire line'

bilateral line that was negotiated between us after

197 I w ar, in 797 2. It w as j ointly surveyed; it was

on the map, delineated, signed by representatives

Chief of the Combined Staff on both sides, by

Bhagat on our side, by General Hameed Khan on

Pakistani side. The Line (which is shown on the

displayed) went up toMJ 9842 beyond which were

glaciers which at that time everybody thought were

useless that nobody would ever bother to inhabit t

wild country above 18,000 feet above sea level' Bur

you can see what resulted from 1948 was an effecti

partition of Jammu and Kashmir. The portion which

with vertical black lines is the portion under Pakr

occupation. The portion under Indian administration

the portion south and east ofthe line ofcontrol' In I

Pakistan tried to bring China into the Kashmir di

and ceded a large area which used to be part ofthe

state of Jammu and Kashmir in the North which

marked in black, to China under the 1963

Agreement. The Sino-Pak Boundary Agreement i

says that once the issue of Kashmir is settled be

lndia and Pakistan, China will renegotiate with w

this issue is settled with. Now on a map like this il

easy to get the impression that Kashmir is one big

plane which has been carved out. But I think thls \t

give you an idea of the complexity ofwhat we are

about, ofthe area that the line ofconkol passes

This actually shows you where the line of control

in the Kargil sector. It's a satellite picture' Most of

is well above the pass which is the low poinl, or

road which you can see that is at 12,800 ft above

level. That's a low point and the rest of it is all going

well beyond 18.000 ft, some of these peaks are

22-25,OOO ft I 24,000 ft above sea level' It's also

complex area in human terms because of the val

the divisions and so on; something that is often

in all the rhetoric about Jammu and Kashmir ts

Jammu and Kashmir consists of several areas' Jammu

the southem portion south of the Banihal Pass which

Hindu majoriry in fact an overwhelming majority

Hindus. The languages spoken include Punjabi,

and Kashmiri. The Srinagar Valley itself which accounl

for about l0% of the lotal areaof Jammu and Kashmi

and about 3 million out of a total population of

almost 8 million is 90% Sumni. Ladakh is Buddhist

accounts for much more of the area of Jammu

Kashmir but much less of the population and mu{

smaller. The Northem territories in Bultistan in Hund

and so on are Shia and speak completely differed

languages. While the Valley speaks Kashmiri, while I
f.aJanr they speak Ladakhi and various other dialec!



nlmrl ifererr dialects of
dhcrr :s l. '" s3 large Hindu

Hulilxfi! iilia:-n g cLr mmunity

'mfl( ll.t :itil ,t 'rLru the kind Of
Lilrrrrrriinn rurc K,e-;h;nir in human

,ur.r. !ti;.rn majority state
l[M' r rrutr :':{r r-!]i. For the simple

\fr.uu:--s m India than there
Xfi&f, l,r'n:r ' ha: alg.ays re.jected

tu[rimiaJr:. :;,jetermined purely
{r,i,a!!:E( 'rsal-S nO\\' PakiStan haS

ilt :arrorjsm and of religious
rilu ue t,':1ie1. into the Srinagar

1r'&-1,f. ro complete what she

"mfl.$rr*trdd 
agenda ofpartition in

urlr sr.::rbisd upon the hard fact
u :he lr.diirn people in Kashmir

I {m!uu.:!le r.crlrd since 1989 when
fu rur:rr-i ls .'lear of the diminution

ie-t :n and terrorists sent in
Inrc F:i-israni side,were getting.

,iludrlr[firr pr".'{3.s has been resumed,
trd"; ::1i \ational Conference

phue n Kashmir and groups which
rur,c :r rhe \alley like the JKLF
rrmr ,rde-lined by the Pakistanis
:e : ',i::ole new set of groups -

*::;h are corrposed primarily
br i.Id!ff u ar. Of foreign terrorists

,Iffi$rilmms. pliistanis, others, so calred
lfir*i.l .u:: rhe groups which have

iirr:cilarll' srnce 1 996. But what
libm' ir;r, :r:rrnths this year actually has

J;L:Eljve change. Fortunately I
r"mnrssador. I don't have to explain

tncs i-rrngs. But what they did this
:: ire ditficulties that they faced

htrtlr r.:nE earlier in both stages of
r,:ir iies a huge qualitative change.

:ff,anu 6*;,1i;;15 the world has seen and
,, s :il:rration in the Kargil Sector,
ar*l :errorists under their control

m.m:hey set in i947 and 1965. But
rr';rs ;u"aliratively different. It was a
, , trturc inl'olving Pakistan Army

t[,.umr,r;,. 3.rJ. the direct participation of
,l(iffiurs ,rd others. This is clear from

: f Pakistan Army ID cards, pay
'i :i:in prisoners ofwar, weapoffy
;r.s,ralties. and communication

4u' tc l:.,:raphl of the area shows there

fiom the Indian side of the line. And the infiltration and
aggression occurred entirely from parts of Kashmir
occupied by Pakistan, across the line of control which
hadjointly been delineated by India and pakistan under
the Simla agreement inl9l2.

As I mentioned earlier the line of control which
here is shown in the Kargil Sector itself was drawn after
joint on-the-spot inspections by the pakistan Army and
the Indian Army and by surveys all along the proposed
line of control. You don't have to take my word for it,
you just have to look at the statement that the Secretary
General of the Pakistan Foreign Office issued on l lth
December 1972 when the joint delineation was
completed and we exchanged the mosaics which we had
signed. By doing so, by infiltrating people across and
by occupying positions on the heights, pakistan violated
an LOC about which there had been no doubt whatsoever
for 27 years. At no stage in those 27 years from
December 1972 had it ever been questioned. Our
response of course was quick, sharp and military. This
shows you the position in the Kargil sector as on the 9th
of July which was just before the DGMOs of both
countries met on the 10th and just before the pakistani
Prime Minister and others had started calling for a
withdrawal, and after they had agreed to a withdrawal.
As you would see from this pakistani forces by early
July had been pushed back step by step to the LOC,
Kargil was almost entirely vacated with a few small
exceptions which you can see, the red on this, and most
ofthe Indian positions had been recaptured. As oftoday
I understand that the Pakistani withdrawal has taken
place from everywhere from all three of the big sectors.
Except on Mosco Valley where there is one last
remaining outpost with a white flag above it which they
are supposed to be moving out of today. They have
verified the withdrawal in the other four sub sectors.
We wait for this. Now Pakistan,s armed intrusion and
aggression in the Kargil sector was planned and
undertaken when India's desire to take India - pakistan
relations to a positive and constructive direction was
manifested in Prime Minister Vajpayee,s historic
initiative to visit Lahore in February with the opening
of the bus route. Pakistan's breach of trust and her
abiding hostility has set back India - pakistan relations
and is compounded by the fiction that pakistan,s regular
troops were not involved. This led to some rather sad
situations when we had bodies on our side thatwe wanted
to return which they refused to accept. Then they sent
word through the ICRC saying send it to us and we will
then see whether they are ours. We said send the families
if you want, but, anyway we're treated them with the
full respect, and the honours that any fighting man
deserved. Now Pakistan's fiction that their regular troopsfin:: rr-*e could have been infiltrated
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were not involved which is I think seen through by the

whole world and slowly eroding, flies in the face of facts.

We have made it clear to Pakistan that it is for Pakistan

to first clear up the remnants of her armed intrusion and

aggression and thereafter to reaffirm the sanctity and

the inviolability of the line of control. We hold that

sponsorship of cross-border terrorism is a violation of
the line of control. Pakistan will have to abandon the

path of encouraging terrorism and dismantle the

infrastructure set up for that purpose on Pakistani

territory. India remains committed to the Lahore process

and the composite dialogue that we had already agreed

we would undertake one of whose subjects is Kashmir

and we would like to renew that process once Pakistan

takes the steps needed for that to become possible. In a

broader sense Kashmir is part of a new arc of crisis from

East Europe to China where the real danger comes from

the attempted marriage of religious extremism with
separatist sentiment. Most political readerships recognise

the dangers of such a mariage. Those that do not are

playing with fire. This is a problem that the world

have to address. And the fight against terrorism is

in which India and Sri Lanka share a common i

The third area that I would regard as

increasing importance in the years to come and

again India and Sri Lanka share a common

the maritime environment around us. And when I

this I define it in the broader sense. As the

importance of the Indian Ocean grows it
necessary for us, for India, for Sri Lanka, for all of
deal with issues of increasing complexity which

from sea-bed mining to climate research.

environmental considerations and energy policies

the Indian Ocean rim. We have the beginnings of a

for this purpose in IORARC hgre again we will
see security in a larger sense.

After a discussion the Vote of thanks

proposed by Air Cice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke.



in our thinking and therefore the Secretary General of

the United Nations now talks about security in terms of

a common comprehensive corporate security' And it is

in that context I would like to discuss the strategic

environment as it affects all of us and particularly in the

Southem Asian Region. And here again why Southem

Asia - because security once again is not confined to

national territorial borders. It is also not confined to a

narrower definition of the Region but encompasses a

much wider area. Perhaps a larger Asian perspective is

not an entirely Global perspective' And developments

as they take place elsewhere, far from us, all affect our

needs, ou. aspirations and our securityjust as much as

territorial attacks by an aggressor' Now therefore in

understanding or attempting to understand security in

Southem Asia one has to look at a larger region' A region

which perhaps would encompass in our perspective not

merely Soth Asia which is, yes in a sense a civilisational

entity, it is also a geographical entity bounded as it is in

the North by the Himatayan ranges and to the East and

South by other ranges and the Southem part by the large

Indian Ocean - but the threat to this Region comes quite

often from outside this geographical boundary' It quite

often comos from the North from China and China/India

relations then become central in the security

considerations of Southern Asia' It also depends upon

the happenings and developments in Myanmar and

co.rditions in Afghanistan' Then also the potential

developments ilr a further afield like in the Central Asian

republics. So you look at this larger region because

dwelopments from there - weapons systems deployed

in those territories - for example the CSS2 medium range

ballistic missiles deployed north of Riyadh in Saudi

Arabia takes on much of South Asia within its range'

These missiles deployed anywhere in this areacantarget

any objective within this particular area andwithin South

esia. Some marines in the sea can move from one end

of the Region to another without any difficulty' So

therefore in order to visualise the interplay ofstrategic

considerations one has to take into consideration and

look at alarget region. And I would like to define that

region for the purpose of our consideration in South Asia

as to include Southem China, perhaps the whole of

China, Central Asian Republics with northern parts of

the Indian Ocean region and much of South East Asia

perhaps leaving aside the Philippines' So if you look at

it . tuig". region such as thus defined as I do calling it

Southem Asia, this is a very important part of the world'

economies in the world - China - for over two

South Korea the four emerging tigers in South Ea-*

and South Korea. There are also other factors - la:k

development, wide disparity in standards of living

population movements makes this region suscepu3il

turmoil even more than any other part of the u'ori'i

Well having tried and defined both secunq

also the larger geographical environment u'helc

propose to consider some of these issues let me u1

spell out objectives of my brief presentations to 1

This presentation is more in the form of snap shots I

than a continuing dialog or continuing picture bui

- not so much like amovie cinema, but like still shor

certain important facets. And these would attempt to k

at some of the emerging defence scenarios' Also:''r

of the perspectives that would affect security in the

millennium and finally perhaps briefly I'll try and

forward to identifu the possible conflict scenarios

might occur in the Region in the future'

emergence of Eretria the new nation and their residl

border conflict between the two countries' The remaini

25 are essentially intrastate conflicts' And this is like

to continue in the future as well because state boundari

have largely come to acquire a sense of permanence'

attack across state boundaries are no longer seen

legitimate actions. The Iraqi attack on Kuwait in 1

so evidently breached the International norm thal

Trends in Defence : Let me just highlight n

would suggest are four major developments that

likely or are already in the process oftaking place in

world and affecting the Region even more substant

First I would suggest is trends in conflict

conflict today is not so much interstate as intrastate' I:

not so no much in one country with another but withil

country itself. Now the Stockholm Institute for

Research (SIPR) in Stockholm in Sweden in its Arur

Report the most informative Annual Report on de

issues for the current year had ideriifred 27

conflicts currently in progress in the world' Now out

these 27 major conflicts only two are of an inte

nature. These are the conflicts between Indta

Pakistan primarily centred in Kashmir and the second i
the one between Ethiopia and Eretria due to t

Not only does this Region encompass about 3'2 billion

people including all of China which in itself is 55oh of

it. ilouut population - to the land mass perhaps will be

in ttre region of aboutjust 1/6th of the entire global land

mass. But not merely this 55% of thb global population

but this is also an area which is undergoing change -

major, rapid transformation in the area of economic

development - \\'e see some of the fastest growing

whole world found it quite easy to get together to

and counter the Iraqi aggression. And in the future agal

we are likely to see that development taking place

and more. Therefore the Forces themselves are ne\r

not so much tertitorial or even border issues

border issues remain - there are major border issues

remain in the world today - these are borders which

been set quite often through unequal treaties, formulal

in Westem capitals in the Colonial Era - but yet

these boundaries are no longer so readily
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The third area I would suggest is the trends in
arms reduction. Now there are two distinctive trends here

- one is that of arms production. Sophisticated high
technology arms production is now getting concentrated

more and more in the Western developed countries.

Therefore the challenge to arms production to the Eastern

block countries, the East European countries and the

Soviet Union itself. At the height of the last decade of
the Cold War Soviet Union quite often was the leading
arms manufacturer and exporter in the world but its
position has fallen dramatically - from about 40o/o of
Global anns exporl to around 10%. The US's lead here

is once again absolutely phenomenal and it is around

40oh of the entire Global arms expenditure. Next at the

production company level once again there is a limited
and a narrowing of the base of arms production
organisations. Large arms manufacfuring companies are

getting together to fonn even larger conglomerates. And
these few companies in Westem Europe and most likely
in America itselfnow dominate the arms market globally.

This in a sense pushes arms costs and also makes it more

diffrcult to access some of the high technology weapons

systems that many companies perhaps have a

requirement for their own defence to acquire. Along with
this I think there is a high individual sophistication of
weaponry. Now, a single piece of weapon system is

becoming enormously and quite often forbiddingly
expensive. For example 82 Stealth Bomber today costs

1.3 Billion Dollars. This is equal to twice the entire

Defence expendirure ofSri Lanka. A F22 Stealth Fighter
Aircraft a single one costs about 750 Million Dollars -

the entire Defence expendirure of Sri Lanka. Even such

systems like for example an aircraft carrier, u.hat India
is likely to acquire is about 2 Billion Dollars. A larger

size aircraft carrier the ones that the US Naly currently
operates would cost in the region of about 2 - 3 Billion
Dollars. The aircraft and other system to go into those

aircraft carriers would cost another 2-3 Billion Dollars.
That is the order of magnitude we are talking about when

we are talking about sophisticated weapons systems

today. Even a tank costs between 8 - 12 MillionDollars.
For just a single piece of land ftghting equipment, that

is a very forbidding expenditure.

The next element in this changing Defence

scenario I would suggest is the whole area of a revolution

in Military affairs. This is often talked about, very little
understood particularly in the developing world - but

this is a revolution that has the potential to change our

lives because it is a very fundamental revolution that is

taking flace. It is not just a revolution such as the

Informa tion Tecltno.logy Revolution whiclt ltas already

ll{t{ll[itll[ilr f .;:--ts to transcend one nation to
-..1: technoiogy acquisition has

::; *rrement for pursuing warfare

ll:llill:r' :
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series of new technologies not just in information

technology, but in a whole range of the technological

areas - sensor technology, technologies in metallurgy -

and such revolutionary changes are taking place in those

areas that harnessing these technologies are

revolutionising the conduct of war in the future. In the

past conduct of war was based on 3 principle factors -

protection, mobility and fire-power. The combination

of these were geared to achieve victory in battle which

involved destruction of the opposing side's armed forces

and capturing of territory. Now the whole conditions or

characteristics are undergoing a basic change. It is no

longer just protection, mobility and fire-power it is today

issues such as battle field transparency, precision guided

munitions, remote strike capability, ie ability to inflict a

defeat from very far without oneselfbeing exposed to

the vulnerability of the opposing side's weapons system.

Thus being able to defeat another country without
actually physically engaging them. Therefore we see in

the Yugoslavian conflict from May this yearthat abattle

or a war against former Yugoslavia could be won without

the loss ofa single life and only the loss ofa few aircraft

- but of course at enormous expense' Another related

fact that this development is that this revolution today is

restricted to only a few countries and that too almost

overwhelmingly with the United States of America. And

that again in a very fundamental sense making a very

major change. The enormous weapons systems that the

United States of America will come to acquire or has

already acquired is absolutely formidable. And there is

no likelihood of any reduction in the gap between the

United States of America and the other countries. The

USA spends today about 38 Billion Dollars - it's about

7o/o of its Defence expenditure on research and

development alone. Now this research and development

expenditure of the USA is equal to the entire Defence

budget of this Southern Asia that I was talking about

except for China. And one can imagine then as to what

sort ofa change that it has and the potential to inflict in

the world. So this is something that has to be kept in

mind. And as we go into the next millennium - till 2020

and perhaps even beyond, this gap is going to become

wider. Now such reality of course calls for counter-

attempts or attempts to counter such an a asymmetric

advantages. And here the whole rationale for adopting

the weapons of mass destruction approach becomes a

relevant factor. There is no other way or no other

weapons system that could challenge the capability of a

single lone super power of the world today. And therefore

we have countries of developing weapons of mass

destruction.

I will now just broadly discuss four conditions.

First I would suggest that security in tomorrow's world

is now going to arise from a whole new range of issues

before us. One ofthis is the whole question of instability

and unpredictability. The end of the Cold \\ar
brought to an end the whole zero sum apprr:'e&

Intemational relations where two powerblocks

less balanced eachother around the globe. ln
each other if there was a change in one

environment there would be another change

in another environment so that overall in the

strategic balance there would b e a zero sum exc

plus and minus would negate itself out. And as a

there was an overt pressure through which a

, degree of stability prevailed in the world. Now rrith

super power totally gone there is neither a check

balance to that system. And in a sense that lid has

taken off from the kettle and there is a possibilitl

boiling over. And this boiling over can be due to a tr

range of circumstances of developments. One of the

fine things in the post cold war world is the eme

of democracy. Democracy as in universal value rs

being accepted globally. Yet democracy itself is a

of enormous instability because democracy

without good govemance creates aspirations but wl
the ability to fulfrl those aspirations. And that leads

intemal difficulties and pressures that lead to

within a society. Along with that also has emerged

whole concept of ethnicity and ethnic aspirations.

along with ethnic aspirations the concept of a

determination for a ethnic people in-lined w

democratic traditions. And there again when one

these developments one can see the possibility and

potential for enormous instability. Because no

in the world is entirely homogeneous ethnically. Er

country more or less consists of different ethni

compositions and therefore it is a factor that has to

taken into account. In addition to this particular

there are new areas ofsecurity that are being i

discussed globally. SecuriS arising out ofenvi

factors - global warming, the rise of the sea levels

perhaps have the ability to totally neutralise a

submerge one third of the nation states in the

Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean islands could
just vanish if the waters of the sea in the world were

rise by a couple of metres. We are having discussions

arrest the environmental degradation in the world,

Osaka Summit made a major contribution to that

But as the world is far from agreeing to the princr

that need to be addressed in order to deal with
questions, the fundamental issues are yet to be

A second element - conflictbetween

and integration is a very major factor of bringing

together all around the world and internationalisat

ofborders. We are aware ofthe globalisation influe

- these are influences through the information

where instant communication all over the world, tra

opportunities - to visit all countries in the Globe

many such developments are taking place. Even cul
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'Ul.: Chairman I am quite conscious that
g :n)' time, let me try and come to the

rurhml :t r:re very broadly try and sketch for
m:ricr:ral conflict scenarios in the future.

lri': :relly the result of star gazing, none

r;ir,,: " tr. come about or hopefully will not

li,lr'r'l: 1r anv case if it does comes about, it
lrll.rfI]rr .l.tr.u'rut quite in the same manner that

mxt.l:[ .l.s.cribe it - but perhaps these are some

'llfiilft,il!ffi' i:r"t: may need to be considered for the
i{luiq u t;- 3re these? Now let me sketch out once

rlnsr':tjc or broad scenarios. The first perhaps

not entirely an original idea coming from me Samuel

Huntington in his thesis Clash of Civilisations. He has

tried to argue that conflicts in the future will be based

on civilisations. One civilisation against another
civilisation. And civilisations in this context he has

defined as seven and possibly eight. And these are the

Islamic Civilisation, the Orthodox Christian Civilisation,
the Hindu Civilisation, the Cyanic Civilisation, the

African Civilisation etc. etc. But our terms of reference

in Southem Asia is particularly to Islam. And again it is

to Islam that Samuel Huntington also puts much of his

emphasis. And his theory that Islam has bloodly borders

- because the clash of Islam with other civilisations aren't

going to be necessarily violent. The conflicts will take

place along the fault-lines between one civilisation and

another particularly between Islam and other
civilisations - and a reality of that of course we are seeing

- whether in North Africa in Algeria in the North and in
Europe in the North. In the Balkans between the Islamic
Civilisation and the Russian Orthodox Christian
Civilisations and in Asia the potential of Islamic conflict
with the other civilisations perhaps with Hindu
Civilisations perhaps in South Asia and elsewhere. There

are many reasons for this - Islam is a more recent religion.
It is more vibrant, assertive and a rich religion in terms

of the sudden wealth that Islamic nations have suddenly

acquired in the last three decades of the century. And so

there is a degree of turbulence. Now how does one

manage this? There are no clear answers. Mechanisms,

understandings do not address this sufficiently or
satisfactorily.

A second scenario I would suggest is China and

the world. Now all along in history whenever a major
power has suddenly acquired a premium position in the

world it has found its space in the global order essentially

through violence. And that violence in the Second World

War was the assertion of both Germany in Europe and

Japan in East Asia through major conflict and in the

past once again if we could go back and examine the

historical conditions of earlier centuries and millennium,
and in today's world it is the sudden rise of China as a

major power in the world. The developments of the last

two decades in China have been dramatic and turbulent.
It has the potential for enormous change in the Region.

Now will China's emergence as one of the leading powers

in the world come about peacefully, without conflict,
without turbulence, or would this also follow the

historical examples and follow a similar path? Answers

are not very clear. There are opportunities today to
address many ofthese questions in a cooperative mamer.
Much effort is being done in that direction in East Asia

but lthink significant questions will continue to remain

in all our minds - particularly the specific scenarios could

be conflicts betwen China and Russia. Not just due to

the historic unequal treaties through which in the 19th

?o

ui rr*rirl call as Islam versus the rest. Now this is



Century China gave up its sovereign claims over

something like about a million and a half square kilo
metres of territory. But perhaps even more in the Russian

Asia that is north of China - there is suddenly an

enofinous imbalance - not only is the Russian Asia very

under-populated compared to high overpopulation
within China - there has suddenly taken place within
one decade a major transformation in the relationships.

The Soviet Union then had a per capita income of about

six or eight times that of China in those Northem Regions

- today it is almost the other way round where the per

capita income in the Chinese area adjacent to that Region

is about three to four times high. Then the potential for

conflict over Taiwan - If Taiwan were to declare

unilaterally independence for itself - China is committed

to launch operations against it. That will remain a critical

area in East Asia for quite some time in the future. The

potential situations again with China could be over

Central Asia. The India/China border dispute which is
yet to be resolved. China's rule and influence in South

East Asia and how this will clash with US interests in

the future. These are major conditions that have to be

kept in mind.

The third factor is the emergence of US

hegemony and the consequences that fall out of that.

Now it is not very easy to predict that situation for the

time because US influence so far has been considered

by the countries in the Region to be beneficial. And the

problem, if there is one actually, is that of trying to keep

USA engaged in the Region and not to let it go away

because US economic political influence is sought after

and therefore US presence is required. But should that

change, should economic conditons change, should

economic imperatives compel USA to take certain

actions in some of these Regions to secure markets, to

secure energy resources, to donate and capture markets

for itself then perhaps there can be potential to for
conflict.

And finally one will have to seriously look at the

potential for conflict at sea particularly in the Northern

Indian Ocean Region. Global energy sources in the next

decade are going to be concentrated overwhelmingly in

the Central Asian Region and the Central Asian
Republics in particular and the Persian Gulf and Saudi

Arabia - that Region is something in the region of about

80% of world energy resources. And much of that will
be passing through the Indian Ocean Region' And the

transit through this both towards East Asia and elsewhere

to Northem America would be a crucial lifeline of the

furure. r'Ianagement and control of this sea lanes of
communication wiil become a vital issue of interest for
the world and therefore an issue over which a conflict

may well occur. It u'ill affect not only the Ocean Regions

but also litoral states and ofcourse the island countries

that dominate some of those lines of communic
End of war has been predicted often - even the

Christian Era major thinkers have thought that u::
become so violent that a major war was unlikely. E',:u
century ago there was a great movement predictrr.;

dawn of world peace and was of the view that no r:.ii

conflict can take place because war has become so vic''h
and hence there was the famous Haig Peace Confere:x
just a hundred years ago in 1899 and the Centenan ;u
celebrated this year as well in the month of May. Bui a"t

have seen that war continues. Given human nature. r:L:r r
aspirations, national ambitions, wars will proba:."1

continue - but in what form, in what manner, over u ho
causes? - these will always change and these are iss-,:r
perhaps which should challenge the thinking capabi.:1

ofpeople such as you, those ofyou still in uniform n"J[

have to deal with some of the challenges of the fur,i:s
Thank you.

Chairman : Thatwas avery thought-provoking addre;t

so let's have the questions coming in.

Discussion

General Denis Perera - About the sea-goir2

ereas - now what is the position with regard ::'

submarines? I believe there is a lot of scope -11,7

sumbarines to hide themselves in the Southern waters

of Sri Lanka and that they're out of rangefrom some ':'i
the major countries that are in the Region. Is there arr'

truth in that and is there any threat?

Lecturer : Yes, well, the Northern Indian Ocean

was an important strategic region during the Cold \\ ar.

Currently there is no effective technology that can detect

sumbarines under the ocean. It is quite likely in the nerr

decade or so technologies will emerge to make thi>

possible. The way of doing this is primarily either bi
sound - detecting the sound ofsomebody under the oceaD

or detecting the level of changing temperature. Nou-
the silent submarine technology has advanced very

significantly. The nuclear submarines are much more

silent but even diesel electric submarines of today have

become very silent. And therefore silence as one factor.

or the noise as one factor ofdetection perhaps has been

diminished considerably. But of all the waters of the

ocean in the next 10 years especially for submarines

which are operating sufficiently below the surface of
the ocean warmer waters will be more secure for

submarines to operate, and therefore the tropical seas

the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Northem Indian

Ocean are ideal for that purpose. It is also proximate to

the potential areas of conflict - whether it's in Central

Asia, West Asia or in the Southem Asian environmenl

that we talked about is the place where submarines would

provide the maximum advantage of strike also at the

40



inirilirr ri;i-ionable security against detection.
'dru iu etrs t'ill continue to have significance.

u:,J challenge that we saw between the
itluarr' a.r !r:rnsion and the Western Natives

urlrr ::r: ianishing Soviet Empire. That
nr4lrn 'r:11 occur if the Chinese submarine

r&rryr" re lelt here. I pesonally feel that it is
uepp<:" ln a 15 or even 20 year. The Chinese

trlltilsE j sii =er:r'rusly looking at their submarine

nmrr tzuhnologrcal development started from

fllllhlr; ua " e nuclear strike submarine capability -

'nul:.r; ;inl1' one operational though a second

mumu.:actured and is in service but not fully
. 3[;u tih:r''r'e got smaller attack submarines -

mm nre'r:.i in operation and these are fairly
t&tf,ru! F;,,lilgri. The Chinese Nary has not been able

mr nr'cceed far beyond its shores primarily
{ h ir:,i a priority today, secondly it does not

illtll$r$i r an1' other country - only limited with
Imrl rrrlody quite knows as to what the

*.r:e ',r'ith Myanmar. We know that there

h: r.:..-.1\' that there are facilities, we know
lliffi[mrruL r*; certain rights - Western countries,

l r{rfirrrs have identified that. But what their
rilrlti,rfi1fi1:s are is still not clear. But that is one

r".,1 hei e to be kept in mind by all countries

in :: rhe furure.

lM.q lc:irel t[ike Silva - In foreign and local

"irri ,n c'iir as in newspapers the Sri Lankan

r!rnr,_,rr,a."r r-i r.er7 often referred to as the ethnic
.lr. Lsnka and also the term terrorist actitiA

:",i also used. Now in your description or
E "rhat is the meaning of the term ethnic

ilr crq'rr. problem in relationship to terrorist
nt rtiation to our Sri Lankan problem?

[Lder&!-rrr . Firstly I must apologise because I am
'lirlr::lrar u,ith the Sri Lankan situation.

"r : -,: had little to do with this and I was

;,f :h* IPKF which came here. I was serving
rr te riime. Though I must say that about

trgl I had the opportunity to meet certain

ur"c Indians who were involved in that

r . ,:rr:llrence in Geneva. We had an excellent

dtuc."lrs.il,:n u'ith all the leading personalities of
rtrhum. - lnlelligence Persons from India and Sri

'lq, eminent persons both in the Military
Ihnnrr,r:.atic Service and from all communities
tu.t :r understanding of this is very limited

rM{ r, r. prosition to make any comments or

{H{Hr:sr:ents and I must beg your pardon for

fir,rrp lr -t,ludanayake - My question relates to

if I may catl it by Pakistan. India in the process t i)a n
justify that her nuclear test - the recent one - after almost
25 years since itsfirst test in'74 was puretyfor defensive

purposes. Obviously Pakistan retaliated. In your view

what do you think - was it a justifiable defensive test or
was India trying to join the nuclear club or try to use it
as a means of her protection? Your comments please.

Lecturer : Well, the nuclear weapon has lost much

of its salience in the last decade of this century. Nuclear

weapon was a weapon of power, it was a symbol of
technology till about the 1960's - but soon after that it
lost much of its significance. Yet as a weapon of last

resort, a weapon of final deterrence its importance has

not diminished. At another level the capability to inflict
destruction either through a nuclear weapon strike or

through conventional weapons systems. In the Second

World War there was an enorrnous gap - one or two
nulear explosions and especially a megaton yield nuclear

explosion would perhaps represent the entire explosive
power that was expended. But the fire break between a

nuclear weapon tod"ay and a smaller yield nuclear
weapon and conventional nuclear weapons is now very

limited - very narow - the gap no longer exists. The

discriminatory capability of striking through
conventional weapon systems has negated the
importance of the nuclear weapons. Yet the use ofnuclear

weapons as the final weapon of deterrence, remains.

During the Cold War Western Europe had a nuclear

guarantee - it was under the umbrella of the American

nuclear potential - East Asia, Japan and Korea had the

guarantee of the US nuclear umbrella against a possible

Soviet Union then or a possible Chinese strike. This

rationale has vanished. But ifyou look at the approach

from an Indian perspective the rationale remains high. I
have ofcourse strongly criticised the Indian nuclear test

explosions because in my opinion it's a weapon which
no longer gives you any intemational position. It no

longer provides you a place at the top of the tabie - which
it did in the Second World War - Japan and Germany

were kept outbut Japan andGermany automatically finds

a place not because they don't have nuclear weapons

but because of the economic power. So the nuclear

weapon is no longer a curency of power today - but it is

still a currency of deterrence. Anyone looks especially

at the events that took place subsequently and questions

are being asked and I argue this often with my westem

friends in Europe, in a situation like Kosovo, or
Yugoslavia would an unilateral intervention be possible

if there was a retaliatory capability that a country
enioyed? Shouldn't other options have been explored to

resolve that crisis. Therefore these major conditions and

questions still remain and when those conditions and

questions remain nuclear weapons will be developed.

The moment the American nuclear umbrella is taken

off from Japan or Japan has even the least conscious,.r.p :.-irs b1, India and the retaliatory tests



feeling that this is no longer available to them Japan

will develop a nuclear weapon or take steps to prevent

having a nuclear weapon strike - they have agreed to

take p:art in the Defence Programmes alsong with the

United States - they are putting in an enormous amount

of money for that in order to be able to defend themselves

against u Uuttittl" missil strike - mainly against the

missiles ofNorth Korea. Japan will always be conscious

of that fact. So the whole question of the relevance of

nuclear weapons - the question is still open - unless the

five nuclear weapon powers today voluntarily agree to

give up those capabilities others would always question

]why snouta only five nations have this capability and

this te denied to everybody else? The international

system is still based on the sovereign equality ofnations

- national security is fundamental to each nation's

interests and therefore whatever a nation decides it's own

nation's national interests to acquire that cannot be

questioned and that would be a right decision from that

nation's perspective. Now this becomes a very complex

question - the question needs to be dealt with in a larger

fiame-work - 1n a global nuclear disarmament - de-

legitimisation of the nuclear weapons' This was done -

atLmpted to be done through the Intemational Court of

Justici. The International Court of Justice came outvery

strong ruling against the nuclear weapons and de-

legitimised the use of nuclear weapons but - there was

en"ougtr loop holes in self defence - it was allowed to be

kept and so there was no effective de-legitimisation as

such. Denial of the use of nuclear weapons - yes it is

considered as utterly inhuman and therefore in violation

of all intemational norms and treaties' But the position

is still not banned. So that lacuna still remains' So unless

the issue is dealt with in a more fundamental malrner we

will not be addressing the question in its entirety'

Vice Admiral K.P'L' Perera - I think it was Mr'

George Fernandez who was suggesting that the nuclear

testiig in India was justffied on the basis that their threat

wo, lnore from China than Pakistan - and I think the

Press andlhe Columnists tried to sort ofwater this down

considerably. But isn't that the fact - isn't really China

more of a threat towards India than Pakistan in that

,"rrn ond in the Middle East now we lcnow that Israel

has nuclear weapons - whether they have carrying

capacity and the capability we're not too sure of - but

,i*n peopl" say they have, so in that sense I believe

that eLch nation depending on the threat perception and

if they have the capability - Iraq for instance or lran

mighi wish to acquire nuclear capability - whether it is

ur".\ul ,o them at the end of the day fm not sure but they

wotuld like to have this capability - would you like to

comment on that - particularly about the Indian threats

on China?

Lecturer : Yes. Precisely you have entirely

supported my argument and if one were to look at the

situation, the problem with that statement was because

it was late. Not whether it was true or untrue '\r'f
can for examle say what is true or untrue - all tim n

trying to talk to you in the early part of the evecrE

this whole uncertain threat potential or the u:n:s

environment through which threats might

Threats could change but capabilities remain' A \[:i]

capability which one country with which )'ou 3u!
may not have good relations in the future 1".-t =
you to take certain rational precautions' Either 1

eliminate the possibility of threat from that co-'u

through solving all your problems, havin-s clc

demarcated borders, demilitarisation, pulling baci I

forces, remove the possibility of a sudden attack -

therefore these are substantial measures through t
a threat is reduced. And therefore one could

drop on's guard down and think of a 10 or l0 r
timeframe through which you need to prepare - bur ;In

of that it is a reality which no nation can overlook' tra

sense I think India did overlook that condition for I

long and as you are all aware Israel had that capabi

since 1 97 1 . It had nuclear weapons at least since I 9-

countries. So these are some of the measures that

automaticallY taken.

Col D. P. Dissanayake - Sirl you spoke abottt

And today it has an effective defence capability aga::

all its neighbours from where it can expect a threat-

has very iff""ti r" ballistic missiles capability - it b

arrow missiles - 15,000 kilo metres range - or 2,500 k:

Missile technologies are being exported by Israel all oltr
the world including China and some of the othu

metres sea based missile systems are very effectira

fu"iure threit as we perceive - because looking at tfu
" 

track record of Indian Geopolitics we can see that India

has been pursuing this option vety vigorously and ve

also see ihat regionalism is taking root' So I think *e

need to think on these lines as well so what are your

comments on this?

Lecturer : I think that is a perfectly justifiable

perception. A large country such as India especially in a
'South 

Asian environment looms very large against all

its neighbours. After all a billion people with

consideiable capability, large land borders and the other

countries in the region are small and not in a position to

really collectively deal with that situation or even.I would

say individually dealwiththat situation' And so therefore

a perception of threat is absolutely valid and 
J "uT*

question that. But I think here what needs to

adderessed is how does one overcome that - what acti

security considerations for the future and in that t'ra

mentiined about US hegemony. My question is' don\

you think that Indian hegemony or regionalism o+

regional hegemofiy is also a securiQ consideration or,a

does one take to correct the policies of the other side

and take in that sense a set ofpolicies or adopt a set

policies which will deal with those conditions' Now

problems such as that have existed or exist even now in
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piurni lf :he uorld - Europe has been plagued

lc,r:he last 1000 years - the lastmillennium
r, mr:mrq- of intense and bitter conflict in Europe.

lll'{,t,: :ir]'lLrr \\-orld wars - the Cold War itself was

'!!oci(l tbrl.tgh of course peaceful but there it has

pnmtrril,fte tL'] give up the fundamental sense of
rurnr,nalism and come together in the interst

FriuHrngs and the prosperity of our peoples. ln
{ffiil fur r,it -\sian Summit which took place last

dtuflmftC a possible way of bringing South East

mtL l"lls[ .\sia together and through that process

.rt8r ; t'E ade. a single culrency and in the future

! $;{:rnon market in the nature of the European

u* maied b1,the Philippines President at Manila
uu :iruation. Unfornrnately today in South

'mlt lte prsoners of an old mindset and nobody is

:n r-rr u'illing to look at new approaches. We

mr:i::g at each other in a Cold War frame of
md rlnsions and very little of co-operation and

g ,\nd as long as this prevails a sense of
m{. n pLrtential threat would prevail in the

Jrnitr-Sri Lanka relations today are as good as it
'trrtff :ii the last 50 years. India-Bangladesh again

r-: r: has ever been since I 97 I yet Bangladesh

*r3ht \{ig 2l aircraft- at enormous expense

l\*Ls alrcraft are fairly cheap not the Jaguar or

E ropean aircraft - forget about the American

B it even then they are acquiring such

.r \ou'they are acquiring those capabilities

ilmumii.rn-E money on those and not on the

ret-ause they feel that is a natiolal priority.

questions are addressed, these will perhaps

rr,r,tr-onol priorities - but there again it becomes

un: to try and address these questions in a

,il. nlanner. At a very personal level let me

fu;r:i rs eractly what I through my Centre - The

r-:rire for Strategic Studies - attempted to do

Itllrrcrr:c - to bring people together and to discuss

lhere very fundamental issues in the Region -

:*.ur: like the ethnic questions because these

um;rrn* that neeed to be addressed - and if not

ls u'ill remain as they are. South Asia is

the most impoverished, the most

most disease-prone, riddled with high
rrl: i.,,rciai oppressions - even worse than

\rnca. And it is time thatwe do something

:hese past prejudices. Thank You.

trd.q' rGin. Mike Silva - There have been as we

,qmmrr;,uir r5}/g discussions on the use of nuclear

w"; :itere has been a ban on the use of nuclear

:tw :aere are certain loop-holes in the wording

liwr :,n ntle. lrlow in those discussions was there

m,ur:tanding that nuclear weapons could be

w::.1' Jtt'ence and if so where actually does self
uurni,:, rfte use of a nuclear weapon?

Lecturer : Well, the development of nuclear

weapons has never, never been with the object of not

using it. Right from the time it was struck on the 6th of
August 1945 till today - actually hardly anybody says

they will not use it. Let me just explain - the official
policy ofnuclear weapons use only one country - that is

China - has said that it has a no first use policy. On the

16th of October 1964 when China first carried out its

first nuclear test explosion the Chairman Mao announced

then that China will not be the first country to use nuclear

weapons and China will not use its nuclear weapons

against a non-nuclear weapon power. These were two

clear statements made by China and till now it has stuck

to those statements and there is no occasion to blieve it
does not faithfully adhere to that policy. Apart from

China not any ofthe other four declared nuclear weapon

powers have ever said that they will never use nuclear

weapons. Because the fundamental aspect of defence

(deterrence) - is that you've got to be ready to use that

nuclear weapon and so therefore not only must you

always say that you will use nuclear weapons but you

must do everything possible to make everybody believe

that you will use your nuclear weapons at anything at

all - at the drop of a hat. Therefore practically what

happens - Enormously expensive atrcraft systems,

bomber aircraft, constantly in the air - three to four

Command Centres in Continental USA constantly
manned by Senior, highly responsible Military Officers

monitoring each and every aircraft. Each aircraft targeted

to go and bomb the life out of Soviet Union and to carry

out the mission as if they were doing it - but the final

steps were not to be taken and they would turn back

unless they would receive an order to the contrary. The

Intercontinental ballistic missiles all targeted - all
targeted - to strike Soviet Union - and Soviet Union the

USA - and at an instant's notice and that is strike on

launch - or strike on waming readiness as you know
that moment they fear that the other side has launched

its nuclear weapons your nuclear weapons must go - if
not your nuclear weapons will get targeted and destroyed

and you won't have the capability to strike the other side.

So you must be prepared to launch nuclear weapons at

the least sign that the other side is targeting you in its
nuclear weapons capability. So you see the enornous

state of readiness. If any of those persons - of course

there are many checks within that - ther's an electronic

link system which is called a premissive action link -

which ultimately - the black box that is carried by the

Aid to the President wherever he goes-now no longer

applicable because launch on warning has been down

graded. And so therefore we have so many scenarios

where nuclear weapons could have been used. There

are hundreds of scenarios where we are very lucky that

such a thing did not happen. Not only should the nuclear

weapons be used - the Americans cannot say that they

will not be the first to use nuclear weaons. The no first
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Chairman ,ffrunt Vo.r. We'lI call it a da1' ar r' -* |
I request Rear Admiral K R L Perera, VSV to c:' - I
t^""'::,"-;n),',,',n,, 

,,,n,o. Members of thc tR:: I
Mrs. Banerjee, Olficers of the Armed Forces, ir : ' I
me great pleasure to propose this Vote of Thatt'" t
General Banerjee on'an excellent presentatio" "- ' ' I
just the strategic environment in Southern /sin A:'' j 

L
much larger and a wider perspective of the crrr" '' 

7
situation and the scenarios that he walked us throu:' ' I
including the clash of civilisations and what we n::''' I
be looking at perhaps in the next millennium' He "' 1

judiciously and very diplomatically avoided ';" 1

comment on otff o14)n exercise - whether we call it u ll :' I
or a conJlict or ethnic or vthatever - which I think Gene '; I
Mike Silva triecl to draw him into but I think he :r as':' I
taking the bait. We thank you vetry much indeed Gen e' : I
Banerjeefor being here today and elightening us on t':: I
various sitttations that 1;ou talked to us on' May I at t" I
same time thank the Commanders of the 'Atmy' '\6'l I
ancl the Air Force for allowing the Officers in such lar:t I

use doctrine does not apply to the USA - the US Generals

claim that if they were to adopt that doctrine the very

fact that they're providing that nuclear umbrella to West

European countries, to Japan and Korea and other

countries in East Asia, the credibility of that assurance

will be undermined and so therefore they will no longer

have the same degree of faith in America being able to

defend their interests. Europeans always doubted that

Americans will ever risk their own cities and strike the

Soviet Union if the Soviet Union were to attack and

capture the whole of Germany' The only guarantee to

that was the presence in German soil of 300,000 US

Soldiers during the entire Cold War period' So in that

War to be fought by the American Soldiers on Getman

soil, defence of which will entail the use of nuclear

weapons - was the nuclear deterrence' Russia - Soviet

Union in the late'70's believed in this policy of no first

use. They declared that they will not be the first nation

to use nuclear weapons. But after the disintegration of

the Soviet Union - Russia today says their defence is

not credible any longer and they are now following the

principle of first strike capability' So you see the state

il'lut the world is in. Indian and Pakistani nuclear

capability fortunately is not at that level - there is no

launch on waming - there is perhaps not even any mating

of the weapon to the delivery system and so therefore

perhaps to the degree of warning that might be available,

perhaps checks and balances might operate, perhaps

good sense might prevail but well, let's hope and pray -

you can't be sure.



I
TNDIA'S NUCLEAR DOCTRINE

Statement by Mr. Shamshad Ahmad, Foreign Secretary of Pakistan at the Institute of
Strategic Studies, Islamabad on 7th September 1999

- ; .tnrbitiort to acquire nuclear weapons, though often disgtrised bt' deceit and ht'pocrisy, has
' i , secret. It acquired a research reactor and other ntrclear /'acilities oLrtside intentotional
itr,.,,ir-r inthel960s. ItrefusedtosigntheNPTinl96S. Itinsistedonthelegitimacl'of "peace-fttl

, -., ,:.";plosions." India, meantuhile, diverted nttclearfuelfront its "civilian" programme to explode
..": .',ed "peaceful" nuclear deyice in May 1971. Since then, it expanded the scope o-f its

""',!',tttrded nuclear facilities and fissile material stocks. Itluclear weapons development v'as

-::.:,ried b), the development of nuclear deliveryt systems, specially ballistic missiles.

ll

ll .,

'iil ll

lll] L

. r:uclear doctrine announced last month is

-:ion oF India's nuclear ambitions that it
its lndependence. India developed its

r r.s a matter of choice and policy consist-

ng held vision as a regional hegemony

.:-trbal power. In contrast, Pakistan has

-clear option only in response to the

: i its security environment. It is easy to
-.'" Pakistan's security concems are so deep

- -: ::s rndependence, Pakistanhas confronted
' .i i ;r: :emic hostility from India which imposed

{ .r", . -. -:s and dismembered our country in1911.
lrnrrr i " r ".1r,, force to occupy Kashmir, Hyderabad

,,r".;; ]-1 ln violation of the principles governing
rL,L r'r,:- :.:ce and partition of India. It annexed the

'l:-: Kingdom of Sikkim and occupied the

..u ,,r t:rrilon'of Goain 1961. Evennow, Indiais
.t - r :rutal war to suppress the right of

i :*- : r'i:on of the people of occupied Jammu and

':.nite its propaganda about the so-called
' ': .-L:na. almost all of India's military assets -

' - r::il1ion, over 7.00 combat aircraft a large
r r - :re deployed against Pakistan.

' r .: : lest fifty years, India has sought, with
"'',:::,: l:r otion, the re-enactment of the Akhand

n ir:'rrir India dream. It has sought to dominate
'* r:,1 ihe entire Indian Ocean region, as the

rilrrllr"t ,' .:,Js recognition of its stature as a global
I ' r -.::st. Pakistan's foremost concern has been

LL ,"iL:': :.; i..r ereignty and territorial integrity. We

rr':'\, - : :ndorse spheres of influence. Territo-
.: r .,; i:. e:rt has never been our policy, indeed it

- :i]r' COnCOpt.

-: - ::Tring to power, lndia's present Hindu
.: . r,:dership had declared that it would con-

:: :r i : ;rld "induct" nuclear weapons. It also

,i -:.h attacks on Pakistan across the Line
:" ;,"r'hmir. The first of these threats was

carried out last year. A year later saw the crisis along
the LOC in Kashmir where active conflict continues.

And now India has outlined its military goals in its
nuclear doctrine.

In evaluating the implications, it is essential to
be aware of the ambitions of India, and the compulsions
of Pakistan. What is clear is that India's nuclear
programme is status driven, ours security motivated. Un-
fortunately, our friends never paid sufficient attention
to the root cause of insecurity and instability in South

Asia, the unresolved Kashmir issue which continues to

afilict the region with the real prospect of a wider conflict
between two nuclear weapon states.

India's ambition to acquire nuclear weapons,

though often disguised by deceit and hypocrisy, has been

no secret. It acquired a research reactor and other nuclear

facilities outside international safeguards in the 1960s.

It refused to sign the NPT in 1968. It insisted on the

legitimacy of "peaceful nuclear explosions." India,
meanwhile, diverled nuclear fuel from its "civilian"
programme to explode a so-called "peaceful" nuclear
device in May 1974. Since then, it expanded the scope

of its unsafeguarded nuclear facilities and fissile material

stocks. Nuclear weapons development was accompanied

by the development of nuclear delivery systems,
specially ballistic missiles.

Pakistan's actions in the nuclear and missile fields

- were taken at each stage, in response to India's
escalatory steps.

Through its research and development
programmes, Pakistan was able to acquire the capability
for nuclear enrichment and missile technology despite

discriminatory embargoes and restrictions. We now have

the capability and the potential to respond to India's

escalatory steps. However, our policies have always been

marked by restraint and responsibility. We have been

sensitive, in fact responsive, to global non-proliferation
concerns.
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In 1968 when the NPT was being negotiated'

Pakistan's concern was focused on obtaining positive

security assurances for non-nuclear weapons states' On

the other hand, India was pre-occupied with its chal-

lenge to the global nuclear paradigm which the Treaty

*ul ,""n"f to establish' Since then' every single

non-proliferation proposal for South Asia has emanated

fromPakistan. After the Indian nuclear test in 1974' we

tabledaresolutionattheUN,yearafteryear'foraSouth
Asian Nuclear WeaPons Free Zone'

We proposed a joint Pakistan-India declaration

."rro.ro"irg the acquisition or manufacture of nuclear

weapons in f SZA. The same year we suggested mutual

insplctionby Pakistan and lndia of each other's nuclear

fuciliti"s. ln 197 9,we proposed simultaneous adherence

to the NPT by Pakistan and India as well as simultane-

ous acceptance of full-scope IAEA safeguards'

We proposed a bilateral or regional Nuclear Test

gan treaty in \g}l , usouth Asia Zero-Missile Zote in

1994 and a non- aggression pact in 1 997' Unfortunately'

these proposals which sought to establish a

non-discriminatory and equitable nuclear weapons free

regime in our region were rejected by India and ignored

ti rn" international community' In fact' India was

encouraged to pursue its nuclear weapons programme'

It was only after 1989, when it became clear that

we had acquired a nuclear capability' that a regional

approach towards non-proliferation was endorsed by the

rnuio, po*ars. Even then, no sooner had Soviet troops

.iittOtu*n from Afghanistan, sanctions were imposed

on us. This only further encouraged India to proceed a

pace with its nuclear and missile development
'p.orru*"t. The objective ofnon-proliferation in South

isia was thus defeated' The fault was certainly not ours'

The nuclearization of South Asia is neither of

our making nor of our choice, but it is now a reality that

cannot be wished awaY'

Three years ago, Pakistan voted in favour ofthe

CTBT in the t-IN General Assembly' India opposed it'

Never was the threat to our independence' in fact our

survival, more pronounced than in the fateful month of

May 1998.

India's nuclear tests radically altered the strategic

balance in South Asia' Peace was imperilled' We faced

nuclear blackmail. The Indian leadership demanded that

we must accept the new reality of the change-d strategic

balance. They even questioned the credibility of our

n."t.u. .upuUitl y. This posed the risk ofa serious and

dirurt ot,r-rniscaiculation on their part' We neither had

a security alliance nor could we depend on the nuclear

umbrella of the major powers' We realized :L ''
alone in the face of a nuclear India' It became :
for us to respond. We restored the strategic :

established nuclear deterrence' We have no ir'rus[

our tests sewed the interest ofpeace and stabiitry m

Asia. It was not Pakistan but India u'hich a'i"rradli

nuclear dimension to the perilous securitl' enr-::

of our region' India thus irrevocably shan*-sc

objective of a nuclear free South Asia'

Pakistan was obliged to conduct its nuclsu

to maintain the credibility of nuclear deterrence

India. Following the tests we acted with a great

responsibility. We emphasized the need to pre"

,rrrl"u. and missile arrns race' We declared a uml

moratorium on nuclear testing' We expressed our

for mutual restraint in the operational deplolmerr-

nuclear weapons. We sought to evolve a risk rer

mechanism and to maintain deterrence at the mi

level. We have always believed that nuclear de

could be exercised by Pakistan and India at the

possible level. We were, therefore, initially encou

ty Indian statements that it wanted to maintain a po

oi"credible minimum deterrence'" However' Neu

left the interpretation ofthis concept deliberately r

Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh asserted that "cred

minimum deterrence" was a dynamic concept and

fixed in "time and space." Thus Indiawas again plal

the role of a wolf in sheep's clothing' Its true nuc

and military ambitions were soon to be unmasked'

Following the initiation of our dialogue with

United States last summer' Pakistan developed

concept ofthree inter-related elements to enhance

and security in South Asia i'e', nuclear restralnt a

stabilization, conventional arms balance and t

resolution of outstanding conflicts and disputes'

concept spelt out, in fairly specific terms' a Stra

Restraint Regime which encompassed preventlon

nuclear and ballistic missile race, risk reduction mec

nism and the proposition that nuclear deterrence shol

be pursued at the lowest possible level' The concept

a Strategic Restraint Regime was shared and discuss

in our diulogr" with the United States' both at t

political and expert levels. It was also formally

to India last October.

The nuclear doctrine announced by India

obviously incompatible with both the idea of "credib

minimum deterrence," as well as the concept of

"strategic Restraint Regime'" The Indian nucle

doctrine reveals New Delhi's goal of acquiring massi

nuclear war-fighting capabilities - a "triad" of up to

operationally deployed ground, air and seabasednuc

*"uporr. Not uti of the five NPT nuclear weapon S

porr"r, such a triad. A nuclear force as large as this



tr6 r*rl.- c-ertainlv not be "minimum."

lllllMu mnnr;i-'cement of the Indian doctrine has

;l:{r,crrns u'hich Pakistan has so often ex-

mmrsr:r,edonal community regarding India's

:rs The size ofIndia's nuclear arsenal,

,reployrnent, would transform it into
**+l strike" force against Pakistan and

g countries. Such massive deployrnent
p abl'" be designed purely for deterrence'

rs:,:r, ,lf "non-f,rrst use" of nuclear weapons

buaic't,-'-rustifu a second strike capability and

du ruq-usition and deployment of nuclear

\,[i*:., a-i t'e have pointed out, India's "offer"

ard non-use against non-nuclear States

:r[l rsassure Pakistan or others, but it is
&lrl:€,l at securing for itself the status of a

uiumr:xli:Iate

Tg u, :n,o must fully comprehend the near and

ifiru[i{lc implications of India's nuclear doc-

*ctLs to develop a massive nuclear weapons

hur rnrs is not designed to maintain "credible
' ,e€:3rnst Pakistan, nor is it meant for nuclear

against China. For "minimum credible
'' India does not need 150 to 400 nuclear

;.r ioes not need sea-based and submarine

uu,;ri,rur u-apabilities. It does not require huge

Land. sea and air forces, including aircraft

uir anced strike aircraft.

[,rrr-lm]r'. deterrence is not India's desire. India's

er'.:ioping a vast conventional force coupled

,,rt! lr.rlri :tuclear arsenal are aimed at building an

rtrril oot a defensive, military capability' India

l, r-\'ing to establish, within the next two

-'u,;,r.i rnilitary hegemony in South Asia and

iml ;,,;rrrol the sea lanes, from the oil-rich Gulf in

'[&us.i i: :he Straits of Malacca in the East, and

i:r: '-nt-luence on the global stage with the major

*tr* :"::ilitaristic dreams of the current Hindu

:st leadership are a reflection oflndia's ag-

':'.',rhology to which I have already referred'

L:p in New Delhi seem to be living in a time
.ntr,, quate greatness with military prowess' They

'ilrurfi -n roday's integrated world, greatness comes

rrm economic and technological advancement

ruurrlr :rilm military capability. These Indian dreams

mrn*ipu' c r-rnstitute a threat to this region, to the world

mu$t*f, lo the poor and deprived people of India

r,at!'s planned military programme will be

What also needs to be emphasized is that these

huge outlays will be in addition to massive military ex-

penditures which India is to incur under the defence

supply agreements for example, with Russia and France

and its on going indigenous build- up ofconventional

forces. The manufacture ofhundreds ofwarheads and

missiles, the acquisition of satellite early-warning

capabilities, the development of sea-based and

submarine-based nuclear systems, will all entail huge

additional costs.

The development of such a nuclear arsenal by

India will oblige Pakistan to take appropriate action to

preserve the credibility ofits nuclear deterrence posture

and the capability for conventional self-defence' One

recourse is for Pakistan to engage in a nuclear and

conventional arms race with India. It will require

Pakistan to expend even larger resources for defence,

fuither eroding its economic and development goals' A

prevalent theory is that, by pushing Pakistan into a huge

military build up, India intends to destroy Pakistan's

economy. An analogy is drawn with that of the Soviet

economy which crumbled as a consequence of the Cold

War race against the United States. The error in this

theory is the assumption that we will, like lemmings,

follow India's militaristic example.

Let me state clearly and unequivocally that

Pakistan can and will find ways and means to maintain

credible nuclear deterrence against India without the

need to match it - bomb for bomb, missile for missile'

Apart from provoking a response from Pakistan, India's

plans may also compel some of the nuclear weapons

states, and others in Asia - 
from the Gulf to the Pacific

- to respond to the projected Indian military build-up'

Thus, the pursuit of India's nuclear doctrine will be

highly destabilizing for peace and security across the

Indian Ocean region and beYond.

Furthermore, the Indian nuclear doctrine will

militate against major nuclear disarmament and

non-proliferation objectives, including perhaps the

CTBT and the Fissile Materials Treaty. If its doctrine is

to be implemented, India will require nuclear warheads

to be placed on its short, medium and longer- range

missiles. It would want to match the other nuclear powers

by developing thermonuclear weapons. Unless India has

received nuclear weapons designs from clandestine

sources it will need to conduct further nuclear weapon

tests to achieve the advanced deployment capabilities it

desires. In this context, we have noted that certain

preparations made by India last year to conduct

additional nuclear tests have not been reversed so far'

We hope the guardians of non-proliferation will pressure

India to reverse these preparations.
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The very possibility that India may conduct

further nuclear tests creates doubts in Pakistan reqardine

tfr.""Jr*"Urfity of our early adherence to the CTBT' If
inaiu Oo"t conduct fuither nuclear tests' this will' once

again, oblige Pakistan to respond' Furtherluclear tests

Url"li" #11 completely subvert the CTBT' The first

,iJay f"t,rre worid must be, therefore' to press India-

and not Pakistan - 
to sign and ratiff the CTBT and to

."""rr" the preparations it has made for further nuclear

tests. Indials intention to manufacture 400 or more

nuclear warheads is also ofspecial concem for Pakistan'

India will require substantial quantities of fissile material

io. rr"t, u tutie nuclear force' Underthese circumstances'

neitherlndianorPakistancouldaccepttheconclusion
;;;;MCi, much less amoratorium on fissile material

production.

Other reports suggest that India already possesses

sufficient plutonium to build 400 warheads' lf it does

not, it will have to accelerate fissile material production

in its various unsafeguarded facilities to reach the de-

sired level of stocks'

In either event, Pakistan will be obliged to also build

up the amount of fissile material in its inventory in order

io rnulrtuin the capability for credible unclear deterence

against the anticipated large Indian nuclear force'

Tierefore, the pursuit of India's nuclear doctrine will deal

a body-blow to the prospects of concluding a Treaty-so

;td.l; desired-to halt fissile materials production'

The Indian doctrine also envisages the

maintenance of "highly effective conventional military

capabilities" ostensibly to "raise the threshold" of

conventional and nuclear conflict' This argument is' of

course, only an expost facto justification for the huge

conventional arms build up in which India is already

engaged.

The growing imbalance in conventional

capabilities will accentuate Pakistan's reliance on nuclear

a"i"*"rr"". This will have the consequence of lowering'

not ,uiring, the "threshold" of possible use of nuclear

*"uporm In Soutfr Asia' But the choice is not ours to

make; it is lndia's.

I must remind those countries which have

concluded agreements to supply India with

technologically advanced and lethal weapons systems-

,,r.h u, riew Mirage 2000s, SU-27s' SU-30s and 3-300

irU tyt,"*r-*t'i"t' can be all employed both in the

conventional and nuclear mode' that they will be

contributing to the destabilisation of South Asia' Their

actions ,r ill-have significant negative consequences for

,utrrrun'rsecurityandforthewelfareofthepeoplesof
our entire regron.

which have been expressed publicly by Sorle S jle''

privately by many more, regarding India's i- -; :"ir

*rti uryin*ntions and approach' We do not'n:"'" ' :

any major power-even those supplying ue;:'-r:

profit to India - would go so far as to "\\ eii '-:r I

.*pr"r, "understanding" for the Indian doctn:e

Our friends should not be taken in' yet agaln' :]'

India's double{alk and sophistry' Its dangerous pla::r

and contentions are writ large for the world.to s*'

Turning a blind eye to these ominous signs will hat e

grave imPlications.

In response to criticism, lndian oft-tc:'-'

some of NewDelhi's "friends," have obsen'ei t:'::

lndian "doctrine" is as yet only a "draft" for de"r:::

not official policy. In fact, the "doctrine" is the cor'*snu

report of the National Advisory Boald on S:-t--3

constituted by the Govemment of India' It was oi':
released to the public by the National Securitr' -\c'' 'm
to the Prime Minister of India'

emissaries of a great power that they had been impressC

by India's selfiestraint.

Pakistan has alerted the major po\\ e:: -r"r

members of the intemational communlt\. Ii ::-'' :

posed by India's nuclear doctrine which grap:-:t"rrJo

out New Delhi's political and military ambi tr'-' :.'' r'r

as well as conventional' We appreciate the :

one: it will not conduct further nuclear tests' Until

the CTBT comes into force, Pakistan and India could

formalize their unilateral moratoriums into a bindi

bilateral arrangement;

Too often in the past have we seen the man:.': ml

which certain majorpowers have accepted at face "::r'c
India's ambiguous assurances despite Pakrst:- r

cautionary adric.. This happened in the 1960s wher 'c
warned that India would secretly divert fuel fiorr' ::r
unsafeguarded Cimrs reactor' In 1965' the two su:<-

po,r"i, rejected our demarche in the Gene''I

bisur*am"nt Committee warning against an Indian : -
clear explosion. In April last year' just before In;:r

conducted its nuclear tests, we were told by high-le":l

Pakistan believes that the international

community needs to respond in a coherent u"d-d:":-

mined way to this "doctrine" in order to arrest India'

dangerous plans for nuclear and conventional arms e=

"utultlo.r. 
Specifrcally, the intemational communit-v needs

to ask India to assure its neighbours and the world thac

two: it u'ill not operationally deploy its nuclea

weapons and rvill keep them in a non-deployed mode:



dhnttr lt u'ill not build the hundreds of nuclear

u enr-i:aged by its nuclear "doctrine; "

furuln: :t *'ill not produce or possess the large

,: r' f:s,srle materials which would enable it to build
rim,rl of nuclear weapons in the future. In this

i:., riN.!rl; should be taken to achieve a balance

: me urequal stockpiles oflndia and Pakistan;

.{n*r: :t n'ill not seek to create sea-based and

-nased nuclear forces;

rsr:l; L: '* ill not seek to acquire, develop or deploy

"lrnuulLr$;,ri nissile systems which could escalate the

rt and deployment of nuclear arms in the

it u,ill refrain from any military related

mfltilt llfll n -fiace:

ni',gf,t! it u,ill review and restrain its plans for the

xtlllllr,ul,tlu-, :,i, r[,]rr and development of advanced aircraft,
rmrltrulll;rL HIB: uibrnarines and other technologically advanced
,r+riiur|flFrirns. s:\ stems which could accentuate and acceler-

lrrrur tJilrr rflLrlear and conventional arms race in the region;

mure: it will seriously address and resolve the

,lrlrlruunrlilrflrilluL.r issues with Pakistan, specially the Jammu

lrlmrrrr,rr [-uih:nir dispute, with the active support and

rrflrr , r", --,'4I of the intemational community; and

ten: it will enter into negotiations wlttr pakistan

to elaborate a "Strategic Restraint Regime" for South

Asia.

Also consistent with the objectives ofpreventing
an arrns race in this region, those countries which are

engaged in the supply of advanced conventional and

dual-use weapons technology to India should halt their
supplies and such co- operation with New Delhi. We

appeal, inparticulaq to Russia and France inthis respect.

In order to promote these objectives ofpeace and

stability in South Asia, and to avert the threat posed by
India's nuclear and military plans, Pakistan is
maintaining active contacts and consultations with the

international community. We shall pursue these

consultations at the forthcoming UN General Assembly

and in other relevant forums with a view to evolving a

broadly agreed approach to deal with the threats to

regional and global peace and security emerging from
India's political and military ambitions as revealed in
its nuclear doctrine.



US STRATEGIC INTEREST IN THE MODERN WORLD
(His Excellency Shaun E Donnelly)

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D Ppnlzuc VSV D. Ltrr., PnnsloeNr ARFRO

I{'e are privileged this evening to have Ambassador Shaun E. Donnelly, the Ambassador for the

'- nirecl States of America, to speak to us on America's strategic interest in the modern world. His CV
;s L)reth'long, so I will have to take excerpts oJ'that. He was born and raised in Culver Indianawhich
):: still considered his home. He graduated.from Culver Military Academy in 1964. He never served

.,i the Military but he went to Culver Militaty Ac:ademy because his father was on the stalf there. He

. .tnted a BA in Economics.from Laurence Universitlt in Appleton, Wsconsin and an MA in Economics
'rttnt North Western (Jniversity in Evanston Illinois. He served as a Peace Corp. volunteerfrom 1968

- I970 teaching English and Economics in Tunisia. Ambassador Donnelly is married and has two
'.t)ut1g sons. He served mostly in Africa and in the Middle East as a specialist in Commerce and

Economic alfairs mainly, but he was also Director of the Olfice of the European (Jnion and Regional

lf/airs in the Bureau of European and Canadian Alfairs in Washington. He has had numerous

rtppointments, I won't go through the whole lot, but his last appointment before he came here was

Deputy Assistant Secretary in charge of Trade Policy and Programmes in the State Department. And
nas responsible for all the International Trade Issues at the Department of State, and he worked

ilosely with the uS Trade representatives and other US Government Agencies to develop, negotiate

tnd implement trade policy. Almost tyvo years ago he u'as appointed Ambassador to Sri Lanka and
r,t the Maldives by President Clinton. And he took his oaths on the 25th of November, his second

.t)lniversaty is in tyvo days time. He arrived in Colombo on the 6th of December 1997 and he presented

:.redentials to President Kumaranatunga on the I9th of December. May I I now ask Your Excellency

to address us. Thankyou.

General Perera, thank you very much for your
- r.rnd introduction. tt really is an honour for me to

:r:r vou tonight. I get a lot of opporlunities to speak

: , erent kinds ofoccasions, I am able to accept some

.- ::'r. but this is one that I f,rnd parlicularly important
:, . *seful. I have great respect for you as professional

:i:1 men whether you are retired or still on active
. -r that regard I would like to be able to speak very

-"'-r.i-.. I am not going to read a speech or an1'thing, I
, -,"1 ;.r just talk about some of my perceptions about
' j*.r. some of the things that have changed in the
' .:': Sutes as a country, as a world how we fit together.
" '' : -r \Iilitary person, but I'll try to address and focus
r , * : of the Security related issues that I think may
' :.lerest to you. I'11 try and keep my remarks short

,r :, : i , e as much time as we can for exchange and

, ,r";t iS. because I always find that's the best use of
- : - :ealise I have a tough act to follow, I understand
' '-'r:d the Indian High Commissioner Shiv Shankar
, ,1' : r,\'ho arrived in Sri Lanka about two days before
..,.1 ,:l presented his Credentials about 45 minutes

': -= I did to President Kumaranatunga was your last

'l 
*. ,l :: r.nd he is a very tough act to follow, and someone

: :li Io compete with but I'11 try.

I d iike to start my presentation on how the US

l- ::e rvorld in a security sense, about ten years ago

'' '. It's almost exactly ten years ago that the Berlin
, r.. :;r. and that this so called post-Cold War period
'rl-.L: \ow it might be a little strange for us ten years

later to still be defining the world in terms of what it
isn't, that it isn't the Cold War any more, but I think it is
a good basic starting point. For the United States, the

Cold War imposed a lot of things on us tremendous costs

and so on and u'e rvere certainly like the rest of the world
beneficiaries when the Cold War was solved and

disappeared and so on. But the Cold War was a very

simple kind of frame-work for us as a Govemment and

for American citizens as individuals. At the risk of
grossly over -simplifying in the United States, it was

perceived a sort of freedom against totalitarianism, good

against eveil - two big blocks. There was a speaker in

Colombo, a very prominent American Journalist who

was here last week, Tom Freedmen who writes the

Foreign Affairs column for the New York Times, one of
the most influential journalists. He as speaking at a

Conference on Globalisation and he was saying that if
the Cold War had been a sport, there's no question u'hat

the sport would have been-Sumoa rvrestling - nvo big
fat guys sort of sparring around at each other, with a

little bit of pushing, not a great deal of engagement, and

then finally at the end one ofthe big fat guys fell over.

And I wouldn't want to stretch that analogy too far but I
think there is something there. It was very easy for the

American Govemment to mobilise public support, and

congressional support, when we faced a crisis,-the Cuban

pissile crisis in the '60's when I was a child. If the Soviet

Union, a Communist block, was threatening the West in
Europe and in Central America in the 1980's, this was a

mobilising force that enabled the American leaders
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(whether it was President Nixon or Reagan or Carter) a

very simple rallying cry that the security of the American

Nation was threatened. And we had to respond and

everyone across the American political spectrum
generally did and would. I mean, we would have our

debates about how to do it, the timing and so on. It was

easy for us as a Government to mobilise the support, to

get the budget, to keep the American public supportive,

I also would argue that Internationally the Cold War

forced the western countries basrcally the NATO allies

to pull together. There was an imperative, there was this

threat across Central Europe that the Soviettanks could

come rushing across. And so foreign policy was

relatively easy. All American foreign policy in the world
was to promote our interest and to oppose the Communist
Block. Now that made it simple, as we would say in the

United States, you could put it on a burnper sticker. We

didn't have avery arcafle, complex, overlapping foreign
policy, it was very simple - it was beat Russia. That was

American foreign policy. And it was basically the way
the world was structured at that point, with Europe still
in the '60's and ' 70's recovering from Word War II, there

was an imperative on Europe and the United States to

work together, US leadership in NATO was

unquestioned, it was just something clear as we moved

through that time period as Europe recovered
economically, and the European Union began to increase

its integration to go from being a free trade area to a
customs union and into a fulI economic union and then

ultimately trying to add in foreign policy and even

security elements as they are now, there was clearly not

far below the surface a building sort of tension about

the Americans kind of walking in and calling the shots

in NATO, the Commander of NATO was always an

American Officer in the US. Throughout that time
frankly we did call the shots in NAIO - we would come

in and say this is what we've decided what NATO's going

to do, and there'd be some fiddling and some grumbling

but ultimately the US almost always carried the day. I
would argue that this appropriate but very simplistic sort

of foreign policy and security policy caused us to make

some bad decisions as it affected foreign policy. There

was the risk of perhaps oversimplifying a little bit but
there was one criterion when we were deciding what

foreign govemments we would want to be close with,
who our allies would be, and that was, were you an anti-

Communist. The US found itself in close (not alliances)

but close relationships with'some pretty unsavoury

characters certainly in the Westem Hemisphere, Latin
America some Military dictatorships, Mr. Mobufu in
Zaire and there was this contest going on around the

r.vorld. The Soviet Union, the Warsaw pact group was

competing with the Western group led by the United

States for sorl of influencing the world. And we were

;nakrng decisions about where we allocate, our time, our

resLrurces. our assistance programmes basically on what

countries had potential influence ":: r

Communist they were. In a lot of cases -:-:".*

led us to make basically good decisic:.s. -,- 
r

Sri Lanka, which is a countrl th:: -.:
Govemments have had a series ol gooc ::."i":,:'trh

the US. But in some other parts of the ',r:: : $:
always make wise decisions and we're still ::,' ,r

with some of those recriminations both .'i .:: - tilc

and also Intemationally and Regionally'. bul :'-: ,

question. Now that's all changed todal''. Th:',- : : Mlru-rrl

gone, there isn't any simple overlying man:= .: . - *rillll
for Arnerican foreign policy. Foreign poii;_' ' a:tr h

would argue as impoftant as it's ever been ii ::.: - lr,fid
States, but it's a much more complicated tbr.:--: :'.,r.uxr

Obviously like any country in the world \\'e r,::: - ,c llr
put US National Security at the top of our fore :,:: :, r Luu

agenda, and the security ofour citizens be thel ::. . :' u:n*

or whatever, trying to protect our Americar ;.:-:riru{
living abroad. But we also have a much broade: ::::Tr@
- we are trying to promote US economic interes-.. - ::tlilu

was always there, but it didn't really matter. Ti.; . :
when we were doing for example hade negotiatir-r.-! ,'mt

Japan in the'60's and'70's there was alwals a :.' {r'

tension about how hard do we push Japan to open -i i r
economy. Japan's an important security ally, u e h"', : tll
help them rebuild South Korea as they rose to be. .'nr
an economic challenge to us there was always that sr:'c
of - we don't want to be too tough on them at the r::r- ;n
upsetting their economy and so on - that's all gone :: ia

The relative importance of economics - tr::r
investment, jobs is much, much higher in our for:..:
policy agenda than it's ever been. And that's true in r:.:s
other countries as I look around the world. I see the S"-

Lankan Ambassador in Washington - probably spe:l
more time at the Commerce Department than he doer u
the Pentagon, with all respect - trying to promote tru:r:

and investment, joint ventures, partnerships and so c.:-.

That's just part of the world that we're living in. But r::
US foreign policy, if you had Madeline Albright c;
Secretary of State here talking about America's forei.:
policy agenda, it would probably take her an hour anc i
half or two hours to run through all of it. We are --:

addition to the traditional areas of security in economi;'
we are also trying to promote intemational environmen:
we are trying to fight international terrorisr:-
international narcotics, international crime, mone.,

laundering. And then there are other numerous importar:
issues that I would argue have always been there i:-

American foreign policy but they were always hard tt
get at when you've had this single overriding issue c:

winning the Cold War. And this would be what I woulc
call values. Every country has basic values. Everyone

likes to promote their values, and I think we have alwa1'.

tried to do that. But *'hat I'm saying is that when yol
take away this one overriding trump card you provide

greater scope for things like democracy, human rights.



. - -'lrry', etl'tnicharmong women's issur' aii ;ritc r:nl,
" :t.ngs that have always been there that are lmp\tr'I:r'n:

. :-:,rnts of American society values that we espouse'

: ::3 still ,,vorking at getting some of them right in our

--:r. I u.n roisaying that we are going around

r .'-rng everybody in the world about how to organise

. . * --.*.y. and how to do human rights' This is an

-tronary process in every country including our own'

. : lres matter,when we are deciding how we allocate

- r, assistance, foreign economic assistance etc' The

., .l,. risit by President Clinton to South Asia is

*sr;' ..n the agenda, and ithas always been assumed

-,: go ,orr.time before he leaves Office to vist

. .: -r.J Pakistan to demonstrate America's growing

: 
. 
: ,: .n South Asia as a region' Well, now you have a

. ;:l'rocratic Govemment in Pakistan - you have a

;:, Govemment that overthrew a democratically

r -.:d Government, probably a flaw but a

r - - Jratically elected Government, none-the-less' So

-.: ,.sue which is being discussed in Washington nght

- .-an the American President pay a visit to Pakistan

- , :irne? There are pros and cons and I don't know

:..e issue is going to come out' And then you get

'.-.e issue of if he can't go to Pakistan' can he go to

. - lt's all very complicated' I just sight it as an

,,- :1e of how these kinds of value issues play a role

:-.;r.can foreignpolicy decisions on a practical way'

; 'i ere still in the Cold War and Pakistan was an

' :r :lint Anti-Communist country it rvould be a

- .:-::'.: tiame-work for that decision' But it's not there'

; i[\ simple black and white kind of formula that

; - ,ruide much of American foreign policy is really

\on' if t couldiust digress for a minute - I know

-. : I :he US system - just to remind you a few things

- :i1e way the American Government works'

. r -.: i. \\'e are a little different from most countries in

r : , :lld. and although the American President is often

r' ; I -1S one of the most powerful people, or the most

' ,:-:'*r srngle individual in the world' in a sense of

r I - I lhe po,""., of Government I would argue that

;tt r ' -:3ncan President has a much weaker role than

r,i.' ,rher Chiefs of State, Presidents and Prime

' 'i:s around the world' I don't think President

' has anything approximating the full range of

, :'-'. tbr example, that President Kumaratunga has

LLu:r : r.r-: iust to iemind you of that, I think it ali starts

un,.\, : .\merican history 220 yeats ago when you'd

lr'* u'- :cr how our country was created - we fought a

' - : ,:r against the British and then you had these 13

' ;s :hat had been sort of self-goveming' came

r rr; :' :: :,:r decide how is the US is to govem itself' And

iltu' - -.r- I u ant to give any more power to the Central

:'- :1ent. it would be like giving government back

So ne ;:a:::re -F n:r. mm I rmS dl u ur6r

strong Federal S1'stem. nher:;r.'rs ;'i fu nrurm"r m fu
US System are not at the Federai Gcr a::::i:nr rr-:' mr1

are held by the States. And in fact there is rr hat I r'-r-t' :i

called the reserve clause olthe American Constrrution'

It says explicitly "Any power that is not explicitly gir en

to the Federal Government is reserved to the States'"

Education is controlled by the States' Most of the Police

in the IJnited States are State Police or Local Police'

The Federal role of the United States Government in

Washington is controlling business, regulating/

registeriig companies,etc when I am voting for President

in"the United States, I do it in the State of Maryland' It's

the Maryland State that organises the election' There's

no Federal Election Commissioner in the United States

in the way that you have here' So you have a system

where much of the powers at the State level and then

the State has in turned delegated it down to local

communities, and what we would call counties' And then

at the Federal level we also divide power very strictly

between three separate and we say co-equal branches -

the Executive Branch headed by the President with his

Ministers, and I think you know in our system Ministers

cannot be Members of Parliament - if a Senator' or a

Congressman is named to be Minister of the Treasury'

Minister of Labour, etc. they must resign' Then you have

the Legislative Branch, two separate branches of the

Legislature, the Senate, the Upper House and the Lower

Holuse again splitting powersl laws have to be adopted

by both. And then finally a very powerful and

independent Judicrary that plays many' many roles but

to a great extent is the arbiter of things Constitutional'

Now in addition to having these separation of powers

you've also got in our system a split in Political Power'

And that is to say the Executive Branch' President

Clinton is from the Democratic Party, our traditionally

left-of-cenhe party, while both Houses of the Parliament'

the Congress and the Senate are held by the Republican

Parfy, the right-of-centre party. Now I guess you had a

briei experience with that in Sri Lanka back in 1994

with the LINP President and President Kumaratunga as

Pnme Minister before the Presidential Election' But only

a briefone and I am not sure how sustainable a system

like that would be in the Sri Lankan context' In the US

we've learnt to live with it and every issue in the

American Congress is a controversial one - there's a

political agenda' And during much ofPresident Reagan's

iim" in the '80's you had the Democrats, if you will the

liberal party controlling the congress - they used to play

games and send bills that they knew he would have to

'veto etc. and now the Republicans are doing the same

thing to President Clinton' Now I would argue that to

the American voter, this isn't an accident - acfually I
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think this is probably about what the average Amertcan

Citizen wants. Because I think one thing that is
fundamentally different about Americans - United States

- compared to most other countries in the world although

I would argue some of our friends in Europe are perhaps

catching up with us - is their view of Governemnt. If
you asked a hundred Americans to list the ten things

they want from their Government, and you asked the

same thing of Sri Lankans or Indians or Frenchmen or

Japanese, I think most countries in the world would have

a list - we want a better education system, more roads,

etc. etc. Some significant percentage of the Americans

would say I don't want anything from the Government -

when the Govemment does something it screws it up - I
just want the Government to get out of the way. There is

this almost (at the risk of over-stating it) anarchistic sense

that Govemment is not the solution - Government is the

problem. And so for an American citizen to have a split
of power not only between the Federal and the State

level, but even at the Federal level to have the two Parties

bickering is almost a guarantee that you won't have one

Party ramming through a lot of changes of their own

programme. It's not necessarily the best formula for
effective Government, but it's I think what you have,

and it's not a coincidence in the United States. Now as I
said the world has changed a lot from the Cold War

period but I think the US still has very important interests

around the world. As I said they're much more complex

and more diffrcult to mobilise the support at home from
the American Parliament, to get the budgetary resources

for Govemment programmes be it Military programmes,

be it foreign aid programmes, or other types of
Government programmes. We've seen that through
recent years in the Bosnian issue, in Kosovo, in East

Timor, these have been difficult issues for the American

public, and the American political leadership to sort out

how we move forward. I think it's not a coincidence if
you look at the most recent example of East Timor that

Australia has become the lead nation in this sort of
coalition to address this challenge. I think this is what

we're going to see around the world, what I would call
regional crises and certainly East Timor was a crisis,

but the big cumbersome model of the Sumoa Wrestlers

sitting there grunting at each other or pushing each other

doesn't really fit. It requires a more flexible, more nimble

sort of Govemment or coalition. And I think that's an

important concept. I think what you're going to see more

is what we're seeing on East Timor, what you saw in
Kosovo, of more ad hoc sorts of coalitions of countries

thathave interests involved. Sometimes itwouldbe done

through the United Nations if that's a doable framework.

That's going to be hard when you have to get things

through the Security Council where you have five
members with a veto who have very different interests.

And so it may not always be possible. I don't think you

are going to see a formula where things can only be

done through the UnitedNations. I think thEt ..f,*cr$

advantages obviously as we saw in the Guli nu r
of global coalition and a sort of legal fiameu c'rl'

can also be cumbersome and it's also ven' &:
put together that kind of coalition. I think the

what we saw in Kosovo a sort of NATO cec:i
with some other participants which you are seqr
East Timor. and let me be cler - the US wasn't rl
to push the Australians aside and say no, no \\ i
lead on this. We accept that in today's world x: =
always going to be the leader of an effort. Son

that'll make the most sense, we're prepared to do ii
times there'll be another country that it makes morr

and I think Australia for many, many reasons \r,rs

logical choice to step forward and be the leader .":

ordinator on the East Timor effort and we're tn.i-'s
play a supportive role. If you look at the exampler t
Europe, Bosnia and Kosovo, I think it's =
complicated and I would say that as we went thrc

the Cold War period through the '70's and '80's

was a European sense of well, wait a minute wh-v sr^*

we be under the control of the United States on :

Military things? We are capable of our own de

we've seen the European Union broaden its mandare

take on a common, foreign and security policy rss

We've seen the so called Western European Union s
was a dormant organisation for European consul

trying to be revived . The former Secretary General

NAIO Salana is now in charge of a WEU and sort cf
Security Co-ordinator in the European Union trying

bring that forward. I think that's going to happen. \t-r
own view is and I think that's the view of the Uni

States Govemment this is a healthy trend. Frankly I thinl
the US waited around for quite a while certainly dunng

the Bosnian crisis for Europe to step forward and find e

way and show leadership - they didn't exactly distingui$
themselves I'm not sure anybody did in terms of hor
we handled the Bosnian crisis. But that effort u'ea
forward. I think that would be the model that you u-rl!

see of coalitions being formed to deal with particulr
crises around the world trying to make it as broad a

coalition as possible, ad hoc decisions about whose going

to take the lead on it - whether it hts within the United

Nations context, whether it fits within aRegional conterr

etc. Now I think you know with the end of the Cold Sar
there was a huge rethink of American strategic polic1'.

We are no longer recruiting, training, staffing, locating

our Armed Forces to fight a tank war in Central Europe-

That was no longer the thing. I think that the driving
concept, the strategic concept that we are looking at from

the US Military side is, we want to be prepared to fight
two major Regional conflicts anyrvhere in the world if
necessary. We are hoping, we are not going to be, but

we don't want to have a sense that if the Gulf War is

going on that means that's all we can do. We want to

have the men, the material, the equiment, the doctrine.
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r -:1:1rns to be able to do at least two significant
i - -r- conflicts be it in the same part of the world,
', :,i-:cult or in different parts of the world. That's

; ,'-:r:-'gv that drives American defence planners as

; irr lo ann themselves and prepare themselves for

;: : *rrtualities out there in the world. I think you all

I r:rn people have a sense perhaps better than I of
, :,:terican Military is stmctured - the civilian control
": \lilitary through the Secretary of Defence, and

: . r', ."ian Secretaries of the various Services, the joint
" :', - i Staffa unified command, but the key role that's

. :: :) u'hat we call the CINC, the Regional CINC,

;. ," 3 iov the rvar fighting CINC. As I think you know

, :\C for the Pacific Region of the US is based in
-. r -. ue have a new CINC there, Admiral Blare a

i- :', namic Naval Officer and we're hoping that he'll

; r r.i Io visit Sri Lanka in the relatively near future.

r ::r 'rorking with the Ministry of Defence on the

' :.lities. It's been a long time since we've had our

'." ::r:n Hawaii pay a visit to Sri Lanka, we think it
. 

. 
". : :e tirnely. But time will tell if that actually comes

Let me just say a little bit about the US as we
,, :t South Asia. I think it's fair to say most people in

' : . :::ed States who think about these issues recognise

, :re United States has not paid enough attention to

. .: \sia as a Region. Apparently it was this Cold

' " 
- - :hat was an overriding framework that dictated

: - :n:ng - and frankly South Asia was looked at

*i:1 the Cold War optic. That is to say, India had a

.: r:lationship with the Soviet Union, Pakistan had a

"": :elationship with the United States - and that's

':.', over-simplifying, but that tended to be an
-' :,.::int element of our overall strategy. One of the

, i ::i3QeS for us as a country is that getting rid of this

:-::Jing frame work lets us kind of focus on other

i r, .,i the world - be it Africa, Latin America, the

::.e East or South Asia - without this imposed

,::iilructure. But having said that I would
, - ,i ledge that frankly in the ten years since the Cold

' ,-: , - ,ied. I don't think the US has paid enough attention

:, -:5 Asia. There've been a lot of reasons, there've

:r':'' - 1Se S in other places in the world. It's taken a while,

. '.:.rnk and I would also argue that we've had some

i" 1-nate developments, at least from my perspective

: rk just as a second Clinton Administration was

J..- iJ up in 1996, Madeline Albright came in as

,: .-:'-.r3 of State. She and Clinton worked out that it
r i" r :rr they paid more attention to South Asia. We

,'::L;'t South Asia as only a place where we did issues

,: - r"proliferation, encounter narcotics, encounter

r:.* r i:n, But where we had an active Regional strategy

:,::lrlv US interests, to identify countries we could

, r'i ! rth across abroadagendaandtry andplay auseful

' : rr-.j iust as that was starting to move forward we

saw the nuciear tests in India and Pakistan. that caused

us through some of our laws sanctions for countries that

test nuclear weapons - that created a crisis - that sort of
set all the other constructive work aside, and it caused

the US and India I would argue to engage in a much

more intensive political dialogue.

They have had eight or nine very intensive

sessions - we've got much more intensively involved

with India than we ever had before. But too much of it
has been spent trying to deal with that particular crisis

than as we were starting to get our hands around that

and horn'might we move forward, then came the Kargil

last Summer - that also became a complication - we

started to get over that and then here comes the Military
coup in Pakistan, there have been a series ofevents that

we would argue were external to whatever was going

on in the Region. But there is a sincere interest on the

US side to try and focus on South Asia, try and find a
way for President Clinton to make a trip to South Asia,

and so on. Just to say something that I don't think is
necessary to say to you, but I recall when the last

American Cabinet Minister to visit Sri Lanka was our

Ambassador to the United Nations, Bill Richardson in

early 1998, and when he had a press conference, the

first six questions he was asked were about US

competing with India, US access to Trincomalee Naval

base, this sort ofagenda that I guess was out there in the

1980's somehow - just to say it clearly - we, the US as it
approaches South Asia, as it approaches Sri Lanka, we

don't say that we are competing with anybody, we are

not trying to spar with anybod.v. compete with or

influence - and again I would argue that the Cold War

having gone away eliminates'uvhatever imperatile was

there - also that technology has changed - the range that

ships go, the kinds ofaccess people need and so on has

changed radically - so I think some of the agenda that

some people impute to the US in Sri Lanka or in South

Asia is really as out of date as the Cold War.

Now, let me just say a little bit about the US and

Sri Lanka - we have an excellent relationship, we've had

a US Government relationship since 1850 starting with
informal Consular Agents and Consul Generals and a

very important diplomatic relationship since 1948. We've

had good relationships through all different kinds of
American Govemments - Democratic, Republic and

different Govemments here. It's a relationship that we

think is mutually beneficial. Our agenda here is a very

clear one - we are trying to promote American interests'

We are trying to align with Sri Lankan interest. Part of
those are economic, part of those are hghting terrorism,

"hghting drugs, working together on issues in the United

Nations and Regional issues, promoting human rights.

We obviously, when we see a good friend, in a

democratic nation that is facing terrorists insurgency,
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we feel that that's something we want to try to support

the Sri Lankan govemment' It's not in any way now, nor

will it ever be an American war - we are not trying to

come in and turn the tide or get ourselves directly

involved, but we do try to have our Military training

programmes, so called IMET programmes, through our

joint exercises. We have a very, verl'good relationship

with the Sri Lankan Military - certainly in the trvo years

that I've been here, as I've talked to the An-rerican Military

in Hawaii and Washlgton and as I've corne through here'

I know how much they value their relationships with

the Sri Lankan Military' You have a great reputation in

Washington and with the American Military' The fact is

that you are respected. You are seen as a good partner

and one that we can work with. Obviously, as I said

before, issues like human rights are imporlant and it does

overlap with the issue of Military co-operation and anti-

terrorism co-operation - that's solnething Colonel

Rindone has been working on' We are going to be

working with the Ministry of Def'ence on a Military Rule

of Law Seminar through our Defence Programme which

will be coming soon - that's an important concrete

positive way we can work together on these kind of
issues.

Let me iust before I close say a few words about

the Gulf War. Now I know it's been a while, but it was

one thing that General Perera raised r.l'ith me when we

spoke in my offrce, and I think it's an interesting example

cf some of these general trends that I've talked about'

First, it happened relatively soon after the fall of the

Cold War. lt's been a while since it passed so we can

look back with a bit more historical perspective than

perhaps things like Kosovo and Bosnia, East Timor that

are still issues. But I think what you saw in the Gulf War

is illustrative of what we will try to see as the American

approach toward these Regional crises or threats as they

emerge around the world' First we tried to deal through

a coalition. We didn't try to go it alone and in this case

the coalition meant through the United Nations' But we

recognised it was our judgement and I think many others

felt that only the US could play the key leadership role

in this effort and we did. And we stepped forward' But

we tried to find ways to involve others, to share the

burden and to share the responsibilities. What you also

saw was the strategy of trying to use overwhelming force

- get it over with quickly. now it doesn't apply in all

circumstances but it did basically apply in the case of

the Gulf War and that is something that you will see' We

consider that we have a clear advantage when it comes

to technology and we want to exploit that' We want to

deal with crises as dramatically and quickly and

effectively as we can and move on' Now I will tell you

that it was easier in the US to mobilise the public's

supporl, the resources, lnterrrational supporl and the

coalition in the case of the Gulf War than in some of

'*t';r;, 
dier Ranian Sitva-First - 

{jll
Excellency, rny congratulations on your excellett

I have a .few questions - I hope they are r

embarrassing, First is about Pakistan - what is A

attitude towars Pakistan? l|/hat is America

towctrcls Pakistan',s new Government? I ask

T:;x;r?;:;::,::',;"il;,',!;::,,:;,:";ff :;:;::,1
^;;::::,::H:!,#::i';:;:;,:;1,;:,';;,';'.0x,'.';:l

T:iru""i"',i:r"#,1i",;,':,:;";i:::;,:rz':,':,::;;i':,,",1

Y;r:,':',;::;::,';":,':::,*::;,i:,7:,:,:'"::,';;:,:"1
to re-install the Denrocratic Government that vas 
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: ': -i:t)ttpthere.Watwouldbe--lmencr'j-li'rj'r' 3i {'m'rlr;irm flEIra@ mE - '[ltr 0 u;

.;;,:;-s/cr?-willitbethesame'orwillyouJindPaL'r:-L&n--n€!1@[x!1:E"clrfE'ceEr['l, .i,,ii-<rinction to move awavfrom thatkind of [],T,J::il;filln?,:ffi.1fi:"ffi;
we can on the Pakistani Government to malie that bapgtr-

- i.!:r-r.r : Now that,s a very good question. You're faster and to deal with even before they get there to assure

.-:l :... ,lisress alittle bit - the SierraLeone example the independence of the Courts and various other kinds

, - i1:.resting one because although Nigeria has of things'

' : : ---r 3rl to the Democraitc ro1e, during most of the

.: l"MnanswereleadingthewestAfricanForce Maior General Mike silva - My question is'

: ;:,j not have a d.r.rJ"ru"y at home. (It was duringthelastfewyears atleastwehaveseenindifferent

,.-,:.:rucha.)Butyou'reright-weweresupportive partsoJtheworldadeliberategenocide'Asopposedto

.l-:.rpositionisveryclear-weopposethe.theethnicconflictthatwehavehereinsriLankathere
.- - - 

"., ,.idemocratically elected Governments - full is no genocide we have ethnic disagreements - yes - now

" :. :1,t think you can get in to a nuance of well if with yoltr over-all interest or strategic interest over the

.::- .1.raric Govemment is bad, or the Military or world and os a super power' did you not see in some

" : . r: - or non-Democratic post that comes afterwards countries one race Sometimes with Government backing

. . ,j ri rhey do this, or they attack comrption - there cleliberately go on a campaign of genocide, do you have

. -,r : --r1e developments that are positive or negative , in the states at least in principle, that you should deploy

- . : :, Lru start making value judgements about goo d immediately and stop the genocide'

' ,.J bad coups and justifiable ones or something'

- : ;rgue you are on a very very slippery slope. Lecturet : I'm afraid the Short answer is no. I wish

:itri do we do about it? well, two things - one it wasn't - in the uS we make those kind of decisions

r.::\echanged-butalsodistances-ImeanHaitibasedonwhereourinterestslies'whereourrelative
- - - :... much closer to the United States, much, much abilities,of what we can do and what we cannot do' I

. .: 3s their coast is Granada, and frankly the direct think the best example that I can think of' the sort of

, , | 1t -\merican interests was substantial. ln the case question you're posing is Rwanda and Burundi in East

- ,i:: rhe issue was the threat of a mass exodus of Africa - it's a very complex situaion and ['m certainly

.,:.retugeesandallofus,anycountrydoesnotnotanexpert'init'Butlthinkit'sfairtosaythosewere
. see instability anyrvhere inthe world. But we countries where the rest of the world had very limited

, , I particularly concerned with instability in the national interest - \'ery poor economies' iimited trade'

-":,:,urhood. so the threat of instability in Haiti or very few of our citizens or Europeans or other people

,._::-r;r in Granada and so on is not necessarily more living there. And I think what you saw was very long

:, :i:nr than the threat of instability in some place on delays for the Governments of the world to tigure out

. . :.rer side of the world like Pakistan for example, u,hat to do about it. And as you said, time is of the essence

-):Iluchmoreimmediate.Soyoucanberestassuredtodealwithiteffectively-butwearedemocraciesand
. - > lsnotsittingbackinwashingtonplanningrescue we can only act when we can generate the support

--. s and other kinds of things. But I would argue that necessary to act. And again I think it comes back - it's

-: trre other ways to attacl the same issue' We are very hard to do that in a case of a country that is as far

- I .:e ro try and see what pressure we can put on - it's away, relatively unimportant as Rwanda or Burundi' That

- ; _ 3re balance - *. *;;;;;, p."rrrrr. on the new may nor be fair - it shouldn't be - we should all be totally

:::rntentinPakistantoretumtoDemocraticrule'idealisticandbeaspreparedtorushinourTroopsand
,, e $,ant to maintain a relationship - we have to deal put our young men and women of the Armed forces' put

. :hem - it,s a ,"o ;;;,; co.rrtry, and a very ih"i. liu", at risk to deal with the crisis in canada as in

r, nintpartoftheworld.Wedon'twanttojustwalk Rwanda' But it just isn't - the reality and the single

- . But at the same time you want to use both the sentence that you hear said most in the United States is

,.- : lnd the stick and any way you can to put pressure - we have this debate about foreign policy and so on -

-=rt. So I think the policy is the same. Now I would and politicians across the spectrum come back to this -

' . - : .i 1'ou go back uguin i,to the Cold War period'and the US cannot be the world's policeman. We are not going

. :ie ovefthlow of govemments, Chilli is one very to be able to go around and solve every problem, every

:::-\ampleoftheMilitaryoverthrowinganelectedi*p"tft:ll:1'-eVetYflawinhumanrights'franklyeven
::xment. Again we probably made some decisions every genocide' I'm afraid what we're going to see in

. "i ere ditl'erent certainly not consistent with our the iuture is probably what we've seen in the past and

, - :n Rights policy or anything else. But it was in a that is if these types of horrible things that happened in

,-latthattimewithAnti-communismu"ingtt'"BosniaandcertainlyinRwandaandBurundihappen
- . , e ,lominant over_arching policy interest - sut tinink again - if they happen in distant relatively unimportant
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countries it will take too long for us to react' there will

be pressure building, but it will be hard to generate the

political support. My experience as someone outside the

ttlitl,u.y community on this is that these kinds of

challenies are also very difficult for our Military' What

is our role in this? Are we going to solve all the problems

in Rwanda and Burundi? What is always said in the US

- what is the exit strategy? We're going to go in' we're

going to deal with this' How do we get out? How long

Ir. *. going to be expected to stay there? What can we

do? if tf,erels a single image that was in the mind of the

American voter, the American Politician - it was those

terrible scenes from Somalia where the American - I

believe the Army Toops that were killed' were dragged

around behind the jeep of some Somali War Lord and

that's an image that the American public cannot

understand in support of why we send our best and

brightest young men and women off into some God-

forlaken pluce *he,e our interest isn't clear' our exit

strategy isn't clear etc. So I'm altaid what's going to hapen

if th; are future situations like that is we're going to

grope our way forward' No one country is going to go

in. ih.." *uybe a few countries in Africa where France

for example still has a unique relationship - that they

would move decisively to try to deal with it - but I don't

think even the French record is so clearly impressive in

that regard. So I'm afraid we're all consigned to grope

or. *uly forward and try to mobilise and we'llprobably

do too iittle and too late but it's all that can be done - We

live in a real world - and that's going to be frustrating'

And as we're seeing now, reports are coming out - the

United Nations is preparing reports to show that the UN

Agencies were slow in reacting to the crisis particularly

in East Africa.

May be I could just say one other thing that 1

didn't say at the podium - one of the other changes in

the worid is one of the growth industries in peace-

keeping, particularly IIN peace-keeping' Some of your

Sorrtn eriur, 
"olleagues 

- the Bangladeshi's - to the large

d"g.". have started to play a larger and-larger role in

thii. Canada is a major player' As we see these Regional

crises pop up around the world, there is going to be

-or" una *o.e a call for this - to try and get to so called

blue helmets and so on' That's not an easy concept I

would say for us. The United States as a big country

that used to manoeuvring our own way in - how do

American Troops fit in'the context - but I think it's

something that's going to be a larger and larger issue-

When Sri Lanka resolves its own internal conflict I

would think your country would be a prime country

that could make a contribution in that regard' I don't

know if that's anything that's been thought of in the Sri

Lankan Military, but we're seeing more and more

interests from countries around the world including

south Asia in this general issue'

Major General Chandrapala - \btt' !' ' ' "'
some time ago, maybe beJbre the Cold llar' o' :- '"
War was over, you had some strategic irtte" : :

Lanka especially in Trincomalee' But sttbse;i; -:'

has died. Is it becquse of the developtlt€ttt ol i' ' ''t t

oryou didn'tw(ltlt to antagonise the other big - -'rir-u
in the Region?

Lecturer: Well I wasn't here in the !80's '* :-i':

conflict were settled I'm sure there are Amerlcu

investers would be interested' But again people 'rt
obsessed with this kind of struggle or battle if you s :llll'

between two countries - I don't think there is any stcl

there now if there ever was - but that's my perception '-u

Regional exPansionism.

issue was around, but my sense is that the tec:r'-'':!fi'

has changed, the types of roles that shrps pi'-' m
distances they can go and so on has changed rai';:t"lln

Subic Bay in the Philippines was a major Nar a' :'*
We couldn't do without Subic Bay' We don't har e ! -r:r
Bay anymore andwe're still able to deal' So I'm n': ;irc

there ever was as nearly as rnuch of an issue the:; c
some people lvanted to construct' There was a \.e[' :'i:E

theory - the sort of India is the Regional power' ti:: - S

is the Global power struggling for influence - I ':rrt
think that was ever there and anything like the \\ 3i l: s

sometimes portrayed. But you guys were here ;i: I

wasn't. But idon'tthink it's there, literally - God's ho:e*

truth - in the two years that I've been here and rr: ':u

time I was preparing in Washington I have never hac m

American Military person, strategic planner' express ':"1

interest in Trincomalee' I think its just that times char3:

and the kinds of assets the kinds of strategies and sc ;ru'

that once drove countries' policies evolve' I don't kr:i a-

I haven't been to Trincomalee, Colonel Rindone has be*

there - I understand it's a beautiful harbour and if :r

Maior General Chandrapala - Wat's your rtaa

on China's expansionism in that area with the loss ':n:

Hong Kong and with the its relationship with' Tahrae

what's vour view on that Sir?

Lecturer: Well, I'm certainly not an expert oD

China. But China is obviously a major country in the

world, it's one that has come an absolutely incredible

distance. Where China was 30 - 40 years ago and where

they are today I don't know ifany country has ever come

,o fu, ,o fasl while maintaing basic stability and so on-

All the things that I was saying about why it's hard to

get the US or the West involved or active in a place like

l*urrdu or Burundi it's the opposite on China' China is

big, it's strategic, it's importance economicalil"

poiitically, etc. So everything that happens in China is

tf interest. My own sense is that we want very much to

have a good relationship with China - we basically have

a gooJrelationship with China - we still have some



important differences in terms of as you said

expansionism - we wouldn't put Hong Kong in that

context - that was a negotiated return of a territory. The

issue of Taiwan and China is a very tricky one - we are

a strong ally of Taiwan - we are concerned about

anything from anybody, but China is the obvious

potential source who seems to threaten Taiwan. but I
don't want to impute impure motives to China. They are

a great country. they are struggling with a lot of internal

developments economic liberalisation, hopefully the start

.',f some political liberalisation or I think that's coming

nrore slowly than we would like to see. Hopefully some

progress on human rights. But when you ask me what

:re the five threats in the world of instability or

expansionism, I wouldn't put China on that list. I don't

see China as an enemy, as a source for instability. Sure

'. ou can imagine scenarios and just because China is so

lig and so powerful we have to think about it and have

rur strategies. But that doesn't mean that rve see it as

:.nv kind of a likely probability or source of instability.

'lur goal is to integrate China into the world system

:olitica1ly, economically, the agreement recently that the

I- S and China reached to see China join the WTO is a

.tep forward. China now has to reach comfortable

.loreements with some other important members of the
1,\'TO. But when I look 20 years out, I see China as one

-,t the great nations of the world - stable, significantly
r.ore democratic, and a more developed economy, good

::lations with its neighbours. Will it be an unbroken

::ogress, no probably not. Will there be crises, will we

i:r'e disagreements with them, will they flare up whether

-: human rights or something over Taiwan or some issue

- sure. Will they be manageable - i think so. Clina is -

i rat I think you see in the United States if you have a

:,rlitical spectrum in the United States what's unique

:rtrut China is the extreme right and the extreme left of
'.:le American political force wrap around and oppose

:..od relations with China - economic, political, security

- '.r hatever. And what you have is the centre of both

:{1ies - President Clinton and the moderate Democrats,

:,. . e moderate Republicans including both anybody who
, :'uld be a likely Republican Presidential Candidate -

r: rn that centre that recognise that China is an important

- .'-rntry that we neeed a good relationship with. It
' ;:.ails a very controversial topic in the US and so we're

. ,:ng to have ups and downs but I think they are
-l[:tively minor.

Maj or General Lohan Gunawarclena-Eu rope

nimg in as one Nation - the European Union' do you

:,,'Leive it as a threat to your economy or politics?

Lecturer : The question, in case people didn't hear

s - rvith Europe, Westem Europe being increasingly

: ::-srated and bringing over in the next f,tve or ten years

:,- re of Central Europe and Eastern Europe in, is that a

threat to the United States or is that an or**rnrO ,o

the United States? I would argue very much it's an

opportunity. First let me say what will be more difficult
for us and that is as Europe gets more integrated they

will make more decisions as Europe. And that is a big
weighty body - they will have a larger population base,

maybe alarger economy than the United States so when

we try to work out in NAIO, in the United Nations, in

the World Trade Organisation - we are not going to be

the biggest single body. And so we'll have to recognise

that there willbe an inconvenience as Europe works out

what its decision is - there's the French and the British
and the Germans and the Cheks and who knows
Rumanians sought a common European policy - that's

going to take a while. And the rest of us are going to

have to sit around and wait while Europe decides what

its position is. And that's an inconvenience and we'll
just have to leam to deal with. But I would argue more

importantly particularly if as I said the US doesn't want

and can't be the world's policeman - it isent capable of
taking the lead role in organising every foreign policy

issue. We need a reliable partner in Europe - somebody

we can work with. Henry Kissingner when he was

Secretary of State was asked something about'don't you

want to consult with Europe about some crisis?" And
he said'what is Europe's telephone number - I can't call

Europe - is that France, is it Briton?' Well, we may

ultimately get there at some point if there is a coherent

European organisation - whether it's the European Union,

the Westem European Union, and in defence terms - to

have that kind of a body. So I thinl< that it will take a

while but i think it's more of an opportunity than it is a

challenge.

On the economic side it is clearly an integrated

Europe is a more prosperous Europe that makes it
perhaps a stronger rival to the United States, but it makes

it a better opportunity for American business. If I'm an

American bank operating in 15 different European Union

countries and I have to go get 15 different licenses and

change currencies, the big American companies - were

the strongest advocates of American support for the

European Union, for the creation for the Euro currency
- we don't have our ego wrapped around the dollar being

the single intemational culrency. If the Euro - accepted

and able to work that's great. Frankly it makes it easier

for us and our dollar isn't everbody else's favourite
curreney. So the transition period won't be smooth and

it won't be short. But the US is not so paranoid or so

defensive that we're sitting there and anybody who rises

up - we have to slap them down. We need reliable
partners in the world. Sri Lanka, SAARC, ultimately
individual countries, we don't see them as a threat - we

see that as a better, more stable, better environment for

us to operate in. Will there be occasions where people

will get upset at having to wait - or the European Union
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wants to keep out American beef that has hormones and

bananas? Yes, there are going to be differences, but on

the big issues - the stability of the world economy, the

security, dealing with vital issues of genocide or

something around the world, but if Europe is more

cohesive, more co-ordinated and better able to react as

an entity, that helps all of us includiong a country like

Sri Lanka.

Brigadier Ranjan Silva-You Excellency, this is

regarding national interests. In the [Jnited States most

decisions are taken based on national interests - that is

through congress or the Senate. If America were faced
with a problem like what we have now, I'm sure it would

have been solved by now. Wat seems to be - in your

view - is there no national interest in sorting out this

problem? If so, what do you perceive as being the main

obstacles towards peace in Sri Lanka?

Lecturer : - Let me speak very frankly, and I
appreciate the question - you all know much moe about

it than I do - but since I have the microphone let me try

- we had a civit war in the United States - now I wouldn't

try to say the American Civil War of 1860 - 65 is in any

way similar to Sri Lanka, but it was basically about the

integrity of our Union and ultimately the Forces - and it
required a Military solution unfortunately - ultimately

negotiation at the end but it was basically decided on

the battle field. As an outsider looking at the Sri Lankan

situation what I find difficult or frustrating is that - let

me compare it to the United States recognising there is

a lot of differences and so on, but when we were looking

at the Gulrf War when lraq invaded Kuwait there was a

great debate in the United States about what we should

do. Should we be prepared to go to war? and there was

a debate in the American Senate and in the House of
Representatives there was a vote taken - there were

significant numbers of Senators who voted against the

Military option. There were imporlant Senators saying

- wait let's not be too hasty - let's give economic sanctions

an opportunity to prevail, etc, etc. But what ultimately

happened once the vote was taken in the Congress -

someone said'okay, it's been decided'. (I may not have

agreed with that, I'm a Republican, I'm a Democrat) at

that point we had a Republican President, George Bush

and the Congress was controlled by the Democrats the

reverse of what we have now. Bush called in all the

Congressional leadership from the various Parties and

said 'look, we've made a decision, whatever you thought

it's been decided - let's all pull together - we have to do

this'. And as I look at Sri Lanka that's what I find
disappointing - is that to some Politicians in Sri Lanka

there's still a tendency to use every issue as an

opportunity to score a political points of something -

oppose this, oppose that and not say 'look we need to all

pull together and define the national union'. What is the

national interest of Sri Lanka on this vitai issue - c: -:c

ethnic conflict and terrorism? And everybody inr.'-: ^;
participate, come to a decision and then everyone sur:t:
it and carry it forward. But that doesn't seem to t"; r*
approach here - it seems to be the Opposition iar-c -:r
not picking on one Parly or individual politicians I lr
the political culture in your country seems to me '-:"!r

the role of the Opposition is to oppose everthing. -{:r:
that makes it very hard to get on this absoluteh' "::a
issue for the future of your country to get the uniq r-rr
you need to solve that. So I guess that would be : '
hope that - yes, we all act in our national interest. 1';'-
have to find a way to resolve what the national interN
is and then some way to draw all the Political force: -:
the country into supporting that decision a::
implementing it. Obviously your role in the Militarl r i'-
have a vital role in implementing that and that's just 

=-'
observation. How you do that I don't know - I'm noi i
Sri Lankan, I don't understand all the politics, but 1o-
have to find some way that says 'out of these 100 poLtic:*

issues, there are these five that are absolutely vital :.:

the future of the country and we can play politics abt'.-:

the other 95 and debate that but on the five that reall'"

matter for the future of the country we've got to \\ orL

out a joint thing and then everybody supports tha:

strategy. and I don't know, I can't tell you how to do lt -

the Civil War in the United States was very controversir
- there were people who were opposing Lincon, we hac

a very strong President at that time, but he didn't har;
an easy path, but he was able to draw everyone togethe:

and hold the political forces. I think that's what I find as

an observer, a friend ofSri Lanka looking at the situatiol
to be a limiting factor, but you may have a differec:

opinion.

Brigaclier Ranjan Silva - Your Excellenct" ,

actually have tvvo questions - I'll ask only one at a tinte

Question No. I - America does not pay her bills to thc

United Nations and that's causing Jinancial problem:

to the tlnited Nations. But that does not alfect my budger

at all. The point I want to make is this - America uses

the United Nations to pursue American interests but vet

doe,s not pick up the bill. For example, America got the

United Nations to impose sanctions on certain countries-

Americauses the Llnited Nations Organisation to pursue

America's domestic national interests but does not

honour the bills. Why is that? My second question is:

Wy did America not sign CTBT? I know that Clinton

wanted to, but the Congress voted it down. I was reallt

sutprised because America wants to control nuclear

proliferation and yet here I find America not signing

this very important treary. Wy?

Lecturer : You have alot of tough questions "-
On the Nations, let me jsut say - yes, if you read President

and our Minister of Foreign Affairs Madeline Albright
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. ' -:;, ri r-,'-.Li alresrs. \\'e are still the largest

: - ..' . - 1,-r :h. L"niled \ations - \\'e are just not fully

r .: tl r1d lhat's not an excuse - but we are still
' ' - ,: .',i arl lot of money into the United Nations'

' r: imlarrassment. it shouldn't be that way, I
r : ::. ', JLt the United Nations is increasingly

;:: r,: .ll1 of us. It's playing a major role. The US

':r- .r:r of the leading forces pushing for
r'' - -:::ir'ie refonn. We're very supportive of some
. ; r-- . 

-'. {s that Cofi Annan the Secretary General has
. : ':: L'\ is clearly moving in the right direction'

' : -ii sav someth ng - this is pureiy a description
' ; :, i:ltcs in the United States - I am not saying

; - :ad - I said that Americans don't like
. --r-.nts. we're suspicious of it. Government

. --:r:: \\ ith freedom that we all love' We want the

: . , 3:rment we have to have. Well imagine in that

: ,' l:t -\mericans think about not American

: r-ia13rtt. but some International kind of
:-r:1.nt. And the llN is not popular in the United

: , -i : not fair - it shouldn't be that way - but it is

.: :erceived by American citizens that the tinited

. - . is an overgrown bureaucracy trying to interfere
' , ':e e,lom and dictate what the United States should
--:.11 doesnrt go down well' I'm not saying that's the

.' - I'mjustsayingthat's thewayit'sponrayed' And

: , :.rtPl€ in recent years particular Senators in the

' ;': Slates and Congressmen have held up our funding

." -' L-nited Nations over really unrelated issues related

, .!Iion, whether the UN Fund for Population
' ..ires can use money to encourage sterilisations or

::,'ns. That's an important debate, but people who

. :-:rngl) about that very emotional issue of abortion

. : .eized control of the whole issue of whether the

' :: States should contribute money to the United

- ,:,s or not. It's just an example of how convoluted it
, :.:t I can say is that we recognise the problem, we

.::se our obligation - we continue to be a major

" :..r ofUN peace-keeping forces and resources -in

,- ,, e have a different accounting in the [N about how

-.:. 1,\'e owe, or how much we are owed for when
.. :rian Troops have been involved. But we recognise

r , :,iigation, we're embarrassed by it, we want to solve

-r-: President's committed to pressing forward and

r trr-e making some progress. And the UN is
.':isrngly well seen in the United States. It is gradually
'" r,s to the understanding of average Americans and

t-cal leaders that the United Nations is a vital
-- -.: tsation, that it serves the interests of all its members

*cing the United States - doesn't always do

rr rrr!ftif€ ',ie lr3:L tI doesn'I alu.ays ao arryt l.rg tfrut

lr:-, ;{'!e in:rr.iual counrrv* lvants. But I thinkwe're going

:., !tr progress there.

On the CTBT - Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

- this is another issue where I have to say to you - our

Administration President Clinton, Secretary Albright

went absolutely all out to try and get it approved, we

signed it, as you say we'er been one of the driving forces

trying to pressure others to sign and ratiff. This is a case

where I think there are technical issues about how you

can verify things. I'm sure there are honest scientific

debates about how the technology has evolved, there

was an argument by people particularly from the right

of centre in the United States Senate. The majority is

the Republican Party which is not President Clinton's

Par1y, so getting ratification of anything is much more

difficult for him than it would be for say President

Kumaratunga who by definition has a majority in the

Parliament. There is a sense that the Republican majority

felt that President Clinton had not made a convincing

case that the CTBT gave enough assurance that

violations by other countries could be verified. And there

were concerns about developments in some other

countries that may be very, very few of the other

countries had ratified either. The US was one ofthe early

major countries to try to ratify, we did not succeed' But

President Clinton has been very clear in his view this is

not a defeat. this is a set back. He's committed to trying

to get the treafy ratified. I don't klow when that will be.

It won't be easy, because the same basic composition of
the Senate rvill prevail until the end of President Clinton's

term. But the advocates of the CTBT remain very strong

in the United States and it's an issue that will be with us

and you r.l'ill see those advocates - certainly, President

Clinton lvhile he's in Offlice, and then it depends on the

politics of the successor that would come after, but there

will be a continuing effort on the United State's side to

try to ratify. Because it's the right thing to do and it's

also if we want to pretend that we want to have a

leadership role on these kinds ofissues and other issues

we have to iead. And that's what President Clinton was

trying to do. Ultimately in this case he did suffer a set

back but I think it will be back and I personally am

confident that we rvill ultimately see it ratified in the

United States probably long before some of the other

countries that are now criticising us for not ratifying it
have got around to ratifying it. But that's just a personal

prediction.

Chairman : I think we'll call it a day. May I
request Maior General C A M l{ Silva VSV to Propose

t"he Vote of Thanks.

Gentlemen, we hae listened this evening to His

Excellency the Ambassador Shaun E. Donnelly speaking
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on the vital subject ofUnited States' strategic interests

in the modernworld. Now this subject not only to fficers
of the Armed Services but to all of us is vital and imprtant

burour" thre is no countty today that is not influenced

at least to some extent or in some way by maior events

in this world. And as we listened very carefully to His

Excellency's speech, that in my mind was brought out

,",y ,tnoity. il'" oru all involvetl' Therefore the United

States, the super power, their strategic interests in

whatever way they participate or othentise ii';: :

vital iterest to us' We are therefore very Jbrt:'r

evening that not only is His Excellenc)'tt'ith 
"'

had decided to choose this special subjectfor his

I take special pleasure to express the ttn;t

appreciation and thanks that all of you are -te;"

say, 'You rExcellency, thank you vety much -lc''

with us this evening.'
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t'. s. MUST RETHI\K ]trLmARY'S FOST{(X.I} E-AR MISSx(n[

(Thomas Pickering United States Under Secretarl' of state - ^\t \\-est Point I

l,:. t- ttrler Secretaty of State noted that the question of when and how to threaten or use militaU
; 

",. e "ltas become more complicated in the post Cold - War period'" Although the United States

ttil! neyer under any circumstances renounce its right to act alone," it clearly faces "less criti-

::s,rr" a,d gains greater support when it acts with other nations. Also, the new global environment

,nr.roringly deiands solii legal ot moral justification for militaty action, especially when it in-

', '- i';es humanitarian crises or internal conflicts'

L nder Secretary of State for Political Affairs

r,. T.,rS Pickering says the dramatically altered geopo-

: :;r.- i:r.iation which has evolved since the end of the

,; 'n\':.r is forcing the United States to rethink when it
,r, i*. I .onsider using military force, and how to justifu

Pickering explored the issue in a recent address

, .:e forps of Cadets at the U.S. Military Academy at

,,, ::: ?oint. He noted that without the constraints

- r,:'ied by the Coid War, a number of 'bad actors,' such

,'. :.tdam Hussein and Slobodan Milosevic, have lived

r: :,1 lheir labels as 'rogues' by starting conflicts that

:,::,ek the norms of legal and moral behavior' and dare

;'': a r-rrld to take them on.

"In these cases;" Pickering said, "where
r,rt-rcant U.S. interests are at stake, the U.S' has had

-archet up quickly from an exclusive reliance on

:-i;r1ional diplomacy, to diplomacy backed by the

.-l-irle threat of force, and ultimately to the actual use

:' i:rce." Thanks to the information and technology
":' :riution ofthe lasthalf-century he said, "U'S' interests

-.:: ;nore diverse and dispersed," and "we are more

:: taeed in, and, yes, dependent upon, the world

- ' :rmunity." In a world knit so closely together
-,:,rrically, economically, and geographically, Pickering

,.:,1. "it is harder to draw a line and identify where U'S'
-:crests begin and end."

The Under Secretary of State noted that the

. restion of when and how to threaten or use military
'::;e "has become more complicated in the post

- -d-War period." Although the United States "will
- :i -r under any circumstances renounce its right to act

r. :ne." it clearly faces "less criticism" and gains greater

t-pport when it acts with other nations. Also, the new

i -,bal environment increasingly demands solid legal or
* :ral justification for military action, especially when
' rnvolves humanitarian crises or internal conflicts'

It is a privilege for me to be here tonight at West
::int. Generations of great American leaders have

:,'ised throughthese halls, exercised on these fields, and

;'rrhaps thought about the future here along the Hudson

i ri er. For nearly two centuries, the Corps of Cadets has

awakened to 6 a.m. reveilles, to a challenging day,

developed the intellectual, physical and moral strengths

of leadership. The very commitment of the Corps of
Cadets to "Duty, Honor, Country" shapes character even

as it ennobles our great nation.

I am pleased to talk to you about a growing

partnership with you. As soldiers and diplomats, we work

together to defend the interests of the United States in

very many ways, and with much more impact on each

other than our public ever realizes. I have no doubt that

in this room today are men and women who will join

the ranks of the U.S. Military Academy's most distin-

guished graduates.

Each of you will help to shape history. Will you

do so in the same way as your predecessors? Probably

not, because each generation faces a different set of
challenges, oppoftunities, and sacrifices, from Bunker

Hill to Belgium's Flanders fields, from Baghdad to

Bosnia. Leadership and character will mark your actions'

But the circumstances in which you act will change in

unpredictable ways.

The same is true for diplomats. Forfy-six years

ago, I attended a conference here that helped shape my

decision to become a Foreign Service Officer. I began

my career during the Cold War, when America's role in

the world was largely determined by twin battles: the

battle to expand and defend freedom and the battle to

contain communism. The U.S. won on both fronts, due

in large measure to the outstanding partnership between

soldiers and diplomats.

The partnership, however, is not guaranteed

always to be smooth. We are perhaps a bit like siblings

in some respects. But together we have dedicated

ourselves to steering the world to a better place and to

giving Americans a safer, more prosperous future.

Our missions are quite different in many respects'

A soldier prepares to fight to win a war and that state of

" 
readiness in itselfhelps diminish the prospect of military

operation. A diplomat is always involved in operations,

in problems beyond our borders, in a state of constant

action, working to resolve today's disputes andbalancing
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the myriad and sometimes conflicting economlc'

political and security interests ofthe U'S' In simple terms

ifwe fail, you sometimes have very hard work to do' If
*" ,rr."""d, human lives and hardware are preserved'

But we cannot succeed without your strength to back up

our diplomacy. This is the nature of our partnership in

the countrY's interests.

What will our joint tasks be in the coming years

and decades? We carry out our missions in a dramati-

cally different geopolitical environment from the one in

which I and most of your instructors were raised' That

change of circumstances has left us with two questions

to answer:

(1) when and where should the U'S' be engaged and'

(2) ifU.S. engagementprogressestothepointwhere
we must be prepared to use military force' how

is that force justified?

The Altered SecuritY
Environment

During the Cold War, countries were often re-

luctant to pur-sue political goals that were not shared by

one of the super-powers' Often conflicts were muted

behind the Iron Curtain, or were allowed to play out in

venues that did not directly affect the vital interests of

the other side. Some ethnic conflicts were suppressed in

the Cold War; others exPloited'

In the euphoria that followed the fall of the Berlin

Wall and near intemational unanimity during the Gulf

War, many hoped that conflicts would decrease' The rea-

soning was that since the superpower rivalry had fuelled

confllts, countries would now be more willing to work

together and conflicts would be fewer and more quickly

resolved, if not disaPPear'

This proved to be a false hope' First' the premise

that superpowers were primary factors in regional and

civil conflicts defied history. During the span of the Cold

War, there were civil wars in some 19 states' In just the

early 90's after the Berlin Wall fell, there were nearly

the same number of within-border conflicts' We know

from our own painful history how bloody civil wars are'

and those of the post- Cold War period have been as'

destructive and destabilising as any in history'

The repugnance ofwar, civil or cross-border' fed

hopes that it wouta somehow disappear in a "new world

order." The theologian Reinhold Neibuhr was a pacifist

until the rise of Nazism when he realized the necessity

for the use of force. "Paciftsts"'" he said, "merely assert

it ut if orly men loved one another' all the complex' and

sometimes horrible, realities of the political order could

The Cold War placed a certain constralnl 
'- 

:- i: mE

actions and actors. Without that constraint' man'" : -ir[-
tries have felt freer to pursue their interests Sor::: --; 's

felt free to use force to do so' Conflicts have en:::=: rn

the Balkans. the Gulf, Africa and elsewhere k' :--'qr

cases, the conflicts were started by bad actors Cer-* -'"r

Saddam Hussein and Slovodan Milosevic' in de:" ::g

the intemational system, have lived up to their labe': lr
"rogues." Despiteihe clear post-Cold War trend to'a:"d

gre-ater intemational cooperation, suchpeople bree-i -
iorms of legal and moral behavior and dare the u or'; ro

take them on. In these cases, where significant L S :-
terests are at stake, the U.S. has hadto ratchet up Qu::r-r

be dispensed with. They do not see that the 1: :":'is lilr
most basic problem of human history " ' justr;: ::&r rc

achieved only by a certain degree of coercit:' '': M
one hand, and by resistance to coercion on 'i-'t :'1M

hand."

from an exclusive reliance on traditional diplomac'' " la

diplomacy backed by the credible threat of force' 'r't
ultimately to the actual use of force'

Globalization is a second factor that l'is
developed dramatically over the last half-centurl ' Tbc

information and technological revolutions have i:C
countries more closely together than at any time 3
history. This has provided enorrnous economic grou:h

for Americans and for people in most comers of ::c

world. But it also means that U'S' interests are mcra

diverse and dispersed. It means we are more engagaJ

in, and, yes, defendent upon, the world communin'

Where and how the U.S. should engage

The question of when to engage politicalil lr
militarily in an absolutely key issue' Whether the

p.oUtem L military conflict or major economic and social

iisruption, as a world leader, we must meet the resporr'

sibiliiies of our national and international interess-

Neither we, our allies, nor any regional or intemational

organizationhas the abilityto intervene in every instarce-

Ye1, there are clear moral dilemmas in choosing to help 1

in some situations and to allow suffering to continue in

others.

Determining where our national interest lies

would seem to offer a def,rning criteria for making these

decisions. Defending the United States is, after all' the

honorable task which you and I are so munificently paid

by the taxpayers to carry out' But in a- world knit so

"ior"ly 
toietire. politically, economically' and (thants

to thelet Jg" und t"l""ommunications revolution) geo-

gaphicalty, it is harder to draw a line and identify where

t.d. irt"."rt. begin and end. A conflict that boils out of

control in one part of the world can injure ow economv

or limit our access to natural resources'
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Diseases, narcotics and terrorists, which
proliferate in areas ofunrest, travel all too easily across

borders. From their inception in the troubles of a

far-away land, they can quickly have a direct, lethal

impact on Americans. Do we deal with them while they

are far from our borders and prevent their spread? Do

we wait until friends, allies and markets are infected?

Or do we only do batlle at the water's edge?

Even when we know we must engage, we must

consider carefully when and how we get involved.
American diplomats, by the very dehnition of our job,

are involved already in virtually every country to one

degree or another. We are working on a wide range of
problems from gaining intemational consensus on a trade

or treaty issue; combating crime, drugs and environmen-

tal degradation; to aiding Americans overseas; facilitat-
ing and end to hostilities; to promoting human rights

and the ruIe of law; or helping a nation struck by natural

disaster. The U.S. is in this fashion akeady involved, if
not engaged, everywhere. Diplomats, like businesses and

non-govemm ental organizations, tend to these concems

on a daily basis. The difficult question is determining
the degree to which we take the lead in resolving the

problem.

With the shift to more pluralistic concerns, there

is genuine soul-searching within the U.S. about where

to get significantly involved. The decision does not rest

solely with those of us in the Executive Branch, but with
Congress and ultimately the American people. In our

special role, America is often asked to address all issues.

The fact is that our interests are vast. Furthermore, there

are reasons for, and a tradition of, U.S. engagement

beyond our specific national interests. The United States

is a country that acts onprinciple as well as pragmatism.

The TV camera touches our idealism and compassion.

The nightly news, right in our living rooms, has created
'*hat one might call a"globalization of concern."

Americans are naturally generous people who live
:rr fx problems. They cannot ignore the strife and suffer-

rng they see on television, but are also uncertain of when
they want their govemment to get involved and at what
price. Or to say it another way, they see the need for us to

cecome involved, but want it to be at a very low price in
:lood and treasure. Experience shows that there are no

:ard-and-fast doctrines that give us an easy answer on

rrolvement. Often we are united ultimately when the

lesident, taking the lead, brings the Congress and the

:eople together around the tasks ofour engagement.

Perhaps most difficult for us to sofi through are

iiruations where military force has become essential to

:estoring order. Happily, these are not the norms.

- nhappily, they appear to be growing in number, and

;"ev occupy more of our leaders'time and focus.

Use of Militan'Force

Decisions about whether and hou' to use or
threaten military force have become more complicated
in the post-Cold War period. National interests are the

natural starting point for any such decision. But we har-e

resisted in the past the danger ofdefining our national
interests narrowly, and in today's interconnected world
we surely cannot afford to do so. Rather than the clear

danger of Warsaw Pact divisions pouring through the

Fulda Gap into Germany, we face messy, complex
problems such as Bosnia and Kosovo in the Balkans.

The danger comes from conflicts spilling across
boundaries and displaced persons surging across
frontiers undermining neighboring states and destroying

regional stability.

Problems such as the proliferation of weapons

of mass destruction complicate further the issue of the

use of military force. These problems require a broader
view of our national interests and confront us more often
with serious decisions about intervention.

One key issue before us is when we use military
force to back up our diplomacy and how we pair military
force and diplomacy. Most problems among nations are

solved by straighlup diplomacy. Sometimes this comes

in company with "benign force" that is, peacekeeping

or the possibiliry of the use of force that is inherent in
our national strength and readiness. Speak softly and

carry a big stick, as Teddy Roosevelt said. In those

situations, soldiers and diplomats naturally complement
one another the soldier prepares for war, his readiness

deters aggressors, and both, in turn, strengthen the

diplomats' hand in building a lasting and effective
political settlement.

The most diffrcult situations are those that require

using military force. ln facing them, military and civilian
leaders need to combine their expertise and counsel to

determine the best course of action. Essentially, we have

four tools at our disposal. The first is the threat offorce.
But, to be effective, a threat of force only should be used

when very significant U.S. interests require and when
there is the political will to carry out the threat. Applied
in that fashion, the threat offorce can be very effective.
In Kosovo, for example, NATO's activation orders have

brought the parties back from the brink and put pressure

on them to negotiate a peaceful settlement. Just last

weekend, their presence in the equation helped to
convince the Serbs that the Kosovo Albanians had to be

allowed to get to the talks in Paris. When the threat of
military force does not suffice, the U.S. can act
unilaterally; it can act with its partners in regional
organizations, most prominenflyNAIO; orit can actwithin

' a coalition of the willing, as during the Gulf War under

U.N. auspices. Each of these approaches has advantages,

and each is appropriate in different circumstances.
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Generally speaking, it is easier to legetimize

action that is taken with others' While the U'S' will never

under any circumstances renounce its right to act alone'

we cleuriy face less criticism when we act with others

and gain greater practical and political support' Joint

uctio"r, tenls to isolate the aggressor; whereas' unilateral

action carries with it the danger that the country or group

acted against gains sympathy from others in the

intemati"onal community. On the other hand' a multilat-

eral engagement takes longer to put togethe-r and is more

complicated to carry out. In your careers' I suspect you

will flnd yourselves increasingly part of coalition efforts'

and I salute the Army's attention to intemational relations

and cultural understanding in your curiculum to prepare

you for this.

At the same time, the burden of international

peace and stabilily must be shared and we continue to

u.g. orr friends and allies to build up their capabilities'

We have looked at the ways in which diplomacy

and military force work in harmony liom both ends of

the scale. That is, from basic diplomatic' economic and

assistance actions at one end, to the far end ofthe scale

where actual use of military force is required to achieve

U.S. goals. There is a second questions what is the

mandate or basis for using force'

Mandates and Basis for Use of Force

One mark of a great civilization is that it does

not use military force lightly' We value life'

As the intemational system has developed' so

have the norms and laws that guide the use of force' The

U.N. Charter provides several possibilities for use of

military force, including Article 51, which provides for

individual and collective self-defense' Two other

justifications require Security Council approval and are

ihe.efore subject to veto by any ofthe five permanent

members. Under Chapter VII of the Charter' force is

justifred to maintain and restore international peace and

security when the Security Council approves it' and

under Article 53, the Security Council authorizes

enforcement actions of regional organizations' Forces

can also be deployed in cases where the relevant parties

have provided their consent, such as often oacurs in peace

operations.

selfdefence. However, there is an increasing ci: r; -

especially in the West, to be celtain of clear :- -' -'
before acting. We can see this most clearly u itL:: '' - -

where some of our Allies have argued th:: '
mandate is always neiessary when NATO ocl! ' - -":

its territory. The U.S. and other allies disagree

The U.S. believes that the right to deplc'" - -- 
=-'

in such areas as the Balkans depends on an er: -'
of all the circumstances, including whether the:= -

direct risk to Treaty members. For example' 1nc: : *
or qollective self-defense is appropriate a'uatr:: --
aggressor who has used force against others A\ll ''' 

'- ' 
-

tho. ur. important national interests u1 staks \ :' 
"

members have the right to act in accordance u ith :' ' '

obligations under the Washington Treaty' \\'er: ' '
timited to taking action only under express Sec*:-

Council approval, we would effectively give Russr' -- :

China a veto over all such NATO actions' Th": :

unacceptable. [n our view, the United States and .'

NATO Aliies must decide when it is appropriate to -''=

lorce to delcnd the Alliance.

ln this new security environment, we face Seilr ..:

questions, particularly when military force is usec -'

int".uar" in an internal conflict' Such questions inclu;'

whether an alliance must wait until its members' terri t'- :-'

is directly attacked or whether it might exercise the u::

of force as part of preventive diplomacy' Our Allie'

interest in inGrvening in humanitarian crises is also uni::

review, with some seeking a new standard that woul;

call for the use of force for this puryose' Anothe:

potential justification for force would be against rogu:

states or near-rogue states that use force first' such a'

Iraq against Kuwait or Milosevic inside Serbia again':

Kosovo Albanians, in amanner contrary to intemationa

legal norms. In these cases, while it has been a struggle'

th; U.N. Security Council often has taken steps anc

called for action. So too has NATO on the basis of it'
own commitments in the Washington Treaty'

The WaY Forward

In the midst of these debates, international

engagement may lookhopelessly complex' But this debate

is Uoifr neatttry and necessary. We have entered a new stage

in our historyand it is appropriate that we carefully revierr

national interests, resources, and political will' as well as

consider the ethical and legal bases for our actions'

During the Cold War, the question of legal

justification was not oftln posed Uy orrr adversaries or As sfudents of this military academy well kno*'

perhaps it is more u..r*" to sayihat whether it was WestPoint'sreputationforexcellenceisinnosmallpart

posed or not, not all countries we.. likely to refrain from connected to its flexibility in adapting its programme to

military force because oi,rncertairty'over the legality shifting security interests' Thus' while West Point began

of their actions. oetenence as a docirine herped tI *re as a pioneer in tiv, and m,itary engineering, it has also

out the use of force by our adversaries in some instances. expanded its focus, while maintaining its excellence' to

In other cases, the West saw the use of force as an act of meet two centuries wofih of new challenges'



Looking further back in history Western thinkers

have always devoted serious attention to the use of mili-
tary force. The early Christians from both the West and

East tended to be pacifists while they were in the

minority; the majority non- Christians fought the wars'

By the fourth century when Christians were the

majority, St. Augustine became alarmed by attacks on

the Roman Empire. He felt that force was justified to

combat a greatet evil. His theory of the just war has

reverberated through the centuries and continues to shape

society's thought on when and in what manner the use

trf force is justified. The historical situation had changed

and Augustine helped to shape the reaction to this

change.

In the twentieth century we again have modified

our views on force, particularly in response to techno-

iogical change. Aircraft brought civilians into war in

unprecedented ways. Similarly, the nuclear age, with its

reliance on the deterrent effect of mutually assured

destruction provoked debate, with opponents arguing

that no weapon of such destructive effect could be moral,

and advocates pointing out that nuclear deterrence let

us avoid evil only by making very clear the threat of its

employment.

At the close of this century the security situation

has again shifted, this time as a result of political and

economic change. With the end of the Cold War, the

threat of massive nuclear war has receded. At the same

time, the world has become ever more closely tied to-

gether, such that U.S. interests are vast and disruptions

in almost any corner of the world whether economic,

political or military affect us significantly' Ironically we

remain enormously powerful, yet our power, and by

power I ret'er to our military, political, ,o.iul. unO

economic strength does not discourage all aggressors

nor is it sufficient to solve all problems. In this environ-

ment, we naturally debate how to use our power to pursue

and defend our national interests. That large national

question has institutional ramification, too, as soldiers

and diplomats adopt roles different from those of even

our recent predecessors. I know that is a source ofboth
fascination and fiustration among diplomats and believe

the same is true among soldiers.

What I would ask of you as you advance in your

careers is to maintain the dialogue. Defense and

diplomacy are intimately related and the very best

moments in U.S. history are the moments of our coop-

eration. While we are trained differently, have different

tasks and work in different institutional cultures, we have

the same goals. We are increasingly brought together

and must understand each other. Some chafing and

competition is as natural as that between the armed

services. Was there any joy greater than defeating the

Navy in both men's AND women's football this year?

What soldiers and diplomats share is patriotism.

We have in common a great love for this counhy, a desire

to serve and a commitment to excellence. That is

common ground to join our diverse skills in service to

the nation, as we work and debate together America's

role in the world and the application of its diplomatic

skills and military power. The world clearly relies on

American leadership. While there is burden in that

responsibiliry, leadership also carries with it the great

opporrunity to shape the world in defense of our securify,

values. and interests. I look forward to working with

youl
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UN-sponsored anti-terrorist conference or a special
session of the General Assembly in 2000. That event
would give a powerful political impetus to the struggle

against terrorism Worldwide.

Better use should be made of the possibilities of
the UN in the struggle against the narco danger and or-
ganized crime. A11 these evils can only be defeated

through joint eflorts with strict-adherence to the require-

rnents of international law. The founding fathers of the

UN envisaged the possibility ofreacting---on legitimate
grounds-to the disruptions of peace and security. The

intemational community can resort to coercive measures,

but this should be done in accordance with the UN
Charter and by decision of the Security Council.
\on-legal methods merely compromise the righteous

*loals. It is from this angle that we view the doctrines

such as the concept of "humanitarian intervention". And
:n general one should approach very carefully the use of
coercive measures and especially prevent them from
ruming into a repressive instrument to influence the states

and peoples which are seen by some quarters as

undesirable.

The evolution of world processes, of course,

dictates the development of norms of intemational law
and their adaptation to new realities. But this should not

re done without prior collective discussion and the

adoption ofcorresponding decisions, and it should not

start from a "clean slate", but should be based on existing
standards of intemational law. This is the aim of the

Russian initiative ofconsidering the legal aspects ofthe
use of force in intemational relations in the context of
globalization at the Millennium Summit. We invite
everyone to a wide and open dialogue on the issue. Much
has been said in recent years about the reform of the

LN. This is natural. Life does not stand still and any

s),stem requires renewal in time. It is another question

u'hat goal the forthcoming reform should pursue. To us

reform is above all the adoption of a set of measures to

enhance the role of the UN in the international arena.

Our organization should be ready to provide timely and

correct answers to the challenges that globalization puts

before humankind. Serious thought should be given to
trow to make the Security Council more effective and

nake this key UN body more representative by admitting
new authoritative members including- and this is

absolutely necessary-the developing countries. Such

a step would help to maintain the overall balance in the

s1'stem of intemational relations, especially in conditions
,,r'hen relapses into the use of force blpassing the Security

Council have not yet been overcome. Undoubtedly, for
e substantive and effective work of the Council, it is
necessary that the permanent members should retain the

nglt ofveto.

And in general the entire system of At"-utlorrut
organizations should be the subject of well-thought-out
and responsible reform.

It is necessary that the UN should remain the focal
point of the efforts of the international community in
solving the more acute problems of our time.

After the serious and painful tests by the Balkan
and Iraq crises the theme of enhancing the authority of
the IIN becomes central to the entire work ofthis session

of the General Assembly. Vigorous efforts should
continue, above all, to restore the role ofthe Security
Council in world affairs.

The settlement of the Kosovo problem has,
throughjoint efforts, been brought back into the political
and legal field ofthe UN. Now it is necessary to jointly
seek strict and consistent compliance with Security
Council Resolution 1244. Another disruption of the
revived political process cannot be allowed to happen:
this may bring tragedy to the whole of Europe and again
put the world on the brink of a catastrophe. The problem
of post-conflict restoration in the Balkans is equally
acute. The UN is called upon to play an important role
in addressing these tasks.

We are all obliged to derive serious lessons from
the recent crises. Illegitimate use of force merely aggra-
vates problems and drives them still deeper into an

impasse. That negotiations is the optimum way is dem-
onstrated by the events in the Middle East where the
peace process has recently received a new positive
impetus.

On the agenda is the question of improving
sanctions regimes to which the intemational community
has resorted fairly frequently in the past decade. The

introduction of sanctions is an extreme measure. It can
only be applied when all other methods of political
influence have exhausted themselves and the Security
Council has confirmed the existence of a threat to peace.

For its part the Council should be guided by clear criteria
of introducing and abolishing sanctions and should
prevent loose interpretation ofthe existing resolutions
let alone their use by anyone for his own political or
economic purposes. The humanitarian consequences of
sanctions for the population of the state against which
they are introduced and for third countries should be

most seriously taken into account. It is inadmissible to
punish entire peoples, especially on an indefinite and

non-selective basis.

Peacemaking is one of the key areas in the

activities of the UN. During the past half century the
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losers, but complexities arise on the global and conti-

nental levels. Nor can one help being concerned about the fact

that as a result of attempts to rely on unilateral use of

The parameters of OSCE peacemaking in the force the risk arises of the loss of positive dynamics in

broad sens-fiom preventing conflicts to peacekeeping the disarmament field. If the political and legal fabric of

operations and post-conflict rehabilitation-are to be settlement of international relations continues to be

defined in the Buropean Security Charter. Russia pro- destroyed sentiments in favor of ensuring national se-



SANDHURST, SCHOOL OF SOLDIERS AND KINGS
(Sir John Keegan)

In London, Sir John Keegan, Defence Editor, and

former lecturer at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst

reflects on the British military academy south of Lon-

don that trained King Hussein of Jordan

"Just to think," remarks one bemedalled African

general to another in a Punch magazine cartoon of the

1960s, "that 10 years ago it was a choice between

Sandhurst and the LSE" (London School ofEconomics)'

Those were the days. Anglophone African
govemments were indeed full of Sandhurstproducts who

had kicked out corrupt university-educated politicians

and brought authoritarian but honest rule to their

newly-independent countries.

Then every'thing tumed sour. The generals fell

first to quarrelling among themselves, then to shooting

each other. In Nigeria, the quarrels turned to civil war'

The Nigerian civil war was the first and largest of such

wars, but not the last or worst' In Sierra Leone, one of

the most barbaric of post-colonial intemal wars rages at

this moment.

Armies might seem to be the curse of ex-imperial

Africa, and the policy of training African elites to be

officers to be a grave mistake by the former imperial

powers. The contrary is the case' The "atmies" that

torment their own countries are rabbles of teenagers with

guns. The West's mistake was to train too few offltcers,

not too many. If Africa had been left larger complements

of St Cyr and Sandhurst-trained soldiers, it might have

been spared many of its recent agonies'

The academies are not to blame. They were not

asked to provide sufficient quantity. They certainly

supplied the quality, as the obifuaries of King Hussein

of Jordan, a rock of stability in the Middle East and

Sandhurst's most famous son of recent times, amply

testify. Hussein genuinely loved Sandhurst' He often

dropped in unannounced, so much so that cadets on guard

were instructed that, if an immaculately-dressed Arab

gentleman came through the doors of the Grand

Entrance, it was only the King of Jordan and he was to

be left to his own devices.

Hussein particularly enjoyed"the ponderous

irreverences of the sergeant majors. Hussein, however,

also got the point of Sandhurst, which is to produce a

human being of the highest quality. "Standards". i - : : 5
cited, never explicitly defined, Sandhurs: ' -,:

embraces not only general poiiteness but also p:::: - ,i-'

respect for the individual; personal moraliq r-: : '
public ethics. Sandhurst's academic staff spenc - - -

hours of instructional time teaching the principi.'

constitutional govemment to cadets, emphasising ,:'- :

all the necessary subordination of military po* er :: : '':

rule of law.

The example of Africa might suggest thal -::

iessons did not stick. That is to forget that Idi An--
who loved to believe that he had been to Sandhurst. -- -

had not - was evenfually overthrown by a coalitictr --

East African armies officered by Sandhurst gradua:c'

It is also to forget that Nigeria is attempting to resi':::

peace in Sierra Leone, and that its soldiers are gre3:=:

by the population as rescuers - a tribute to the Sandh*:':

standards that persist in its army even after years - 
-

domestic turmoil.

In other continents, the Sandhurst system i::'
worked well. Jordan rvas unquestionably a Sandhu:.'

monarchy in the turbulent Middle East and the touchi:-.-

image of the new King Abdullah, standing perfectll ::

attention, as he was taught on the Sandhurst squar=

before the portrait ofhis dead father, suggests that t:-:

heir intends to continue the tradition. Sandhurs:

graduates are numerous among the ruling families .:
the pro-British Gulf states, while the Sultan of Oma:

runs a thorough-going Sandhurst regime, which is on;

of the most prosperous and efficient in Arabia. His stai'

is not a democracy, but it is not within Sandhurst's rern::

to bring about changes ofconstitution.

Where the Sandhurst system has bee:'

transplanted to democracies, it has served them well

The Malaysian military academy, founded by soldiers

and academics sent from Sandhurst in the 1950s, trains

a notably unpolitical officer corps. Singaporear

democracy may be authoritarian, but not because of the

doings ofany ofthe Sandhurst graduates in its defenc:

force.

Where Sandhurst serves democracy best is il:

India, which has one of the largest but least politicai

armies in the world. The founding fathers of the

independent lndian army were graduates ofSandhurst -

or Woolwich, when gunner and sapper officers were
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."', .: :.I:r..i. - and their successors come fiom Sand-

: * *.1:al Caughter academy at Pune (Poona). It
' -"- '': -i-:ls tne motherhouse in the antiquity of some

- -:1 "t-.: - :adets are still "gentleman cadets" - but
- : *:rd e-r to horv ofiicers shouldbe trained. While

- i P.rktstan was seduced into politics soon after

- :. -:dia's never has been, despite many apparent

lhe reason for that might cynically be judged to

- r :.suit of an unspoken deal between the soldiers

: -: r.litical establishment - that ifthey were allowed

, - i:e recruiting to their own kind, the Rajputs, Sikhs

- -r:::du Punjabis of the north-rn'est, they would leave

:1r'r'rerlt to those who r,vere in closer touch with the

.: ,, -lndia electorate.

That ma1' uell be. It riour,j atr.. :.a.a:.a.,.=.,,a

how powerful u'as the spell that the Sar.di:-:s: 1J-; -:::
over the traditional lndian ntilitary class. Tne'.. ;::3: :. .

were gentlemen, bound to the ideal pi [sr1.ri11. li3-'
recognised that Sandhurst had discor.ered the tnik .':
transmitting their standards to succ eedrns senerati Lrns.

Sandhurst is now training officers from the nes'democ-

racies of the former Soviet bloc. Those gol'emments.

too' recognise that, if their armies are to be stable and

law-abiding, they need an infusion from its syllabus

Oxbridge and the lnns of Court -the LSE, too - have

always been seen by the British as instruments of their

national influence in world affairs. The death of King

Hussein should remind us that Sandhurst may be as in-

fluential as any of them.
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ARFRO has just entered the third year of its

project on behalf of our dead war heroes in the three

seruice*, who have left behind their loved ones after

making the supreme sacrihce on behalf of the country

so thaithey, together with us, could live on and make

some thing out of it whilst our militia men were struck

down cruelly before they could savor its best part, hope-

fully, in the not too distant future, As the title of this

essay suggests, withthe blessings and encouragement

of the thrie serving Service Chiefs, more notably the

present Army Chief, we embarked on this project of

providing succour to our distraught war widows through

scientific counselling, in conjunction with the

Psyschiatric Association of Sri Lanka, to enable them

to pick up their lives and those of their children by in-

stalling them in the "saddle" once more' We are quite

glad and pleased thus far with the results achieved go-

ing by the numerous requests received for counselling'

mlre particularly from those who benefitted from it af-

ter prolonged sessions, and are now confident and feel

secure enough to get on with their lives with no more

prompting by us, so much so that a very small number

tf tft"* *ittt to give back what they got from us by

volunteering to perform a similar task on behalf of

their fallen colleagues. But lets begin at the beginning

and relte how it all started and where we have reached

in the past 26 months in the only active welfare enter-

priseurrdertakenfornowby us since the inceptionof

our organisation approx four years ago'

After the preliminaries of kick starting the

proj ect with the unanimous approval of the Committee

u.o"na December 1991 , the Service Chiefs were

sounded on the subject, who were quite enthusiastic

with the idea, more particularly the biggest arm of the

Military whose Chief was to tell this writer that he

very much appreciated'AMRO's efforts as he already

has o.t his hands thousands of disabled and injured

soldiersamongthe living and inthe care ofthe Army,

and it would be a greatburden offhim if one cartegory

of persons seriously affected by the incessant hostili-

ties, such as these war widows, could be accommo-

dated by another body. It was in pursuance ofthis de-

sire that we then approached the Psychiatric Associa-

tion of Sri Lanka toundertakeaprogramme oftrain-

ing of counsellors , whic they too approved unani-

mo.rsly at their Annual General Meeting in March 1998'

The number of qualified psychiatri,sts in Sri Lanka at

that time was believed to be around 30 (more are

supposed to be seeking a livelihood abrol]) and was

toiatty inaaequate for the task at hand' Training of

Counsellors to serve hundreds of war widous' r'-
among thousands of them, who really needs assisti: ':
to gel on with thir lives again and continue rrc:-

wheie their better halfs left off, required immense i -

nancialresources andto this endwe had to devote "-:
energies to raising funds to support an ongoli:i

programme, which to any disceming reader is an er:-

punamgratherthanacontracting one as long as th:=

internecine warfare continues, producing two to thre:

war widows per day on an average' Owing to this t-
nancial constraint, there was a slack period in the firs:

half of 1998 and it was not until World War II Re-

membrance day in November of that year that u:
were able to appeal to our countrymen and womer:

to contribute their mite not only to help the needy of

those of our ex servicemen who served us and the

British here and abroad but for the first time to
remember our own war dead frghting who gave their

lives today for our tomorrow' and their kith and kin'

It must bs recorded that the response was stupendous

so muchsothat in the history ofthe Srilanka Ex

Servicemen's Association (SLESA), its gross earnings

wasthe highestin 1998 amounting to over Rs' 2r

million through the Poppy week collection' It was

because ofthis effort, thanks to spontaneous response

of a large mass of people, we were now ready to

actively launch our project with a donation of Rs'

175,000i- by SLESA towards expenses incurred b1'

way of pa)rment of out of pocket expenses of the

Counsellors being trained, and to be trained, and the

conduct of regular in house training workshops' With

the participation of SLESA, mainly in a financial

role, the support base became a triumvirate affair

and our first in house three day workshop over a week-

end inthe lastweekof April 1999, commencedthrough

the kind courtesy and benevolence of the Army

Commander, who made available his Army Holiday

Resorts hotel at Wadduwa at very concessionary rates'

whilst also providing a staff of two on the Army

payroll to undertake the adminisrtrative work' Besides'

he' also directed the issuance of our requirement of

Stationery, as well as the use of Army postal facilities

for the large amount of correspondence that we had

to contend with in our day to day activities' With this

kind of support, it was indeed the solid start any

organisation undertaking anew adventure of this mag-

nitude could have asked for, and the ground work

that was established initially, paved the way for the

smooth functioning of our activities during the next

12 months up to the present time through the monthly

sub-committee meetings held in the first week of each

month at the 4th Engineers'Regiment at Kirillapone'
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